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Notes on the Cover Painting

Coimbra. Author: Mário Silva. Technique: Oil on canvas. Date: 2001.

The work Coimbra belongs to a group of numerous geo-urban landscaping compositions, endlessly painted by Mário Silva. The present
work aims, through its intimate heterogeneous extreme creativity, to assume the different views of his city from Santa Clara’s high hills.

Mário Silva
Mário Silva was born in 1929 (Coimbra – Bencanta), Portugal. He lives and works in his home studio in Santa Luzia de Lavos, Figueira da
Foz. Great contemporary Portuguese artist, linked to the generation of the sixties, he devotes his life to a cultural, humanistic and libertarian action, contesting the establishment. Co-founder of the Circle of Fine Arts of the Academic Association and interventor, together
with Reys Santos, in the II International Art Symposium, in which René Huyghe also participated, he started his activity, exhibiting his
works, for the first time, in 1951.
His professional career reached great public success, achieving national and international critical interest. His aesthetic w ork is mainly
devoted to painting, but it extends to the fields of graphic arts (monotype, engraving, serigraphy, illustration, poster), ceramics, sculpture
and monumental public art.
He holds many national and international awards, like the Copa per il miglior Artista d’Avanguardia (Milan – Italy, 74), the Great Award
Galliano (Milan, 75), the International Peace Award (International Institute of Rome Humanistic Studies – Foundation for the Poets, Writers, Painters and Journalists, Italy, 83), the first awards Arte d’Avanguardia (Milan, Italy, 74), Valbruna Prize-Sculpture (Gabicce-Mare-Italy,
71) and, among others, the Silver Cups (Comuna di Como – Italy, 1972 and 82) and the Gold Medal (Giro delle Arte di Lombardia – Italy
75).
Several of his works can be found in different Museums of Modern and Contemporary Art (abroad: Rio de Janeiro, S. Paulo, Boston, Anchorage, Amsterdam, Montecatini, Stockholm; Portugal: Coimbra, Lisbon, Amarante, Castelo Branco, Figueira da Foz, Vila Franca de Xira,
Viseu, Ovar), Art Galleries, Public Galleries and Private Collections scattered all over the world.
Among other academic awards, he is an effective member of the Art and Science Academy “500 di Roma”, Honorary Academic – Rome
Academic Secretary – Italy (1980), member of the Fine Arts Royal Academy (Hague – Holland, 63) and of the Basel International Academy
(Burckhardt, Switzerland, 1980). He holds the Cultural Merit Medal of the City of Coimbra and he was awarded the Cultural Mer it Medal
of the Portuguese State, given by the Culture Ministry, in 2007. In December 2009, Mário Silva, by invitation of the Contemporary Art
International Biennal of Florence, is included in the list of invited Artists and is awarded the Career Prize “Lorenzo I/Magnífico
(Magnificent)”.
He knows many artists, literati and scientists, from different schools and movements all over the world and he promotes the interdisciplinary dissemination of art, in a permanent dialogue with the younger generations. He is a passionate fighter for Peace, a supporter of the
Humanitarianism and of the Portuguese-Gallic traditions.
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Editorial for the Inaugural Issue of Coimbra Business Review
It is a great pleasure and an honor to announce the publication of the inaugural issue of the Coimbra Business Review (CBR) Journal. The
CBR is an international, peer-reviewed, open access journal, published by Coimbra Business School. It aims to publish significant and
original research results on a wide spectrum of subjects within the field of business sciences.
The world is currently living a very difficult juncture posed by an economic, financial and social crisis, in addition to sev eral new and
emerging problems related to the international migration, cybersecurity, climate changes, among others. The high complexity of all these
new challenges demands novel approaches and a multidimensional and multidisciplinary view of knowledge, as well as a broad academic
and professional community to discuss divergent perspectives and exchange ideas and proposals.
Peer-reviewed and open access journals have an important role in promoting the dissemination of knowledge and best -practices
throughout and between the research and professional communities. The CBR journal, with its open access policy, is an effort to facilitate this engagement and to increase readership of the author’s work. Moreover, the multidisciplinary perspective that CBR assigns to
the field of business sciences is a great boost to overcome traditional boundaries between academic areas and an answer to new needs
and emerging challenges.

The CBR intends to be a leading online forum for researchers, graduate and master students, and practitioners across disciplines and
across the world to produce, share and explore innovative theories and solutions in the business sciences area. We therefore aim for
CBR to become an invaluable resource and an effective communication channel for those who are concerned with any subject of b usiness sciences, including, but not restricting to, management, accounting, auditing, finance, information systems, entrepreneurship, innovation, business law and social sciences.
This inaugural issue of CBR has been nearly one year in the making and reflects the expansion of the academic and professiona l interests in the subject. However, the launching of a new journal is a challenging and daunting task, especially if there is no budget. This maiden issue owes much to many people and, doubtlessly, it would not have been possible without a dedicated and undeniable collab oration
of our team of editors and members of the editorial board. I would like to thank them for their input and invaluable work. Thanks are
also due to the authors of the papers, and to ISCA C Junior Solutions (IJS) and TecLab – Center for Business Technologies for the design and
implementation of the CBR website (http://cbr.iscac.pt).
In this inaugural issue of CBR we have six articles covering the areas of information systems, education management, higher education,
justice and laws, management and economy, reflecting the multidisciplinary view that the CBR is committed to promote in the fi eld of
business sciences. These six papers present new and motivating insights from diverse perspectives, fostering a stimulating forum of
discussion and opening the doors to new research areas.
The first paper, “SOA Migration Case Studies and Lessons Learned II: Nasa and Health Net”, presents a summary of two Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) migration case studies chosen from different industries: one with National Aeronautics and Space Administr ation
(NASA) in the aerospace field, and another with Health Net, in the medical insurance field. The paper also presents and discu sses the
lessons learned from those case studies.

The second paper, “On Becoming Digital: Unavoidable Educational and Management Metaphor of Contemporaneity” presents a reflection about the involvement of the information and communication technologies (ICT) in modern societies, focusing on the ontological
importance of being digital and on the education sector.
The third article, “Job Satisfaction and Changes in Workplace: the Case of Academic Staff in Portuguese Higher Education”, presents a
study on the academic staff satisfaction in both public and private Portuguese higher education institutions.
The fourth article, “The Rulemaking Power of Administrative Agencies: Crisis of Legality, Rule of Law and Democracy”, presents an extensive study on the rulemaking power of administrative agencies. The author concludes that the rulemaking power of agencies is now confronted with the very foundations of the constitutional State: Rule of Law, separation of powers, and democracy.
The fifth article, entitled “Measuring Efficency of Portuguese Hydro Power Stations: DEA as a Tool for Internal Company Benchmarking”,
describes the efficiency analysis of the Hydro Power Stations operated by the Portuguese company EDP Produção, through the application of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), as an example of use of internal benchmarking for the performance evaluation.
Last, but not least, the sixth paper, “The Impact of the Euro in the Balance of Trade (BOT): the Iberian Case, Spain-Portugal”, presents an
analysis on the balance of trade (BOT) between Spain and Portugal, during the period of 2000-2014, since the implantation of the Euro
and the simplification of commercial-administrative relations.
This work is the result of many hard and long, yet well-spent, hours of many contributors. We hope the outcome is worth it.
Happy reading!
Pedro Costa
Editor-in-Chief
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SOA Migration Case Studies and Lessons
Learned II:
NASA and Health Net
Scott Tilley
Department of Education, Florida Institute of Technology, USA
stilley@fit.edu

Robert Konczynski, Jr.
Department of Computer Sciences, Florida Institute of Technology, USA
rkonczynski1997@my.fit.edu

ABSTRACT Migrating to SOA is often desirable because SOA aligns business needs with information technology capabilities.

However, the migration is also fraught with challenges. Fortunately, not all the challenges are unique. One way to avoid missteps is to learn from the experience of others. Carefully documented case studies can provide important lessons learned
that could be applied to new migration projects. This paper presents a summary of two SOA migration case studies, one with
NASA in the aerospace field, and one with Health Net in the medical insurance field. The paper also discusses five key lessons
learned from the studies. The migrations are analyzed through the lens of the EPF4SOA, a framework that provides a common

vocabulary for describing the activities inherent in SOA migrations.
KEYWORDS: SOA, migration, case study, lessons learned, EPF4SOA, NASA, health net.
Introduction
When contemplating a migration to Service Orientated Architecture (SOA), it is important to have a well-planned strategy. The strategy must take into consideration the proper
selection and alignment of business goals and challenges
that SOA produces. Various frameworks exist to manage the
decision and migration strategy toward SOA so that risks
are mitigated and the migration strategy is understood. Two
of the frameworks that assist in charting a path to SOA are
SMART and EPF4SOA. SMART is an acronym of acronyms: its
name comes from SOA Migration, Adoption, and Reuse
Technique (SMART) (Lewis et al., 2005), EPF4SOA (Tilley,
2011) is a framework that takes the normal Evolution Process Framework (EPF) (Tilley, 2011) and implements the
various stages in regards to SOA. The two case studies examined in this paper were analyzed using the EPF4SOA
framework.
Previous work on SOA migration research analyzed three
case studies: one each from the banking industry, the investment industry, and the telecom industry (Bhallamudi
and Tilley, 2011). The five lessons learned from these case

studies were “the need to have a strong business case, the
importance of services design, selection of the appropriate
technology for implementing the SOA-based system, the
role of SOA governance, and the need for education and
training of personnel involved in the migration” (Bhallamudi
and Tilley, 2011).
The results presented in this paper represent the continued
analysis of SOA migration case studies. Two representative
case studies were chosen from different industries: aerospace (NASA) and medical insurance (Health Net). The five
new lessons learned from these case studies concern harmonization, town halls, the use of Custom off the Shelf
(COTS) products, investment in the Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB), and a focus on data validation. All have provided valuable insight into model enhancements when migrating to
SOA.
The next section of the paper outlines the EPF4SOA. Section
“Case Studies” details the two case studies. Section “Lessons
Learned” discusses the lessons learned from the case studies. Finally, Section “Summary” summarizes the work.
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EPF4SOA

EPF4SOA (Evolution Process Framework for Service Oriented
Architecture) is a framework designed using the guiding
principles of the EPF but adapt them for migration to SOA.
As shown in Figure 1, the five phases of the EPF are Issue
Assessment, Strategy Selection, Solution Realization, System
Transition, and Process Improvement (Bhallamudi and Tilley,
2011). The changes to the EPF for SOA deal with the careful
analysis of the various inputs and outputs of the different
phases of the framework (Bhallamudi and Tilley, 2011).

of the target SOA system is established. A high-level migration strategy is formulated, and a return on investment (ROI)
measurement plan is identified (Bhallamudi and Tilley,
2011).
Solution Realization
Solution Realization deals with selecting the appropriate
technologies to use for the migration and then actually performing the migration itself. These technologies are evaluated and selected among what is offered. Policies and procedures for implementation of SOA components are realized.
A SOA governance plan is devised, and the new system is
implemented. The outcome of this phase is that the legacy
system is now being implemented by SOA. System integration and testing are concluded (Bhallamudi and Tilley, 2011).
System Transition

Figure 1: The Evolution Process Framework (Tilley, 2011).

System Transition is the final phase of the process, where
the new system replaces the legacy system in an operational
setting. The system at this point is now transitioned over to
SOA and is completed after the finalization of acceptance
tests. Training and support for the new system are carried
out. The outcome of this phase is that the new SOA-based
system is now functional. The old system has been successfully evolved. ROI can be measured, and the system is ready
for the next iteration of migration when needed (Bhallamudi
and Tilley, 2011).

Issue Assessment

Process Improvement

Issue Assessment uses careful analysis of all the legacy assets, business drivers, and customer requirements of the
system. Each of the factors of the system is carefully noted
and identified. Completing this first step can be a non-trivial
undertaking, as even cataloging legacy assets can take a
considerable amount of time. Reverse engineering technologies may be used to identify logical components from the
code base. When completed, the result yields a clear understanding of requirements and business drivers (Bhallamudi
and Tilley, 2011).

Process Improvement is the fifth phase, and it is concurrent
with all the other phases. This phase considers ways of improving the process and learning from successes and failures along the way. When the SOA is being realized, many
times prototype experiments are run to foresee the feasibility of the SOA. These programs are testing tools to see if the
migration is a proper fit for the business, technology, and
the architecture (Bhallamudi and Tilley, 2011).

Strategy Selection
Strategy Selection is an overall assessment of the issues
identified to select the appropriate mechanism for evolving
the legacy system. Options include reengineering the current system, replacing it entirely with a new (possibly off-theshelf) solution, or migrating the system to a new infrastructure – such as SOA.

When evaluating migration strategies, it is important to analyze the return on investment and the impact of the success
or failure of the migration to SOA on the business. Analyzing
existing case studies provides valuable historical information
on comparable migration efforts, which in turn can lead to a
distillation of important lessons learned. The EPF4SOA
serves as a structuring mechanism to analyze the case studies using a common vocabulary.

If SOA is determined to be an inappropriate choice, then
other options of migration can be explored. In that case,
SOA is no longer a consideration and the EPF4SOA stops
here. However, if the Strategy Selection phase determines
that a migration to SOA is desirable and possible, then the
outcome of this phase is that SOA is selected as the evolution strategy. A high-level understanding of the architecture

The two case studies described in this section are “Reliable
Service-Oriented Architecture for NASA’s Mars Exploration
Rover Mission” (Mak and Walton, 2005) and “Making SOA
Work in a Healthcare Company” (Blanton et al., 2009). Both
of the organizations had a compelling need to migrate to
SOA regardless of cost (Bhallamudi and Tilley, 2011). Although the two organizations operate in very different fields,

Case Studies
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they share many common elements concerning their experience in migrating to SOA.
Case Study #1: NASA’s MARS Exploration Rover Mission
Preceding the year 2000, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) gave the go-ahead to spend
$820 million dollars on the creation of two Mars Exploration
Rovers (MERs) named Spirit and Opportunity. The amount of
money for the rovers was high in comparison to other recent NASA missions. NASA decided that the rovers would
have a large budget because the previous missions to Mars
had unfortunately become well-publicized failures (Musser,
2004). The mission involving the Mars Climate Orbiter and
the Mars Polar Lander sparked issues of embarrassment for
NASA (Musser, 2004). NASA wanted to take as many steps as
it could to ensure that the errors of the last Mars mission
were not repeated with the two new planned Mars Rovers
(Musser, 2004). NASA’s return on investment for the Mars
Exploration Rover Mission included company branding,
showing brand confidence, and success in the ability to perform space missions to obtain original Mars data that can be
used in years to come for analysis by the scientific community.
The original mission that was supposed to last 80 days ended up seeing five mission extensions that brought the duration of the mission to 8 years. The rovers’ ability to operate
far beyond the end of life shows how reliable the mission,
staff, data validation, and technology had become. The result speaks volumes to the success of the mission and the
engineering that went into it. Due to the use of SOA and
proper governance of people, assets, and management, the
mission was an unprecedented success that is an inspiration to all (Sinderson et al., 2004).

This case study was chosen to illustrate how service orientated architecture is used in challenging situations such as
NASA missions. The case study explains how SOA was used
to allow multiple teams to review and organize missions and
mission data from two Mars Rovers on the planet Mars.
Since Mars has a different time system than that of Earth, it
was crucial to design a system where access can be done
from remote places on Earth and allow remote access to
data. This case study indirectly shows how NASA, from an
organizational standpoint, is migrating some of its space
missions to SOA to positive effect.

Issue Assessment
To have a successful mission, NASA mapped out the project’s key requirements. Some of the requirements were
that the system must be operational twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, have a 99% uptime, and handle up
to 150 users or more concurrently (Sinderson et al., 2004).
NASA decided to migrate this particular mission to SOA for
several strategic reasons. The planet Mars operates at a

VOL. 1, NO. 1
Dec. 2015

different time than that of Earth. Due to this difference,
NASA foresaw the need that engineers would often have to
work collaboratively and sometimes from home at odd
hours. To bring the mission to everyone’s location, NASA
decided that, as part of the issue assessment activities,
there needed to be a way to make sure that mission staff
could coordinate efforts over a web service infrastructure.
This decision is what made the move toward SOA plausible.

The Mars mission required five key tasks. First, a team had
to receive downlink data of images from the rover. Second,
the team had to process the results of the previous day’s
mission. Third, the team had to plan the rover’s next mission. Fourth, the team had to construct the rover command
sequence for the next day’s activity. Finally, the team had to
send command data sequences through the use of an uplink to Spirit and Opportunity on Mars.
Previously, NASA worked on a project called DARWIN, but it
had various issues in its web architecture that made it a less
likely candidate for the Mars Rover Mission. DARWIN was
used by some other NASA’s efforts in the 1990’s. It was used
to run Java applets and to create various web endpoints to
run Java and other processes. DARWIN was comprised of
Javascript, Java applets, Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
programs, the Unix file system, Dynamic HTML, and a
Sybase database (Sinderson et al., 2004; Walton et al., 2000).
This mixture of technology allowed it to be flexible to NASA’s
various needs at the time. Although DARWIN provided the
components required for web services, it did not follow SOA
standards and the way that SOA should be implemented.

Strategy Selection
Instead of using the existing DARWIN system, NASA decided
that it would migrate to the Collaborative Information Portal
(CIP) and make it based on SOA (Mak and Walton, 2005a;
Mak et al., 2005b). The move to SOA was chosen due to various problematic issues that arose in the previous DARWIN
project. Through NASA's work on DARWIN, the first prototype of the CIP was built. The original version was created
from Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) products that utilized
Java applets. Unfortunately, the applets exhibited undesired
behavior and were problematic.
Various experiments and prototypes from the DARWIN mission made it clear that SOA might be the best choice for the
Mars mission. The DARWIN mission often had applet issues
that needed technical support to overcome. The Mars mission was time intense and required teams to work constantly on Mars mission time. If the CIP software was not reliable
and needed constant maintenance, then the members of
the team would be unable to perform their tasks.
For the Mars mission, the SOA approach was chosen to help
ensure that engineers were not waiting for data due to a
system failure. The mission was broken down into various
tasks and these tasks presented themselves nicely as SOA
9
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services. As the services began to emerge from the design
and requirements, it was confirmed that SOA was the correct solution (Mak and Walton, 2005a; Sinderson et al.,
2004).

Solution Realization
Through previous missions such as DARWIN, NASA saw the
need to devise a set of web services that could provide mission critical data in a secure and reliable way. NASA Ames
Research Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
decided that the Mars rover mission needed to utilize a reliable framework for successful mission management and
mission activities. Due to the behavior of the DARWIN applet
prototypes, NASA decided that the CIP client software
should be completely Java based. For the MARS mission,
NASA was able to identify various services that would need
to be created, such as User Management Service, Time Service, Query Service, Streamer Service, and Message Service
(Sinderson et al., 2004).
Part of NASA’s concerns in missions is situational awareness.
Proper feedback needs to be present for the users of the
system. In 2011, NASA decided to update the Space Shuttle
Cockpits to provide the operators with more enhanced situational awareness. The update was done because the Space
Shuttle Cockpit had become outdated. The project was
started but not finished: NASA announced the retiring of the
Space Shuttle Program, which stopped the project
(Ferguson and Thompson, 2006).
For the Mars Rover Mission, NASA wanted the users of the
system to get increased situational awareness through the
CIP client-side Java program. The situational awareness was
expected to help the project personnel manage the mission
more effectively. NASA decided to use J2EE and SOAP. The
client side application was able to present the user with all
the critical information necessary to help make the mission
a success (Mak and Walton, 2005a; Sinderson et al., 2004).

Process Improvement
Through the various phases of EP4SOA, NASA demonstrated
that proper strategies were in place to mitigate risk. Prototyping as well as using open standards and web technologies that are aligned with SOA created a system that was
able to maintain an uptime of 99%. Proper SOA governance
allowed the teams to work efficiently and create a clear understanding of how the system works (Varadan et al., 2008).
Case Study #2: Making SOA Work In a Healthcare
Company
This case study comes from the health care field, rather
different than the aerospace domain of NASA. Nevertheless,
the authors of the original paper succinctly discuss multiple
facets of SOA that concern most organization during system
migration (Blanton et al., 2009). The company performing
the migration, Health Net, placed particular emphasis on the
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and its role in a SOA environment. The paper’s candid language painted a clear picture of
how their SOA implementation was achieved by a rather
large organization. The paper also discusses challenges with
taking data from one company and integrating it into their
systems.

Issue Assessment
Health Net is a large health insurance company. It has
grown significantly over a relatively short period, in part
through the acquisition of smaller companies.

System Transition

In the years before SOA became a viable migration option,
the company handled each acquisition differently. As a company was acquired, rigorous restructuring would take place
to integrate the new corporate data and business services
into the mix that was already present in Health Net. Unfortunately, as time went on, Health Net reached a crossroads,
where the common strategy they were using to bring new
technologies into the business started to create uncertainty
and doubt as the infrastructure grew.

The system was developed and deployed to Mars. Significant testing was done on the system before the rovers were
ever placed on the red planet. The rovers showed remarkable performance and built confidence in the system for all
involved. The system ran at 99% uptime, which helped to
save money and increase the return on investment by having very few disruptions for the scientists and engineers who
were collecting data (Mak et al., 2005b).

Realizing that the company needed to overcome these challenges, they decided that a move to SOA would be the most
appropriate choice. One of the concerns was to ensure that
the choice of technology would assist in data validation,
transformation, and message routing. Various aspects of the
business and IT services were examined to support the notion that migration to SOA would work if successfully managed (Blanton et al., 2009; Goth, 2009).

The data collected and harvested by the system is priceless,
since putting robots on Mars is not an everyday occurrence.
Should there have been more down time, a significant
amount of money would have been lost, as the engineers
and scientists would have had to wait for the core system to
come back online.

Strategy Selection
One of the central benefits of SOA is that it aligns business
goals, models, and services with organized SOA services that
provide clear matching between the IT department and
business directives. By design, SOA enables an organization
to utilize proven standards for service communication, composition, and integration.
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One of the significant aspects of Health Net’s situation was
SOA governance. Due to the large size of Health Net and
their existing mixed infrastructures, the company decided
that significant effort would be placed on creating proper
SOA governance (Varadan et al., 2008). It was felt that SOA
governance would provide the appropriate oversight and
coordination among the many existing elements of their
legacy systems.

Another Health Net concern was to ensure that data validation and transformation would be handled properly in the
migration. Since Health Net is comprised of many acquired
companies, the various modules of the acquired companies
need to communicate seamlessly with each other. To
achieve this, the ESB technology, along with the SOA reference architecture, had to address concerns of messaging
and data validation. Without a proper way to mitigate data
validation problems, the whole migration would be unsuccessful.
The project managers felt that the involvement of the employees and team members of the organization was crucial
for the successful rollout of the SOA migration effort. Not
only was their involvement a key to success, but it also provided proper buy-in so that resistance to SOA was minimized. To ensure that Solution Realization is possible, many
of the factors involved in that phase needed to be addressed in Strategy Selection.
Another area that was addressed was ensuring that the entire company had a clear understanding of SOA and what
was needed to transition to SOA. A specialized department
was created to satisfy the need. It was called the Chief Technology Office, which was also known as the Center of Excellence (Blanton et al., 2009). The Chief Technology Office was
designed to be a group of members who would research
and become experts on SOA. As the phases roll out, the
Chief Technology Office, as part of the SOA Governance,
would supervise, instruct, and mentor the various departments of the company to ensure proper SOA compliance. At
the end of this stage, it was clear that Health Net had a
sound plan for migration to SOA (Blanton et al., 2009).

Solution Realization
The Solution Realization phase deals with the actual implementation of the high-level decisions that were made in
Strategy Selection. This phase is where the services are
identified and migration begins.
The Health Net case study details how members of the
teams were invited to participate in the formation of the
service registry to ensure a harmonious transition. During
the formation of the service registry, the people debated
and discussed the standards used. The idea set forth in creating a place where people can come together and discuss
the solution is similar to that of a Town Hall. The original
management team responsible for putting factors in place
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to orchestrate the successful migration to SOA was invaluable.
The plan, which was created by having meetings and using
the Chief Technology Office, suggests an analogy or a town
or a small village. Members of the organization acted as the
town folk and the Chief Technology Office was composed of
the elected members of the board at Town Hall. Town Hall
was where everyone came together to discuss the problems
and solutions and to work out the best way forward. The
Chief Technology Office reviewed and ensured that the best
practices were being used in the SOA deployment.
For the company to be successful in its migration to SOA, it
required the efforts of everyone working together for a
shared goal. In this analogy, each product team represents a
part of the town. The idea of having a place where people
can discuss concerns and be part of the SOA migration is
inspiring. The community can learn from the interesting and
creative ways that the organization used to keep everyone
involved in the SOA migration. The approach of getting people involved with the migration to SOA created a manageable transitional environment. The approach of management
showed great care and concern over the migration to SOA.
Related in part to strategy selection is a larger understanding of the task that Health Net had to undergo. To manage
medical records and data, there is a medical coding system
in place called HL7, which is used to categorize and describe
medical issues, treatments, and costs. If various companies
acquired by Health Net were not properly using HL7, then
each of these companies would have had to be adjusted so
that they could use HL7 (Goth, 2009; Alam et al., 2011;
Jayaratna and Sartipi, 2012; Murff, et al., 2011). Migration to
HL7 would have presented its own set of hurdles and issues
that would have complicated the migration to SOA further.
The ESB would have to handle data validation and ensure
that the messages that are part of the messaging structure
adhere to the protocols designed.
Data is one of the many areas of the system that was of
great concern. The older system had a significant amount of
message traffic, which was a performance hit and also an
issue when migrating to SOA. It was discovered that many
parallel messages would be sent across the messaging system, making it difficult to replicate the network activity in a
SOA environment. Various wrappers would have to be created to address this concern. Fortunately, the vendor of the
ESB released a new version of their product that handled
this type of messaging service. The update not only helped
reduce the tedious job of writing message wrappers around
everything, but it also added to data validation in that the
ESB would now handle the validation.
Luck played another role in the migration in the form of
gSOAP messages. One of the instructors who was part of
the SOA education personnel they hired was familiar with
transforming messages via gSOAP from COBOL. The mes11
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sage transformation led to increased data validation in that
the industry framework was used instead of creating an ad
hoc solution that would be prone to errors and be costly to
maintain.

lected by the rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, has provided a
wealth of information that will foster scientific study for
years to come (Musser, 2004; Sinderson et al., 2004; Mak et
al., 2005b).

System Transition

For Health Net, due to the approach that was taken to migrate to SOA, the enterprise organization created an “open
enthusiasm for learning about SOA” (Blanton et al., 2009).
The enthusiasm that was created enabled rapid deployment
and construction of further SOA needs. The open SOA governance as evidenced by the Town Hall idea created the
enthusiasm that came forth. As SOA implementation started, the ESB was created, and departments began to understand the SOA approach. The ESB built confidence in the
messaging components because it facilitated data validation,
interoperability, and routing of messages within the system.
SOA, through the ESB, inspired the different departments to
adopt SOA for their project designs (Blanton et al., 2009).

Constant monitoring and examination of the system and
requirements achieved a successful transition to SOA. Highlevel models of the systems did not always align themselves
well when used as a practical aid in migration at the developer level. Often, developers lost sight of the purpose and
goal of SOA and required constant mentoring and repeated
intervention. The use of the ESB and SOA reference model
ensured that data validation was performed properly in the
organization (Blanton et al., 2009).

Process Improvement
As part of the Process Improvement activities, especially
during the Solution Realization phase, the organization was
able to learn and adjust to lessons learned when each new
service came online. Part of the strategic plan of the migration was that the services were identified and aligned with
business goals, these services were then implemented in a
planned manner. As SOA was deployed in various parts of
the organization, it adapted to lessons learned from the
previous rollouts.
Previous expectations were refined and scaled back to realize that certain models of the SOA architecture would evolve
in an on-going process. This meant that sometimes a model
that was previously created no longer represented the end
service. This demonstrated that SOA was more of an ongoing process of refinement and that solutions used previously
might alter the outcome of the next phase. Often the process of refining the system models would no longer be in
tune with the end process, and they would have to be redesigned to illustrate the new end goal.
It was soon realized that one should not expect an original
model to survive the SOA process without changes. The end
model would reveal itself later and not at the initial conception of the idea but more towards the end of the implementation instead. One central theme present in the case study
is that SOA is an ongoing process that requires refinement
along the way (Blanton et al., 2009).
Discussion
For NASA, the decision to migrate to SOA for the Mars Rover
Mission was a great success. NASA’s mission does not necessarily produce monetary profit, but it was able to perform
amazingly complex tasks such as sending machines to other
planets. The Mars Rover Mission restored confidence in
NASA and the brand name due to the remarkable success of
the mission. It was so successful that the CIP architecture
that was used is being examined for future projects such as
Phoenix (Mak and Walton, 2005a). The amount of data col-

Also with Health Net, one of the migration issues that presented challenges was that some services were developed
by analysis of the underlying code. Although this approach
helped to understand the code level service, it did not align
properly with the business needs and ended up creating
confusion. The confusion came about in the Service Level
Agreements (SLA). The SLA was more of a reflection of the
underlying code rather than the business services themselves. In turn, this created an atmosphere in which clients
of the system started to implement interfaces based on the
code instead of on the desired business service. The ESB
was a tremendous help in trying to mitigate this issue by
decoupling code-based contracts to be more businessbased contracts.
Health Net’s main ROI goal was not specifically stated. However, it can be surmised that they had a situation where they
were initially creating web services without proper governance. If they had not switched to SOA, it could be likely that
eventually they would have created an unmanageable solution where every time a change came in, it would take an
enormous amount of time to get that change integrated.
The real savings was less stress on their employees, and
person-hours no longer being wasted on an unplanned migration strategy. These person-hours amount to a considerable sum of money, which implies the real ROI is cost savings by migrating to SOA. Through SOA, Health Net had a
clear understanding of how new services can be tied to the
ESB, making integration more straightforward. The ESB and
the SOA reference model addressed the messaging and
data validation to ensure that the SOA standards were followed (Blanton et al., 2009; Varadan et al., 2008).
Lessons Learned
Different organizations have different motivations driving
them to migrate to SOA. By using EPF4SOA, it is possible to
identify important crosscutting lessons learned – lessons
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that are applicable across organizations. By analyzing these
lessons, it is possible to identify important migration issues
that may be missed if they are not compared against other
cases.
Lesson 1: Harmonization
Each company orchestrates the running of their business
differently. Over time, the realization of the company’s strategic business goals may no longer be synchronized with the
daily business operations. This lack of harmony creates an
environment where different parts of the company are no
longer functioning well. The divisions may have become too
large to manage, or the organization becomes resistant to
change – even when they know current methods no longer
make sense.
In the 1990’s software, solutions often consisted of “best-ofthe-breed” applications (Mantzana, et al., 2010). Systems
were cobbled together in a way that blended the goals of
the business with the infrastructure that delivered the products. Migration to SOA can often be seen as a way of trying
to bring harmony to a company that has gone through successive iterations of upgrades, system patches, and jerryrigging to keep the infrastructure functioning.
The EPF4SOA helped analyze and pull various aspects of
interest out of the two case studies. Analysis of the two case
studies has yielded the conclusion that many times the decision to migrate to SOA is for harmonization: the alignment
of business goals with technical capabilities. Often the hope
of SOA is that it will magically clean up a technological infrastructure that has evolved into something unmanageable.
SOA can help to restructure and realign the business and
technology from a situation that no longer makes sense. In
the case of Health Net, with so many company acquisitions,
SOA helped to create the proper organization to manage
their business goals and technology. NASA learned harmonization through trial and error (Mak and Walton, 2005a; Blanton et al., 2009; Sinderson et al., 2004; Mak et al., 2005b;
Goth, 2009; Mantzana et al., 2010).
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results and discoveries of these failures and successes, the
SOA governance plan was created (Mak et al., 2005b). In the
end, the strategy worked out well for NASA. However, a
more structured approach, such as Town Hall, might have
yielded better results. Currently, NASA is examining an infrastructure that can be used in future missions (Mak and Walton, 2005a).
Health Net needed to ensure that proper procedures were
followed when services were implemented and then
brought online (Blanton et al., 2009; Mak et al., 2005b). They
addressed their governance challenges through the use of a
Town Hall (Blanton et al., 2009). SOA governance cannot be
a single rigid plan that dictates how SOA operates. Rather,
governance is a reasonable set of rules and by-laws that are
followed by an organization. When governance rules clash,
say with system integration, the governance needs to be
discussed and possibly adapted to the challenge.
Whenever issues or even perhaps new ideas of how technology should be handled arise, it would be very appealing
to send out a request that the interested parties meet at the
company’s Town Hall (SOA Board Room). At Town Hall, SOA
governance rules and strategies can be debated by all interested parties in a way where fair representation and understanding of the challenges can be discussed. Making governance so accessible, by way of a Town Hall, shows everyone
involved that SOA is a process and not a concrete end-all
solution to everything. In Health Net’s case, the Chief Technology Office presided over and ran the Town Hall.
Lesson 3: Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) Products
Health Net and NASA were both very concerned about ensuring that the technology was placed into operation followed industry standards. SOA has created a multitude of
standards, and these standards are often used in Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) products. By choosing COTS, one
can mitigate risk and ensure proper compliance with standards by implementing the COTS products.

Governance is an integral part of any SOA migration. SOA
governance is defined by the organization implementing the
SOA framework (Varadan et al., 2008). In addition, management of SOA itself, once it is in place, is organized by the
governance plan that was created. The first lesson that can
be extracted from the case studies is that an organization's
concern for proper SOA governance of SOA is a key to success.

By writing the application in Java, NASA was able to use
COTS products to make use of libraries that have already
incorporated and utilized SOAP and XML. NASA leveraged
COTS products to keep engineering time and system costs
minimized. Components used for communication and data
transformation were created with COTS products whenever
possible. The middleware server used a Web Logic application server by BEA Systems. Oracle Enterprise Server 9i was
used for the data acquisition server. The lessons learned,
with the utilization of COTS products, are to reduce time and
costs while promoting industry standards.

NASA needed to ensure that the system installed met the
mission critical needs of the operation. NASA had its governance; however, the governance for NASA was different.
NASA’s governance plan was more or less discovered by a
series of prototypes that succeeded or failed. Through the

Health Net was similarly concerned with their ESB: they
wanted to make sure that standards were followed. Health
Net used their Center of Excellence, the Chief Technology
Office, to choose the appropriate SOA technologies, and by
doing so managed to use industry standards in the system

Lesson 2: SOA Governance
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(Blanton et al., 2009; Mak et al., 2005b) to support the migration.
Lesson 4: Investment in the ESB
Both companies realized that to roll out and run SOA, a
proper ESB needed to be created. Both companies experienced several setbacks in their first attempt at creating the
ESB.

NASA’s ESB was called CIP. NASA used unreliable web tools
such as applets to access the ESB, and this caused issues of
reliability and maintainability. NASA realized that with strong
services, they could create a richer full-fledged application to
run on the client machine. With the new strategy of using a
heavyweight Java client application, they did not need to
worry about previous concerns that the applets had created.
Health Net had many legacy systems that had a fixed way of
communicating. The communication involved a series of
transactions that needed to take place after each other to
function properly. Under SOA, this is unacceptable because
the services should not maintain state. Health Net had to
write wrappers around service calls to keep the integrity of
the legacy system and to allow migration. Later the vendor
of the ESB that worked with Health Net was able to create a
solution that could handle this very specific need.
Both case studies illustrate the importance of adopting a
solid, well–planned ESB solution. When planning a migration
to SOA, it is important to plan proper time for design and
analysis of the ESB because it will be a crucial role in the
lifespan of the SOA. Much of the success discovered by
NASA and Health Net was through the creating of prototypes that tested the intended functionality of the system
before creating the full-fledged system itself (Blanton et al.,
2009; Sinderson et al., 2004; Mak et al., 2005b; Mantzana et
al., 2010; Tilley and Parveen, 2010).
Lesson 5: Data Validity
During the transition to SOA, the companies involved had to
take great care that the data they were migrating was handled in a way that made the most sense. In the case of the
NASA rover missions, it was essential that the data was correct and available to the team each day. Failure to have the
data available would be an extremely visible failure point
that the teams could not afford. The continuing ability of the
rover to broadcast messages for many years beyond its expected end of life was a testament to how well managed the
data integrity was for the system (Blanton e t al., 2009; Mak
et al., 2005b).
In Health Net’s case, new wrappers needed to be written to
get the data to integrate correctly with the new systems.
This created an area of high risk. If the data integration did
not go as expected, then the task of integrating the data
would consume company revenue, making the transition to

SOA extremely costly. In the end, a bit of luck had a part to
play in that the people involved in the projects knew how to
deal with certain data types, such as gSOAP, to ease the
transition to the web service. If these people with inside
knowledge of systems were not present, the project could
have been at risk for large-scale overruns of the budget. The
ESB chosen by Health Net provided data validation, data
transformation and message handling, which also helped to
reduce custom ad hoc solutions.
Summary
Migration to SOA is a great way to modernize and align business needs with IT capabilities. Creating services that correspond to the business models and mentoring the IT staff to
understand the correlation creates a migration strategy that
proves beneficial. To aid in the migration to SOA, a framework such as the EPF4SOA should be used to help identify
the key factors and challenges that need to be addressed.
SOA migration is not something that can happen overnight.
Instead, it is a process that must be designed in a way that
works best for the company implementing the migration. A
key factor for SOA is ensuring that proper SOA governance
is in place. SOA governance can be unique and different
from company to company. It is not a one size fits all approach, but instead a strategically tailored set of rules and
covenants that instructs and creates the laws and bylaws of
the SOA infrastructure.

The ESB used by Health Net and the CIP used by NASA provided the main backbone of messaging for their respective
SOA systems. The backbone provided data validation and
transformation to ensure that the SOA system operated
according to the business and data model. Without the ESB
providing these, both organizations ran the risk of failure.
Examining case studies in SOA migration is an excellent way
to distil lessons learned that are applicable to many organizations. An instrument such as the EPF4SOA can provide a
common frame of reference to structure the case studies.
The framework can also be used to guide new migrations, by
helping those performing the work track the challenges that
have proven to be key factors for others in the past. It is
always better to avoid repeating known errors in any endeavor; there are plenty of new problems to focus on each
time.
By analyzing various corporations’ experiences with their
migration to SOA, lessons can be learned that not only emphasize how a migration to SOA is a process that is unique
to the business models of the organization.
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ABSTRACT In our contemporary society, founded in information and communication networks, the powerful computer and
digital-based technologies should be considered as a privileged theme of management of education and development centered on the person, on and off the educational institutions of primary, secondary and higher education, since all the econom-

ic, social and cultural development is human development, as education and training occur everywhere. Nevertheless, the
global digital society in rapid emergency everyone has to assume a friendliness with technology in the personal and in the
professional fields, whether on a technical perspective, or, and above all, on a critical perspective of their use, by living and
experiencing a new learning and citizenship culture. This should be a transversal educational embedded concern to all areas
and cultivation of knowledge, the basic sciences, the humanities and arts, the social and business sciences.

KEYWORDS: education, development, communication, digital technology, competence.
Being a person and a citizen in the global digital society: what is relevant?

technologies make distance irrelevant in communicational
terms.

The new information and communication technologies (or
"infocommunicative technologies" or "infotechnologies" or
"computer-based technologies" or "digital technologies") are
the result of scientific and technological development supported by a strong research on a major innovative path with
deep implications in the contemporary society. As CoelhoRosa (1998) considers, "It is indeed not possible to know if
globalization results of technological progress or if technological progress results from globalization. Already, both
statements are true."

Digital technologies have been constituted as invaluable
tools that facilitate working, production, consumption, consultation and communication. The interest in new technologies is admittedly great for social, cultural, economic, political and scientific purposes. Proof of this visibility can be
noted in the importance that they have in all business sectors in the theoretical, empirical and operative areas and in
all disciplines and fields of knowledge and action in multiple
contexts (see their penetration in agriculture, in fisheries, in
extractive industries and in manufacturing, trade, services in
the financial sector, in administration, in justice, in medicine,
in engineering) and may enhance the person as an extension of memory and action but also as instruments to support autonomy and personal fulfillment. As Ponte (2001)
points out "ICT is both cognitive and social technologies."

Digital technologies have the unique characteristic of being
universal and provide new possibilities for knowledge, an
intense two-way interactive communication both in the local
and the global scale. Especially with the development of the
Internet and mobile networks of digital communication they
are responsible for the fact that we have all spaces and all
times within our fingers on a computer keyboard, either in
the most positive or in the most negative aspects that that
circumstance entails, especially when these new interactive

Kerckhove (2002, p. 22) considers that electricity became
fashionable and all words were "electrified" to a new energy
for a new meaning for a new paradigm to an e-principle in
contrast to the a-principle, the alphabet, which dominated the
17
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mecanologic era; so, we live a new "information economy" (Castells, 2002).
In fact, the digital technologies are infrastructures of:

 innovative forms of business and administrative organization (virtual
administration);

company,

e-management

and

e-

 streamlining of online business (e-business);
 new forms of entrepreneurship (e-entrepreneurship);
 new forms of work organization (e-work) and creating
new jobs;

 new forms of production (robotics) and consumption (ecommerce);

 new forms of volunteering (e-volunteering);
 new forms of leisure (online games, movies, music, etc.);

 new forms of publishing (e-books, newspapers and electronic magazines);

 numerous outsanding innovative experiences in the "era
of access" (an expression of the American economist
Rifkin, 2001);

 new relationships with the information and knowledge
(networked learning, highlighting those that occur in social networks like Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn);

 multicultural relationships, development of “cibersociality” (an expression used by Lemos, 2002, p. 305), requiring that each person/citizen learn a construction/
conversion of values from the interpersonal and social
relations, in the real world and in the virtual world;

 new forms of political and social participation and intervention;

 new forms of storage of data with electronic office
(paperless office, virtual storage information);

 learning by "serendipity" (Morin, 2002);
 new forms of education and training (e-learning); elearning and certain mixed forms of education
(classroom and distance) are transforming schools and
all training spaces increasingly ciberschools; this containing itself unprecedented potential for a rebirth of education to generate a new kind of dynamic in relations with
knowledge and with agents of knowledge, requiring,
therefore, research and development in this area. The e-

learning greatly increases the level of vertical and horizontal interaction via the non-local resources, both in the
field of information and in the field of communication,
and their development in primary, secondary and higher
education schools becomes more in under a face/virtual
mixed model, in which students can work individually to
a large group or small group sharing virtual and local
resources.
This dynamic points to the deepening of understanding of
how these technologies influence the way we already are
and how we will increasingly become digital in the context of
our personal and social development, which is more evident
for the so called digital natives (that frequently are a good
resource for the most technophobic or for the have nots
technology). But, even the technophobes and also those
who are not frequent users of new ICTs are influenced, directly or indirectly, by the technological society to the extent
that there are people and institutions (schools, businesses,
resource centers, in society in general) which act as mediators, being involved in informational and communicational
culture that emerges from the information networks. Both in
the more positive aspects and in the most negative notes,
we see a greater uniformity but also a greater diversification
worldwide.
Nevertheless, while we are witnessing the technological aggrandizement we also observe a very uneven development
worldwide, with very worrying levels of poverty in global,
regional and local terms; we witness as well a very ephemeral stability.
It is true that new ICTs are also likely to generate social inequality and exclusion but that does not mean that cultural
implications of cyberculture do not reach the "poor" because, as stated by Lévy (2000, p. 13), "Are not the poor who
are against the Internet, but those whose positions of power, privilege (especially cultural) and monopolies are threatened by the appearance of this new configuration of the
communication."

The competition among companies for market conquest has
led, on the one hand, the large migration flows and, secondly, an international division of increasingly stark work, but
also more mobility. The technologies have also in this sense
an important role played by their absence or deficiency.
Many companies seek to produce in countries with flexible
or very flexible labour laws and also offer other advantages
of low production costs. This is apparently paradoxical because in Post-Modernity, increasing productivity basically
depends on the capabilities (competences and skills) of people, their education and training, their ability to adapt and
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update, showing that the models based on weak technology
incorporating cutting edge and at low skills/low salaries tend
to run out.
This perspective is so far more valid for the more developed
countries, as they are in the "light areas" of the world's
screen, rather than for the developed countries, which are
in the "dark areas" or "bit lit" of the same screen, which, in
economic, political or cultural reasons, maintain technological backwardness and continue to retain a strong management essential to the digital age. These countries incorporate few and weak new technologies, being chosen to make
less skilled jobs, the kind of work known as labor-intensive.
This occurs in opposition to the so-called knowledgeintensive work, a model of knowledge economy, this one
much more, or exclusively, concentrated in the more developed countries. In the field of employment, this also shows
that the disqualification of those who do not follow the
trend, which do not re-qualify, which do not hold the information and the knowledge and skills needed to face the
problems and incertitude of the new society, they are in risk
of exclusion, being necessary to acquire knowledge that
enhances an employability perspective, that is, the ability to
maintain employment or adapt to any other instead. In this
sense, qualification emerges permanently as an essential
vector of the enhancement of educational/training processes, so that not only the people change but also the organizations where they operate and thus the environment and the
social fabric in general.
One must stress that a major change conditioned by the
digital technologies is the one that relates to the approximation of the manual and intellectual tasks. In Modernity they
were usually separated; we were living under a production
line design, a Taylorist/Fordist design of the organization of
work and production. This has changed a lot in our days.
In fact, the new ICTs are creating a new architecture of
thought and intelligence (Kerckhove, 2002), whose main
spaces are the mind, the world and the infocommunicative
networks. It is certain, however, that, being a relatively recent phenomenon in our history, it is not yet understandable in depth the reality we have created, but it is very noticeable that the "contamination" of new technology and what
that entails increasingly demands another kind of man able
to cope "with the context, the global, with multiple dimensions, with the complex" (Morin, 2000), understanding the
being/becoming a person and a digital citizen, as the new
man, the homo digitalis (an expression of Terceiro (1997)) as
an avatar of the homo sapiens, considering that the human
is always incomplete and the human is always a project under construction.
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The good, the acceptable or the bad changes are constant
and very quick, and the daily life, globally and locally, become complex and thus our contemporaneity entails a crisic
aspect (Patrocínio, 2001) because the new society is emerging in a paradigmatic transition context from the mecanological to the digital, which generates huge turbulence in the
economic, financial, social, political, cultural, scientific and
educational domains, showing paradoxes and perplexities
that require new comprehensive approaches in order to
avoid self destruction.
In this context, each person lives and experiences a contemporary atmosphere which generates a reflective phenomenology and opens a new ontological possibility (Patrocínio,
2004), which places, at the center of human development,
the human being, essential to understanding the ontological, social and educational purposes for the construction of
the homo digitalis.
The homo digitalis, apart from getting acquainted with the
new technologies, needs to learn to deal with the changes
introduced in the concepts of space, time, reality, virtuality,
privacy, complexity, diversity, multiculturalism and, above all,
their ethical concerns to life, which has become not only
local and national but also global.
Globalisation means change of the human condition and of
all its dimensions making ethics come to the spotlight.
Coelho-Rosa (2003, p. 7) states: "To be is to be exposed to
and in life, to and in the world, building from this exposure, a
proper posture. There is a communion of all that is, which
consists precisely in the (f)act of being, of being exposed to
and in the world. The essential question is to know what is
the specific position of each person."
The question that arises is to know how the personal educational project is linked to the education project in the context of the new society.
Developing the digital human being

Being/becoming a digital person/citizen, is not a concept
that can be reduced to the logic of binary code, because the
world we live in is very complex. Paradoxically, as Negroponte (1996, p. 23) states: "(...) the world as we experience it is a
very analog place. From a macroscopic point of view, is not a
digital mode, but continuous. Nothing is suddenly turned on
or off, or changes from black to white, or changes from one
state to another without going through a transition."
Prigogine (1998, p. 231) considers that the great challenge
of our days is the "Rediscovering of a time that never again
separate the man in the universe but, on the contrary, report their belonging to this universe."
19
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For some technophiles, the digital person is one who knows
all about the binary codes and codes of computer programming languages, which lies in the field of mathematical logic
languages and electronic circuits needed to create computer code and as such is able to design, develop and build
computers and all other technologies associated with it.
There should also include managers of servers and the web
designers and all the creative people working in computer
engineering and in electronic systems, which have a very
high level of high tech profile within computer science. Although they are increasingly essential to the process of creation and development and sophistication of technological
society, these people are in the global context, in small number.
There are more and more users of computers and networks
and these do not require deep technical knowledge, since
the experts have made it easy to use due to a constant adaptation to the needs and infocommunicational power of
networks. Those who use computers and digital networks
every day in their personal and professional life to work, to
communicate or just for fun must also be seen as digital
people.
Becoming digital is not completely independent of the level
of maturity of use of digital technologies, but presents another complexity of anthropological domain, the ontological
domain and the social domain. It is, on the one hand, a process to a technological time and on the other to a humanistic time simultaneously in the areas of private and social.
The being/becoming digital lies in the dialectical debate
"desirable-possible-impossible", i.e., in the field of utopia,
seeking this, as submitted by Barata-Moura (2003), "the negation of the existing (in limit its transformation), but focusing on the objective to be achieved, and making the economy of the concrete material process (complex) that could
lead to them."
The possible, as proposed by Cabral (1999, pp. 41-42) "is
measured in projects, unlikely in plans. The potential is defined by our ability to manage the construction of the future
in all its complexity."
Within this framework, we prefer to refer to "implications"
and not to the "impact" of new technologies of information
and communication because, agreeing with Levy (2000, p.
21), it seems the metaphor of impact less adequate than the
one of implications because the technology is not an autonomous protagonist, the phenomenon of new technologies
in the emerging new society is not external to man (as never
in earlier societies) though sometimes there may be a sense
of something coming from some unknown place to generate

some strangeness.

Becoming digital implies a strong dynamic of many dimensions of the person, not just the training to ensure the necessary technological literacy to be a user of new technologies, but also the cognitive, aesthetic, ethical, emotional,
among others. It means the person in a holistic sense, integrated in a material context more or less favorable to this
utopia to be/become digital.
Even when we consider the needs of expertise on hardware
and software management in the sense of acquisition or
gain of technological fluency, being/becoming digital is not a
simple and unique construction that sets a good command
of operations with computers and all the technologies concerned. It is something much more vast and demanding,
covering all fields of human life, as computers and digital
networks are constituted as an immense territory to mediate transformations. Otherwise, the new ICTs can be only an
adaptation of what already exists, a continuist meaning without being transformative, without bringing substantial added
value to life.
The incorporation of technologies is always a very demanding process, not only because it meets the need to restructure and update organizations to break with the past structures and routines, but also because this need to update is
occuring in very short cycles. This is due to the dizzying evolution of these new technologies combined with the fast
pace of the globalization process itself to demand more and
more updates and new technological and scientific developments and more human skills in organizational domains,
cognitive, communicative, relational, ethical and an ongoing
challenge in human/computer interaction.
This dynamism results not only from the technology itself
but also from the uses that are made of it, which also require further modifications. Negroponte (1996, p. 86) notes,
with regard to technological developments, it reached a
point where large changes in computers and telecommunications applications emanate today from basic human
needs and not from the basic materials science. And Castells
(2002, pp. 2-3) points out that "The interactive computer
networks grow exponentially, creating new forms and channels of communication, shaping life and at the same time
being shaped by it."

The involvement of life in a global digital technological society (with constraints, with facilities and with difficulties) is
what gives meaning to the expression “becoming a digital
person/citizen”. In short we interpret the "digital being"
steeped in a culture at the same time technological and social but also humanistic.
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As stated by José Ortega y Gasset (2002, p. 51), "I'm not a
being, I do not exist apart from my life; nor the world. Therefore, both are only components abstract the radical reality
that is 'my life'." This led the author to write the thought
(Ortega y Gasset, 2002, p. 54): "My life is me and my circumstance, with which I exist, coexisting." Indeed, the person is a
unique being in the world in constant interaction with others
and with the environment, living unique experiences that
mark their individuality.
In this sense, as stressed by Carvalho (2000), we value the
gain of "awareness of contemporary" as an anthropological
category, aware that development is not just economic, social, cultural, scientific, technological, but above all human
development (Morin, 1994).
This contemporary consciousness gain implies the realization that we still live only the "Iron Age planetary era" (l'âge
de fer planétaire), epithet of Morin et al. (2003, p. 129) on the
current society. It is a society in which, paradoxically, simultaneously we verify a remarkable increase in the technical
and scientific knowledge and very serious human development issues. This situation points to the involvement and
commitment of the person and to be responsible in building
a new world, because the more we control the knowledge of
how we act, the more we become able to influence the future in a positive way.

Some consider that networking is to be, for example, only
connected to the Internet, giving the network a global sense,
For instance others consider that belonging to one or several networks requires "signing" a commitment to that belonging. Therefore, we can be formally or informally networking.
There is clearly a certain eclecticism, which is unavoidable,
what is to be networked. In effective terms what happens is
that these situations coexist for each person/citizen. Castells
(2004, p. 16), considering that the old networks were basically confined to the context of privacy, in which centralized
hierarchies were the field of power and production, states
that "(...) currently introducing computer-based information
and communication technologies, especially the Internet,
allows networks to deploy their flexibility and adaptability,
asserting its evolving nature. Thus, these technologies allow
coordination of tasks and management of complexity. This
results in a combination of unprecedented flexibility and
efficiency in performing tasks, making coordinated and decentralized execution decisions, individually and global communication and horizontal expression. Nevertheless, it allows the development of a higher organizational form of
human activity."
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Educating for development and developing education management
In elementary schools, secondary and higher education institutions and throughout the educational environments
(companies, museums, libraries, resource centres, scientific
parks and experimentariuns, theater, cinema, exhibitions
and art installations in many urban facilities), new ICTs provide new ways to learning, acquisition of information, work,
leisure, communication, by participating in projects and other engagements more or less intentional.
Education and learning are understood not only as education, since school, seen in the perspective that emerged and
has been developed from the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, ceased to be the only public place of education,
but are seen as something that occurs throughout the life
that takes place in all the environments lived in the tradition
of the three masters of Rosseau (the "other", the "things"
and "I") and in the design self construction of Pineau (1988)
(we learn with others – hetero-formation, with things – ecoformation and with ourselves – self-construction) in the context of experiential training and self-training, whether we are
children and young people, whether we are adults or
"Older".
There is a need for a new interpretation regarding the
school and the school itself to be reinterpreted and to become able to provide learning in interaction with other institutions and individuals and to facilitate learning processes
centered on the person. Therefore, a new teacher profile, a
teacher acting as a "human portal" is also necessary
(Patrocínio, 2001). This implies the appreciation of the experiences of each student and professor, while favoring a relationship between the social and the individual free expression in certain contexts of e-learning, particularly the one in
which the Internet is an essential complement to teaching
and classroom learning.
Important principles for the development of education to
consider:

 the context, personal experience and the practice of the
use of new ICTs, in and out of school, as important
sources of knowledge, which enhance the reflectivity and
a self-formative attitude; the emergence gives the existence of the opportunity and the possibility to assert not
only in being, but especially in becoming (cf. Cabral,
1999, p. 218.);

 all technological revolutions end up, over time, to transform human beings in their self-understanding and their
realization as individuals and as a species (Coelho-Rosa,
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2002, p. 13); it is convergent with the idea that ICT
changed completely our cognitive and social ecosystem,
as sustained by Ponte (2001), because the individual is
led to undertake a process of adaptation and restructuring of its relational and cognitive network. To the extent
that these technologies extend and shape their cognitive
and social skills, this process must result in the ways the
individual conceives reality and how it sees itself;

 learning of being/becoming a digital person/citizen is an
intergenerational issue, that is, the differences that arise
between the learning of children and young people and
adults are not essential in nature, but only in degree (cf.
Coelho-Rosa, 1998; Canário, 1999).

Guy Le Boterf (1995, p. 9), one of the leading world experts
in the study of the issues of training and skills of human
resources systems, presents a systemic and comprehensive
approach, a dynamic view of competencies, recognizing that
we are in the presence of an “attracteur étrang”, as the difficulty in defining the concept of competence grows with the
need to use it.
For this author, skills are only likely to be produced "in action" (Le Boterf 1995, p. 16) because only acting and thinking
we are able to act and think. However, skills are at the crossroads of formal training situations with professional situations and the socialization of the subject (Le Boterf 1995, p.
17). Le Boterf (1995, p. 28) considers that "responsibility
characterizes competence. (...) The allocation of competence
defines a territory of responsibility and therefore of power
of intervention. There is an undeniable social dimension and
even political: this is often a cause of division of competences." Le Boterf (1995, p. 42) points out that skills always assume a relational situation, a situation of communication".
The skills are not reducible to the individual know how. (...)
The situation creates communication competence. The competence of the expert is the result of a new combination
obtained by comparison with other individual-how
knowledge pooled. There is no jurisdiction where there is no
transaction."
Concerning the production of skills Le Boterf (1995, p. 71)
considers that the image that each one has of himself/
herself is fundamental, making intervene the excitement
and all aspects of the identity of the subject as an essential
aspect of their performance. Any negative image of themselves or lack of self-confidence can be a source of inhibition
and incompetence and this because "Mobilize knowledge or
know-how in a relevant situation, it is not just a matter of
mobilizing cognitive resources, knowledge, or know-how.
Mobilize personal resources; it assumes that everyone has

confidence in its existence, the ability to use them effectively
and its potential evolution."
The fact that today, the word competence has penetrated
every type of discourse comes in large measure, to be
erupting sensation and consciousness of a shortage of skills
for personal and social life in the context of global digital
technology society.

Pedro et al. (2011) systematized and have synthesized the
many metacognitive skills that are relevant at the beginning
of the 21st century and they are quite numerous and complex:

 e-business skills;
 digital skills;
 fluency in information management;
 communication skills;
 collaboration and interpersonal skills;
 creativity and productivity;
 reflexivity and critical thinking;
 multicultural literacy, health and global awareness;

 research, strategic planning and problem solving.
Some issues related to skills that require greater knowledge
and more research into the development of education and
in its management and at the same time are constituted as
skills to produce for any given person as we are online all
day and all night and as each person needs to become always the main filter in the proper use of networks are
(Patrocínio, 2004, 2013):

 multiconnection (synchrony: chat, forums, video conferencing, ...; asynchrony: e-mail, forums, newsgroups,
blogs, ...);

 multitasking (work simultaneously with several tools,
Internet browsing, ...);

 research information (linear, advanced, Boolean) effective before the information overload;

 relevant information (information crossing, evaluation of
sources);

 personal information Organization (organization folders,
databases, deal with multiple media storage: organization of external drives, cloud storage, ...);
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 ecological sensitivity (energy saving behaviors, paperless,
...);

 ergonomics (field of physics deals with the technological
tools used);

 production information (objectives, content, intellectual
honesty against illegal copying and against plagiarism, ...);

 techno-security (deal with anti-virus programs, firewalls,
Internet browsing, cyberbullying protection, ...);

 domain of foreign languages (especially English, but at
least three or four,...);

 netiquette (online civility; use of emoticons);
 multicultural relationship (open mind to differences, ...).
From the competences we have referred the question of
intellectual honesty is a very important one because it puts
quite relevant ethical and legal problems. In fact, the plagiarisms are extremely facilitated by the possibility of action
"cut and paste" document texts to document as well as the
inclusion of any hypermedia objects (music, photographs,
paintings, etc.) in any kind of work.
Terceiro (1997, pp. 205-206) notes that "the facility to make
perfect copies of a document to a really minimal cost" is a
major feature of the digital world. This author (Terceiro,
1997, p. 207) also notes that the concept of copyright
should be redefined and that "the same will happen to concepts such as originality and its connection with moral rights
(those who have authored over the paternity recognition of
their work and which require respect their integrity, demanding permission for its amendment or modification)."
Schools and other educational environments lack the shift
towards valuing more contexts situated learning than content. Therefore they have to become learning organizations
that value all members of the educational community and
internal partnerships and abroad, creating real communities
of practice and a teacher/student relationship based more
on peer learning.
Although the results cannot be generalized to the universe
of the education system, the support of public policy is very
relevant as shown by multiple programs in the introduction
of new ICT in basic, secondary and higher education, from
which it has been possible to develop projects in schools.
These projects have open many clues about interesting
forms of educational and administration uses of ICT, showing ICT as a catalyst for organizational change and learning
and innovation in curriculum management and teacher
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training, providing very rich experiences. The continuity of
these policies in times of crisis is essential.
There is, thus, an essential educational reflection about what
we should teach or help learning to children, youth and
adults on how they should protect themselves, without,
however, failing to take risks because the risk is something
that we can never eliminate from the human existence. This
seems to be the way to lead into disrepute that performs
the manipulation of information.
We are facing a major problem of citizenship. Anyway, this
analysis is not limited only to the use of the net, but to all
areas of life, as in the case of studies and research, becoming a methodological and epistemological problem not to
overlook.
It is necessary to find a balance between hypercritical attitude and a subcritical attitude: "How suspicious and trust at
the same time? This problem will not forsake us (... we
should be suspicious of our confidence but also of our suspicion)" (Morin, 1994, p. 19).
The information and clarification of all citizens on ways to
prevent this type of action is the most important, namely the
dissemination of software-filter as well as the disclosure of
access monitoring systems, able to block access to certain
types of websites. However, this may also be a problem with
freedom.
But the bottom filter is the human filter that is able to anticipate actions that prevent appetite for transgressions against
the private lives, the business life and the social and political
life and therefore an education/training concerned with a
strong ethical dimension plays an essential role. There, especially in relation to the younger, the need to carry out an
educational monitoring that allows for ownership and understanding of the complexity of the net.
This need for follow-up calls for a reflection and an ongoing
debate about how to reconcile the development of autonomy with people's privacy and their freedom. It is of an aspect
that also raises very serious ethical questions for those who
follow, because track cannot mean "supervise", let alone
"police" should be based on trust between "companion" and
"accompanist". Therefore, in the interest of education and
development, it is essential to create distanced responsibility environments moralism or conservative puritanisms. The
responsibility is, first, cognitive and probably one of the most
important functions of education (family, school, social). It is
a very difficult task, difficult, which can be very confrontational, requiring enormous wisdom.
This issue does not preclude the individual himself to reflect
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on itself, because more and more each person can become
more producer than a mere consumer. Morin (1994, p. 17)
expresses very well, on the issues of the testimony, the following opinion "We must be careful not only with the testimony of others, but also with the one that is the most indubitable: our own."
Indeed, the interaction that generates net includes, first, the
interaction with ourselves.
In short, the axiological level, the cyber space/time configured as a space of human choice and the choice always involves, in addition to knowledge, forecasting consequences
of the application of that knowledge, assuming therefore
that the ethical imperatives are of the utmost importance. In
a world steeped in technology it is important to understand
that these ICTs, either by having inherent or by having acquired, are not neutral, as they are designed and used by
people. This is an understanding which should be at the
forefront of human action in conjunction with the relativity
of values. In this perspective, the development of critical
thinking and nonconformity before the consumption processes and constructive spirit towards the production of
information also acquire enormous relevance (Patrocínio,
2001, p. 189).
Conclusion

able to assess its reliability, its credibility, its level of depth,
its quality and to develop strategies to avoid the person to
feel sometimes insane or deadlocked.
From the point of view of the dispute with the information,
with regard to communication dynamics it seems fundamental to value an experiential training that transforms perspectives for each person, which should be supported by
institutional educational activities, consequently challenging
the management of the organisations.
In short, the information and communications technologies
are tools for personal and social development, and to that
extent require that education in educational institutions of
primary, secondary and higher education and out of them
worry about the production of new cognitive, axiological and
relational skills adjusted to the demands of today's world.
The digital person/citizen needs the acquisition of new concepts to reading the world. A reading of the world that reshapes the computerization (in particular, the phenomenon
called cyberspace as unlimited space without borders). The
insertion of the person/citizen in the emerging new society
requires a complex thought to their ability to understand a
world that appears confusing, given the rapid decline of traditional canons and rules that affect and constantly clash
with the new.

Attending to the rapid deepening and consolidation of the
digital infocommunicative networks paradigm we assist to
an increasingly development of the connectivity to the network of networks, the Internet.

It is under this requirement that personal projects can be
configured in a convergent way with a viable social project,
so that the changes underway and that are configured possible may be regarded as positive in the context of globalization seen as an opportunity.

The Internet has established itself as an extraordinary
metamedium where all kinds of technologies and information
and communication service offerings converge. Moreover,
Internet has established itself as a form of interpersonal and
social interaction as well as new forms of control and social
change by influencing new forms of economic and social
organization and had/has its implications at work, in education and training, entertainment, leisure, in short, has its
implications on human behavior in the context of globalization which we live. Both can be in the net to save and to
spend time, which is an interesting paradox.

As stated by Ambrósio (2006) "in the contemporary world, it
is necessary the information and knowledge, the mastery of
technology, but also the acquisition of an open rationality,
the recreation of sense, ongoing reassessment of lasting
and historical convictions communities (the values) required
by the changing times and the new problems and its development on a global scale we are facing. (...) Education today
is not only a public policy sector, a sector that is not regulated by the market but a recreation domain of men and culture in a time and space designed for the future."

Nevertheless, Internet is a very powerful but uncertain environment, calling for a permanent evaluation of information
and the constant relational ethical stance. The question that
arises with greater importance in terms of the dispute and
learning on the Internet, regardless of different directions
we can find, is to know how each person learns to deal with
the huge amount of information available. It is necessary to
ask what is and what is not relevant information, and be

This is the deep sense that makes each one of us to become
digital. However to be/to become digital is still a problematic
requiring deep research, assuming that one is formed and
learns throughout their life in formal, non-formal and informal contexts. The network society, resulting from a computer mediated communication and its latest paradigm, the
Internet, is too new phenomenon to be very even conclusive
regarding the relatively grounded hypotheses with regard to
how technology transforms the human passing by taking
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into consideration various levels of reality (society, education, person).
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prentissage dans l’erreur et l’incertitude humaines. Paris: Balland.
Negroponte, N. (1996). Ser Digital. Lisboa: Editorial Caminho.
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ABSTRACT The Portuguese higher education system has been facing major reforms over the last years including the implementation of the Bologna Process, the approval of a new legal regime for the higher education institutions (HEIs) and the approval of new statutes relating to the academic career in the public higher education institutions. Thus, HEIs have to manage
their resources, and human resources in particular, in order to be proactively positioned to seize opportunities and confront

threats in an increasingly competitive environment. The academic staff as a key resource within HEIs plays a major role in
achieving the objectives of the institution.
KEYWORDS: job satisfaction, academic career, changes, higher education.
Introduction

Job satisfaction has been widely studied until now, being
defined both as a global construct and as a concept with
multiple dimensions/facets (Locke, 1969, 1970; Price, 1997;
Scarpello and Campbell, 1983; cited in Lund, 2003), i.e., we
can talk about the overall job satisfaction as well as the satisfaction with pay, physical conditions of work, the content
of work, relations with colleagues, among others.
Moreover, higher education institutions (HEIs) represent the
most meaningful symbol of intellectual, economic, cultural
and social life of the community in general. The performance of academic staff as teachers and researchers has
an impact on student learning and implications for the quality of HEIs and their contribution to society. The centrality of
the faculty role makes it a primary sculptor of institutional
culture (Machado-Taylor et al., 2011).
The importance of work in our lives is evident. “Work […]
occupies more time than any other single activity and it provides the economic basis for our lifestyle.” (Santhapparaj
and Alam, 2005, p. 72). According to Altbach and Chait

(2001, cited in Ssesanga and Garrett, 2005), the work of
academics is influenced by global trends such as accountability, massification, deteriorating financial support and
managerial controls. Nevertheless, we watch the rapid
change of the academic workplace and the necessity to
manage the tensions within the academic profession. In
addition, for Altbach (2003), with the era of mass higher
education the conditions of academic work have deteriorated everywhere. Academics are faced today with weaker employability opportunities and there is more competition for
the same positions than in the past. A context of uncertainty, increased competition and deterioration of working conditions threatening the future of academics in higher education can be observed (Taylor et al., 2007). In Portuguese
higher education (PHE), the changes in the statutes of the
academic careers as well as the current conditions of employment have increased the difficulty of academic and career development, while creating conditions for greater mobility between HEI’s. The tenure has become more difficult
and the uncertainty and job insecurity increased. Job mobility was very low in higher education but may increase in the
new situation. All these "ingredients" are associated with
27
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budget constraints and increase pressure on higher education institutions. The autonomy of institutions is greatly reduced and affects the development of the academic careers
(Machado-Taylor et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2007).
For the near future the academic career will strongly depend on the financial condition, framed in the logic of increasing performance assessment and accountability and
immersed within European higher education area. Additionally, the financial sustainability of HEI will put greater pressure on academics, towards raising research and in service
delivery revenue (Machado-Taylor et al., 2013; Santiago e t
al., forthcoming).
Theoretical Framework

Academic career is today, in a time of globalization, characterised by uncertainties, not only due to lack of resources
on higher education. HEI’s and academics are faced today
with pressures, changes and uncertainties, due to multiple
factors that are reflected in areas of academic work and in
the mission of HEI’s (Machado-Taylor et al., 2011; Teichler,
2012). Moreover, the changes in the academic profession
have been accompanied by an increasing loss of socioeconomic status inflicted by a deterioration of wages and working conditions (Altbach, 2003; Taylor, 2008). Given the diversity of roles currently assigned to academics, the current
changes in higher education and the influence of the contexts in which it falls, it is natural that the academic profession will go through moments of tension, ambiguity and
uncertainty, marked by some haziness to their future, which,
in itself, justifies a thorough reflection on academic work
(Cappelleras, 2005; Enders, 2000; Teichler, 2012).
Emphasis is often placed on the changes that higher education institutions are facing today (File and Goedegebuure,
2003). Every higher education system is trying to construct a
new type of system suitable to the emerging social changes
(Arimoto, 2008). Moreover, it is argued that academic staff
needs to take personal responsibility for their learning, and
to find personal satisfaction and development by pursuing
personal objectives that are compatible with the organisational and external environment (Martin, 1999). Other authors such as Kwiek (2009, p. 120) ask the question of “how
to attract the best talent to academia amidst the deteriorating job satisfaction and changing work conditions of the
academic profession.”
Specifically, with regard to changes in the academic profession, Coaldrake and Stedman (1999) argue that there are
five aspects of change in academic work, reflecting external
pressures:

 academic work is becoming more specialized and demanding;

 there are growing pressures on time, workload and morale;
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 staffing policies are shifting from local control and individual autonomy to a more collective and institutional
focus;

 emphasis is growing on performance, professional
standards and accountability;

 new tasks are blurring old distinctions between categories of staff.

According to Arimoto (2008), these academic reforms occurring today are enforced by the interactions among society
(international society, national society, regional society, etc.),
government (national government, local government, etc.),
knowledge (advanced knowledge, academic disciplines, etc.)
and university (sector, type, etc.). The author argues that
mainly significant are the interactions between government
and university; between university and society; and between
knowledge and university (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Environmental Change of the Academic Profession.
Source: Arimoto, 2008 - International Implications of the Changing
Academic Profession in Japan. In The Changing Academic Profession in International Comparative and Quantitative Perspectives.
Report of the International Conference on the Changing Academic
Profession. Research Institute for Higher Education, Hiroshima
University.

Anyone even remotely familiar with the higher education
world would be hardly pressed to disagree with the paramount importance of professors to the overall prosperity
and functioning of the society. At the same time, there are
numerous groups inside and outside the academy with vastly differing views of the academic profession and of the
higher education system. Most misconceptions are the result of simply being outside the system and uninformed.
That does not, however, minimize the often negative impact
that the potential students’, their parents’, the medias’ and
the governments’ viewpoints can produce in the system.
Inside the system, there are many more personal biases
and agendas along with a less pronounced but alarming
lack of understanding of the roles, functions and proper
contributions of the professoriate. Here, the consequences
can result in poor decision-making, bad policy formulation,
misguided and counterproductive channels of communication, dissatisfied professors, disgruntled students and an
overall ineffective functioning HEI.
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The Academic Profession in Portugal

The nature of higher education in Portugal has changed
significantly over the past 40 years. The number and types
of institutions have increased dramatically. Today, PHE is
organized into public and non-public higher education: universities, polytechnic institutes and “other schools”.
The legal framework of academic careers is quite different in
public and private institutions. The government defines the
size of the teaching staff and creates the rules for career
advancement within public institutions. The academics of
public institutions are civil servants as opposed to those that
work at private institutions. Within private institutions, there
are no established regulations about the academic profession. Furthermore, the size of the body of academics, career
advancements and remunerations are defined by institutional decision makers. Moreover, not much is known about
the academic careers in private higher education institutions
because these institutions follow a private legislation, making it more difficult to analyse (Meira Soares and Trindade,
2004).

The academic university and polytechnic staff in public HEIs
differ in positions, career advancements and remunerations.
Mobility between the sub-systems is possible; however, it is
not very common. The rigidity of policies and regulations,
and the lack of a legal framework, supporting any kind of
mobility inhibit such moves (Meira Soares, 2003).
Recently, in 2009, the academic careers in public higher education institutions have changed, although the main structures remain very similar. It is not the purpose of this work
to go into details, but the following aspects deserve to be
mentioned:
1. In the University sector, the career structure is reduced
to three positions: auxiliary professor, assistant professor and full professor. All these positions can only be
filled by candidates with a PhD (a full professor must also
have the Portuguese title of Agregado) and all of them
can only be filled after a public competition. In the case
of auxiliary professor the competition must also be international. Invited academic staff has fixed term contracts
and may be exempted from holding a PhD;
2. In the Polytechnic sector, the career structure has also
changed and only with the exception of a special case Professor Specialist, candidates to fill a post, also
through public competition, must hold a PhD degree. A
new rank was introduced – Principal Coordinator Professor (Professor Coordenador Principal) – and a candidate
must hold a PhD degree and the title of Agregado;
3. In the University and Polytechnic sectors, to a certain
extent, incentives can be considered to the development
of scientific work, giving staff conditions to be promoted;
4. In both sectors, periodic performance evaluations have
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been introduced and their results may have positive or
negative impacts in their career.
These are some of the main changes in the academic career, not fully developed, that we think must be mentioned
to enrich the background context of our work. (Please see
Academic staff in Portuguese higher education institutions
in Table A1 in Appendix).

Nevertheless, HE in Portugal has been characterized by a
move to centralised managerial power, replacing the previous collegial managerial model. There has been an increasing movement to managerialism (Carvalho et al., 2013; Santiago et al., 2005). According to Deem, Hilliard and Reed
(2008, p. 22) managerialism gnaws away the professional
autonomy and control and affects the status and power of
academics.
The Portuguese Academics Surveyed
A study on academic staff satisfaction was conducted in
both public and private Portuguese higher education institutions - public and private, university and polytechnic. This
study encompassed the continental Portugal, Madeira and
The Azores institutions. A survey was conducted online to all
faculty members. In this paper, we will address the academics’ perceptions about the impact of changes in the conditions of employment.
A total of 4529 academics answered the survey. Most respondents worked in public higher education institutions
(totalizing 79%; universities and polytechnic institutes, 42.8%
and 36.2% respectively). There were 13.2% of respondent
academics in private universities and 7.8% in private polytechnic institutes. With regard to age, respondents were
concentrated in age groups “41-50 years” (38.2%), “31-40
years” (28%) and “51-60 years” (23.7%). Considering the distribution of respondents by sex, 50.7% of them were men
and 49.3% were women.
Results
The dimensions of satisfaction are synthetic indexes constructed using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with a
single dimension (See Saris, William, in http://surveymetho
dology.eu/conferences/warsaw-2009/sessions/106/). The dimensions of satisfaction with employment, personal and
professional development and general satisfaction were
measured through indicators as shown in Table 1.
All indicators present a high consistency: Satisfaction with
Physical Work Environment (Cronbach’s Alpha 0.786); Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
(Cronbach’s Alpha 0.908); Overall satisfaction (Cronbach’s
Alpha 0.885) (Please see Tables A2, A3 and A4 in Appendix).
Results for Physical Work Environment
With respect to overall satisfaction with Physical Work Environment, satisfaction is slightly higher in both types of pri29
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Table 1. Dimensions of Satisfaction.

Synthetic Index

Indicators

Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment

Remuneration
Career opportunities
Job security

Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development

Conditions for balance between work and family
Conditions for personnel development
Conditions for professional development

Overall satisfaction

Job
Institution
Opportunity to update knowledge
Adequacy of skills to the teaching practice
Social prestige of the job

vate higher education institutions - universities and polytechnic institutes (Table 2). These differences are statistically
significant between public universities and public polytechnics (p <0.002), public universities and private universities (p
<0.000), public universities and private polytechnics (p
<0.013).

Differences are statistically significant between public and
private universities (p <0.000) and between public universities and private polytechnics (p <0.000).
Table 4 – General Satisfaction.

Overall Satisfaction

Table 2 - Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment.

Public University
Public Polytechnic
Private University
Private Polytechnic
Total

Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment
Standard
N
Mean
Deviation
514
5.0
1.91
615
5.4
1.84
163
5.9
2.22
91
5.7
2.01
1383
5.4
1.95

Results for Personal and Professional Development
With respect to Personal and Professional development, the
mean of satisfaction is higher in private universities and in
private polytechnic institutes (5.9 and 5.6, respectively) (see
Table 3). These differences are statistically significant between public universities and private universities (p <0.000).
Table 3 - Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development.

Satisfaction with Personal and
Professional Development

Public University
Public Polytechnic
Private University
Private Polytechnic
Total

N
1345
1150
406
243
3144

Mean
5.2
5.2
5.9
5.6
5.4

Standard
Deviation
2.46
2.45
2.52
2.49
2.48

Results for Overall Satisfaction
Academics seem more satisfied in private universities and in
private polytechnic institutes (6.9 and 6.8, respectively) (see
Table 4).

Public University
Public Polytechnic
Private University
Private Polytechnic
Total

N
1281

Mean
6.1

Standard
Deviation
1.87

1097
394
237

6.3
6.9
6.8

1.86
2.00
1.92

3009

6.3

1.90

Results for Age
As we can see (Tables 5 to 7), all academics reveal values
above the centre of the scale (5), considering the dimensions “physical work environment”, “professional development” and “general satisfaction”. The highest mean score is
for junior academics, aged until 30.
Table 5 - Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment by Age (Not
significant at the 0.05 level).

Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment

Age

Until 30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
51-60 years
>60 years
Total

N
71
414
553
260
53
1351

Mean
5.7
5.5
5.3
5.4
5.0
5.4

Standard
Deviation
2.05
1.92
1.97
1.91
2.17
1.96
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Table 6 - Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
by Age.
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Table 9 – Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
by Gender (Note: the mean difference is significant at the .05 level).

Satisfaction with Personal and
Professional Development

Until 30 years

Age

31-40 years
41-50 years
51-60 years
>60 years
Total

N
141
862

Mean
6.2
5.4

Standard
Deviation
2.51
2.43

1171

5.1

2.51

725
164
3063

5.5
6.2
5.4

2.40
2.35
2.47

Table 7 – Overall Satisfaction by Age.

Overall Satisfaction

Until 30 years
31-40 years
Age

41-50 years
51-60 years
>60 years
Total

N
131

Mean
7.3

Standard
Deviation
1.71

824
1127
689
160
2931

6.4
6.2
6.2
6.5
6.3

1.83
1.93
1.87
2.15
1.90

Male
Total

1591
3141

Regarding the satisfaction dimensions by gender, it is interesting to note that academic female are a little more satisfied than academic male. Regarding the “physical work environment” dimension, and less satisfied concerning the
“personal and professional development” dimension (see
Tables 8 and 9). This set of results is not surprising, notwithstanding the tendency of the last three decades to the increase of women’s access to the academic profession. In
fact, it was not always like that: before the democratic revolution (1974), HEIs were male dominated and there were
very few female academics. However, in spite of the increase
of women in the academic career, the vertical and horizontal
segretation still exists (Machado-Taylor, 2013).
Table 8 – Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment by Gender.

Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment
Standard
N
Mean
Deviation
679
5.4
1.90
704
5.3
1.99
1383
5.4
1.95

5.5
5.4

2.45
2.48

Results for Academic Ranking
Professors in both junior and senior positions reveal values
above the mean of the scale in dimensions such as “physical
work environment”, “personal and professional development” and “overall satisfaction”. However, while academics in
senior ranking positions have higher levels of satisfaction,
the younger academics are just slightly above the mean in
the former two dimensions (see Tables 10 to 12).
Table 10 – Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment by Academic
Ranking.

Academic
Position

Results for Gender

Female
Male
Total

Female

Satisfaction with Personal
and Professional Development
Standard
N
Mean
Deviation
1550
5.2
2.49

Seniors
Juniors
Total

Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment
Standard
N
Mean
Deviation
239
5.5
2.16
1202
5.3
1.90
1441
5.3
1.95

Table 11 – Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
by Academic Ranking (Note: the mean difference is significant at the
0.05 level).

Satisfaction with Personal and
Professional Development

Academic
Position

Seniors
Juniors
Total

N
679
2581
3260

Mean
5.7
5.2
5.3

Standard
Deviation
2.41
2.49
2.49

Table 12 – Overall Satisfaction by Academic Ranking.

Overall Satisfaction

Academic
Position

Seniors
Juniors
Total

N
651
2469
3120

Mean
6.4
6.3
6.3

Standard
Deviation
1.98
1.88
1.90
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Results for Years of Teaching and Years in Current
Institution
Professors with less than five years of teaching in higher
education reveal higher (and positive) values of satisfaction,
regarding the dimensions “satisfaction with physical Work
environment”, “satisfaction with personal and professional
development” and “overall satisfaction”. The same can be
observed for professors with less than five years of teaching
in current institution. In general, it seems like the less the
number of years the more satisfied they are (Tables 13 to
15). Indeed, there are statistically significant results between
Table 13 – Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment by Years of
Teaching and Years in Current Institution.
Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment

Until 5 years
6 a 10 years
Years are
teaching
in higher
education

11 a 15 years

Mean

202

5.8

1.96

312

5.3

1.97

365

5.4

1.79

16 a 20 years

236

5.1

1.93

> 20 years

323

5.3

2.02

1438

5.4

1.94

Until 5 years

267

5.7

1.98

6 a 10 years

350

5.3

1.93

11 a 15 years

360

5.4

1.84

16 a 20 years

212

5.1

2.01

> 20 years

267

5.2

1.95

1456

5.4

1.94

Total

Years are
teaching
in current
institution

N

Standard
Deviation

Total

Table 14 – Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
by Years of Teaching and Years in Current Institution.
Satisfaction with Personal and
Professional Development

Years are
teaching
in higher
education

Until 5 years

N
486

Mean
6.1

Standard
Deviation
2.42

6 a 10 years

605

5.3

2.39

11 a 15 years

735

4.9

2.49

16 a 20 years

559

5.1

2.49

> 20 years

881

5.4

2.47

3266

5.3

2.48

Until 5 years

651

6.0

2.44

6 a 10 years

672

5.1

2.45

11 a 15 years

732

4.9

2.48

16 a 20 years

500

5.2

2.55

> 20 years

744

5.4

2.42

3299

5.3

2.49

Total

Years are
teaching
in current
institution

Total

the different group ages. Those results confirm other studies on the field associated with working conditions, as well as
with an increasing number of administrative tasks (Dias et
al., 2012; Machado-Taylor et al., 2013; Teichler, 2012).
Table 15 – Overall Satisfaction by Years of Teaching and Years in
Current Institution.
Overall Satisfaction

Years are
teaching
in higher
education

Years are
teaching
in current
institution

Until 5 years

N
468

Mean
7.1

Standard
Deviation
1.77

6 a 10 years

580

6.4

1.83

11 a 15 years

701

6.2

1.87

16 a 20 years

533

6.1

1.95

> 20 years

837

6.1

1.93

Total

3119

6.3

1.90

Until 5 years

626

7.0

1.77

6 a 10 years

647

6.3

1.84

11 a 15 years

697

6.1

1.92

16 a 20 years

480

6.1

2.00

> 20 years

702

6.2

1.87

Total

3152

6.3

1.90

Results for correspondence between the area/s of
teaching and area/s of academic education and
moving to another institution

As expected, the respondent academics are more satisfied
when there exists a correspondence between the area/s of
teaching and the area/s of academic education. As also expectable, the number of academics that will move to another institution, if they have the opportunity, are less satisfied
than those who will not move, in all the dimensions considered (Tables 16 to 18).
Table 16 – Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment by correspondence between the area/s of teaching and area/s of academic
education and moving to another institution (Note: the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level).
Satisfaction with Physical Work
Environment

Is there a
correspondence
between the
area/s you teach
and your area/s
of academic
education?
If you have the
opportunity,
will you move
to another
institution?

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Yes

1420

5.4

1.94

No

29

4.0

1.85

Total

1449

5.3

1.94

Yes

514

4.4

1.91

No

689

6.0

1.73

Total

1203

5.4

1.97
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Table 17 – Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development
by correspondence between the area/s of teaching and area/s of
academic education and moving to another institution (Note: the
mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level).
Satisfaction with Personal and
Professional Development

Is there a
correspondence
between the
area/s you teach
and your area/s
of academic
education?
If you have the
opportunity,
will you move
to another
institution?

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Yes

3212

5.4

2.47

No

67

3.7

2.78

Total

3279

5.3

2.49

Yes

1076

4.1

2.43

No

1617

6.2

2.19

Total

2693

5.4

2.51

Table 18 – General Satisfaction by correspondence between the
area/s of teaching and area/s of academic education and moving to
another institution (Note: the mean difference is significant at the
0.05 level).
Overall Satisfaction

Is there
correspondence
between the
area/s you teach
and your area/s
of academic
education?
If you have the
opportunity,
will you move
to another
institution?

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Yes

3071

6.4

1.87

No

62

4.5

2.42

Total

3133

6.3

1.90

Yes

1025

5.1

1.90

No

1552

7.1

1.53

Total

2577

6.3

1.96

Those results do not surprise us due to the changes occurred in the last years in Portuguese higher education. Due
to those changes, academics are faced with weaker employability opportunities, a context of insecurity and deterioration of working conditions, threatening their future
(Machado-Taylor et al., 2013). To sum up, this set of results
concur with other studies developed on this subject matter
(Bentley et al., 2012; Machado-Taylor et al., 2013; Teichler,
2012).
Concluding Remarks
Today, the academic profession faces great uncertainties in
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terms of its future and has to live with professional tensions
due to the changes observed in the statutes of higher education institutions and of the academic careers occurred in
the last years in Portugal. However, the levels of satisfaction
of academic staff are slightly above the mean value for all
indicators and all institutional types. Although variations
appear between institutional types, academic ranking and
gender, the differences are small. The findings also concur
with other studies in the subject matter. Moreover, the results presented are not surprising and confirm that working
conditions have suffered changes in the recent past. Nevertheless, these results must be carefully examined and show
there is place for Institutional leaders and policy makers to
increase the dialogue, regarding the important issues that
need to be addressed to promote and maintain satisfaction
within a framework of change. Particular attention should be
paid to public higher education institutions, to senior academics and female academics across all institutional types
(both public and private higher education institutions).
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APPENDIX
Table A1. Academic staff in Portuguese higher education institutions (Sources: Year 2009 - PORDATA, 2011; Year 2008 - GPEARI, 2010).
Academic Staff
By sex
Female
Male
By institutional type
Public University
Public Polytechnic
Private University
Private Polytechnic
By age group
<30
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+
By degree of education
PhD
Master
Licenciatura
Bachelor
Other

Year

Nº

%

2009
2009

15756
20459

43.5
56.5

2009
2009
2009
2009

14803
10289
6899
4224

40.9
28.4
19.1
11.7

2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

2274
10518
12296
8106
3021

6.3
29.0
34.0
22.4
8.3

2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

14205
9472
11217
261
225

40.1
26.8
31.7
0.7
0.6

Table A2. Synthetic Index - Satisfaction with Physical Work Environment.
Synthetic index
Remuneration
Career
opportunities
Job security

Satisfaction with
Physical Work
Environment

Count
4012

Minimum
0

Maximum
10

Mean
4.6

Standard
Deviation
2.72

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Explained
variance

3963

0

10

3.9

2.87

0.786

70.48%

3958

0

10

4.4

3.06

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Explained
variance

0.908

84.59%

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Explained
variance

0.885

68.81%

Table A3. Synthetic Index - Satisfaction with Personal and Professional Development.
Count

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Conditions for balance
between work and family

4001

0

10

5.5

2.69

Conditions for
personnel development

3989

0

10

5.3

2.69

Conditions for
professional development

4008

0

10

5.2

2.75

Job

Count
3993

Minimum
0

Maximum
10

Mean
6.6

Standard
Deviation
2.04

Institution

3971

0

10

5.7

2.50

4002

0

10

5.8

2.48

4004

0

10

7.0

2.20

3898

0

10

6.3

2.39

Synthetic index

Satisfaction with
Personal and
Professional
Development

Table A4. Synthetic Index - General satisfaction.
Synthetic index

General
satisfaction

Opportunity to update
knowledge
Adequacy of skills
to the teaching practice
Social prestige of the
job
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ABSTRACT The actual role of the fourth branch in the triggering of the current economic and financial crisis, together with
the recent case law and theoretical developments in the area of regulation, are compelling evidence that a reflection on the
powers of independent administrative agencies is critically needed. The importance of such reflection is no less linked to the
duties of the regulatory State vis-à-vis the constitutional State – a case in point is when the agencies take on quasi-judicial
and quasi-legislative power.
Laying special emphasis on this latter aspect, the present study deals with the questions concerning the rulemaking power of
regulatory agencies. It reflects the most recent trends in administrative law, and includes an analysis of the relations between
the normative layers of contemporary legal systems, the emergence of new regulative frameworks, the loss of the traditional
territorial scope by administrative rules, the strengthening of the fourth branch, the balance between consensus and command-and-control, and the dialectics between politics and law.
The adopted comparative law perspective intends to profit from the Americanization of European legal systems and the evolution of the U.S. administrative state. Regulations, which are regarded as policy tools of the regulatory state, clearly express the
recent mutations in constitutional and administrative law.

The significance and scope of regulatory discretion shall be discussed first and then it will be contextualized within the trend
toward delegalization. After considering the meanings, forms and expressions of delegalization as well as its consequences to
the administrative rulemaking power, the limits of regulatory discretion will be addressed. The A. concludes that the rulemaking power of agencies is now confronted with the very foundations of the constitutional State: Rule of Law, separation of powers, and democracy.

KEYWORDS: administrative agencies, regulation, rulemaking power, democracy, rule of law.
Introduction
The changes which have affected administrative law over
the last twenty years transmuted it into a troubled – or at
least into a more troubled – area of law. The war against
terrorism, at first, and the world economic crisis, at last,
provided the need and the opportunity for reviewing the

agenda of national States and the modes of action in Public
Administration. Such strong link between administrative law
and the social and political transformations show the accuracy of Professor Hauriou’s (1900, at 50) century-old statement: “Our State is being changed.” 1
Notwithstanding the differences that still keep the European
(German-French or Anglo-Saxon) and the North-American

1

Equally drastic, see Lawson, 1994, 1231: “[t]he post-New Deal administrative state is unconstitutional, and its validation by the legal system is nothing less than
a bloodless constitutional revolution”.
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administrative systems apart, there is evidence showing the
increasing connection between those models:2 one of those
elements is precisely the establishment of regulatory agencies to which the legislature accords large competences,
namely the rulemaking power. If in the United States the
agencies’ origins can be traced back to the 19th century,3 in
Europe they only emerge in the last decade of the 20th
century, mainly owing to influence from U.S. Law.
The rise of European regulatory agencies occurred side by
side with a trend toward deregulation, privatization, market
liberalization and good governance. The traditional model of
organization of public utilities – founded in public ownership, command-and-control system and assignment of oversight functions to bodies (directly or indirectly) dependent
on central government – has been gradually replaced by a
new paradigm of State. Once liberalized and privatized, public utilities are subjected to competition law, which inaugurated a new era in policy-making marked by an articulation
of deregulation with re-regulation. Far from being left to the
“invisible hand,” the market is now shaped by public action,
in order to promote competition and to ensure public utilities.4 Furthermore, market regulation is now assigned to
regulatory agencies, usually independent5 from direct governmental control and economic operators alike.6

Ana Raquel Gonçalves Moniz

The weight of regulatory agencies is due to European Union
Law.7 In other words, the creation of regulatory agencies in
the context of European administrative systems is a symptom of the Europeanization of administrative law in the organizational field. In addition to the “institutional-organic
integration” (Saltari, 2007, 202) that springs from European
supranational administrative agencies,8 the European Directives require the institution of national regulatory agencies
in several economic sectors (energy – electricity and gas –,
communications, transport infrastructures) and such agencies often work under EU coordination.
Viewed from the Rule of Law, separation of powers and democracy perspective, the significant powers accorded to
agencies cause considerable constitutional perplexities. The
globalization of public law made such perplexities a problem
not only to U.S. Law but also to the European constitutional
and administrative law. The discussion about the meaning,
scope and limits of agencies’ powers proves of crucial importance in the present conjuncture, since many authors,
despite disagreement among them on the role of regulation
to the emergence of the economic crisis, they do not shy
away from regarding regulation as one of the co-conspirers
toward the global economic crisis. Under one line of analysis, the crisis is a result of excessive public regulation: in
spite of allowing for diversity in the market behavior, the

2

On the comparison between U.S. administrative law and European administrative law, and on the reciprocal opportunities for im provement, see, e.g., Geradin,
2005, at 11; Rose-Ackerman, 1994a, at 1206, 1207; Shapiro, 1997, at 276.
3

The ICC, created by the Interstate Commerce Act, has been traditionally identified as the first regulatory agency. See Breger and Edles (2000, at 1117-1119);
Rabin (1986, at 1194-1196); However, this position is not unanimously held, for, as Jerry L. Mashaw argues, “the first regulatory agency established outside of
any executive department at the national level was not the ICC; it was the Patent Office, created ninety-seven years earlier”. See Mashaw (2012, at 5); On the
origins and evolution of the American regulatory system, see also Law and Kim (2011, at 116-125).
4

See Christian Koenig (2009, at 1082).

5

It must be remarked that regulatory agencies in Europe are not the only type of independent administrative bodies. Along with them, there are independent
administrative bodies whose functions consist of protecting civil rights against public powers. See generally Chapus (2001, at 229), Merusi and Passaro (2003, at
61), Moniz (2012, 756-762).
6

On the origins of European agencies, see Majone (1996, at 47); Stoffäes (1998, at 25-34, 38-49); Cf. also Finger (2011, at 13, 116-125). Nevertheless, it is understandable that, in Europe, the predecessors of modern regulatory agencies were found in 19th century Britain (see Breger and Edles (2000) at 1119-1122), even
though modern British legislation on this was passed only in 1948 (Craig, 2012, Administrative Law 11-003). The first theorization on privatization/liberalization
of public utilities and regulatory agencies is due to a British economist too. In the twenty-ninth Wincott Memorial Lecture, on October 14th, 1999, Stephen C.
Littlechild, drawing upon his experience as Director General of Electricity Supply with responsibility for the Office of Elec tricity Regulation, argued the possibility
of converting public utility monopolies into privately owned but regulated industries (Littlechild, 2000, 18). As far as publ ic utilities served by infrastructure networks are concerned (e.g., in the energetic sector), the solution would consist of separating the network of supply from that of transmission and then create an
independent public regulatory agency which would promote competition in supply and transmission activities, without ties to the political conjuncture. To this
purpose might contribute both the creation (even if artificial) of a competition for/in the market and the provision of rights of access to the network (see id. at
22-33). Within this scenario, regulatory agencies would have two essential duties: to promote competition and to protect the interests of customers (see id. at
35). Concerning the future of regulation, the Author argues that the development of competition would progressively reduce government powers and increase
regulatory independency until the ultimate goal of reducing the role of regulation is achieved (see id. at 41).
7

See Directive 97/67/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of December 15th, 1997, on Common Rules for the Developm ent of the Internal Market of Community Postal Services and the Improvement of Quality of Service, art. 22, 1998 O.J. (L 15) 14; Directive 2001/14/E C of the European Parliament and
of the Council of February 26th, 2001, on the Allocation of Railway Infrastructure Capacity and the Levying of Charges for the Use of Railway Infrastructure and
Safety Certification, art. 30, 2001 O.J. (L 75) 29; Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of March 7th, 2002, on a Common Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications Networks and Services, art. 3, 2002 O.J. (L 108) 33; Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of June 26th, 2003, Concerning Common Rules for the Internal Market in Electricity, art. 23, 2003 O.J. (L 176) 37; Di rective 2003/55/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of June 26th, 2003, Concerning Common Rules for the Internal Market in Natural Gas, art. 25, 2003 O.J. (L 176) 57.
Not every independent agency created by transposition measures issuing from these Directives is independent from government departments: the independence presupposed by EU Law involves primarily separation from economic operators (and not – or, at least, not always –independence from government).
8

See, e.g., Shapiro (2011a, at 113, 116-125). The European supervision can integrate also national structures (such as the European System of Central Banks,
constituted by the European Central Bank, together with the national central banks.
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tendency of economic regulation points toward a “homogenized system effect” and toward organizing the market under
one single vision (the one of the regulator), which is the “fatal
weakness” of economic regulation (Friedman, 2009, 152157) . Other Authors blame the crisis of regulatory inaction,
on the grounds that agencies either did not have the necessary powers to face the crisis, or when they did they did not
use them and so they failed to conduct their own risk assessments and instead they trusted credit-rating agencies’
evaluations,9 which encouraged excessive risks to be taken
(Napolitano, 2010, 571) , and irresponsible behavior on the
part of certain economic operators (Stiglitz, 2009, 331-333).
As far as the rulemaking power is concerned, the question
concerns both the agencies’ gradual expansion (even concentration) of powers (legislative, but also judiciary) and the
legitimacy of administrative bodies to produce rules substantially analogous to statutes issued by parliaments. If
“behind every theory of administrative law lies a theory of
state” (Harlow and Rawlings, 2009, 1), one question merits
serious debate: is the Rule of Law, Democracy and the Constitutional State compromised in some important respect
when regulatory agencies are committed an extensive power to make rules? Considering that “[t]he accumulation of all
powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same
hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly be pronounced
the very definition of tyranny,”10 one wonders whether the
face of the State has so dramatically changed to the point of
having allowed the intrusion of new tyrants into democratic
constitutions.11
Regulation and rulemaking power: Regulatory Discretion
Regulation and regulation law turned out to become key
concepts (Baer, 2004) in contemporary administrative law,
insofar as they permit to conceptualize and systematize the
answers and the legal constructs that try to handle the consequences of privatization and liberalization (Wahl, 2006,
84). The scope and (above all) the high-profile tasks required
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from regulation entail that administrative bodies be provided with wide-raging powers whose exercise cannot be confined to the traditional instrumentarium of the forms of administrative action.
Rulemaking: regulations as regulatory tools
The emergence of the regulatory state demanded regulators to have modes of action that permit regulatory policies
to be implemented. Traditionally, those modes of action are
adjudication (in continental Europe it might be termed
“administrative act”) and regulations.
Far from being easy to define, the concept of regulation covers a wide range of meanings which, as Professor Susan
Rose-Ackerman stresses, result from the “interdisciplinary
nature of regulatory reform.” (Rose-Ackerman, 1994, 1207).
As a matter of fact, in English, the word regulation conveys
both the meaning of task and form of action.12 On the one
hand, it clearly suggests a specific new public mission in
which very different activities are involved, all of them aiming
at market supervision, at the promotion of free and fair
competition, and at ensuring the essential goods and services (see Danwitz, 2004, 977; Badura, 2005, 106; Säcker,
2005, 180; Blersch, 2007, at 11; Gonçalves, 2010, 97; Machado, 2011, 203) , all this within the framework of the separation of responsibilities between the State, the economic
operators and the society (Schuppert, 2011, 479). On the
other hand, a regulation constitutes a source of law issued
by an administrative body to which a statute (commonly its
organic statute) has committed a rulemaking power in order
to implement statutory law. According to the second meaning, a regulation is the product of the exercise of rulemaking
power.
Owing to their character as rule of conduct and decision
parameter (Larenz, 1995, 71),13 regulations are instruments
of regulatory policy (Magill, 2004, 1386-1390). Furthermore,
owing to regulations’ general and abstract character, rulemaking does not simply encompass a regulatory policy but
really builds and shapes it.

9

Evaluations which are not entirely trustworthy since, in the early 1970s, the business model of the rating agencies changed from the “investor pays” model to
the “issuer pays” model – a fact that brought with it the nefarious consequence of turning the agencies into hostages of the bond issuers: “the effect of the
bond issuer’s power to choose among them [rating agencies] mimics the effect of bribing an agency to grant an optimistic rating” (White, 2009, at 389, 393).
10

The Federalist No. 47 (James Madison), at 239 (Lawrence Goldman ed., 2008).

11

Recent developments in U.S. administrative law led Chief Justice John Roberts to raise the same question: “[i]t would be a bit much to describe the result as
‘the very definition of tyranny’, but the danger posed by the growing power of the administrative state cannot be dismissed.” See City of Arlington, Texas, et al. v.
Federal Communications Commission et al., 133 S. Ct., 1863, 1879 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).
12

The text implicitly suggests that this is a singularity of English language. In other languages, the terms which express thos e two realities are not identical: e.g.,
and respectively, regulation/règlement (French), Regulierung/Verordnung (German), regolazione/re golamento (Italian), regulação/regulamento (Portuguese),
regulación/reglamento (Spanish).
13

making the case that underlying those two characters is the validity claim of a legal rule and its purported application to analogous cases within the spatial
and temporal scope of a legal rule (see Larenz.1995, 71).
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The fact that regulations are a source of law and, therefore,
a general command instrument (Schmidt-Assmann, 2006,
52), implies that they also bind the agencies that issue them,
in accordance with the maxim of Pittacus of Mytilene legem
patere quam ipse fecisti. This characteristic, which underlies the
so-called self-binding force of regulations, increases compliance of relevant public values such as uniformity, reliance,
predictability, rationality, and coherence of administrative
actions. However, regulations have a double face: besides
being a source of law, they also constitute a form of administrative action, a facet that places them between statutes
(with which they must comply) and decisions (which must
obey to regulations).

Despite statements to the contrary by many scholars, the
choice between rulemaking and adjudication actually depends on several factors (Shapiro, 1965, 921). In addition to
the procedural requirements (rather important in the U.S.
legal system),14 the decisive answer lies in factors such as
the intended approach to regulatory policymaking (focusing
on structural measures, or highlighting the specificities of
single cases),15 limited arbitrariness and capriciousness of
agencies’ future decisions (West, 2005a, 655), or the scope
of judicial review.
The advantages of rulemaking are vividly epitomized in National Petroleum Refiners Association v. FTC, “[T]here is little
question that the availability of substantive rule-making
gives any agency an invaluable resource-saving flexibility in
carrying out its task of regulating parties subject to its statutory mandate. More than merely expediting the agency’s job,
use of substantive rule-making is increasingly felt to yield
significant benefits to those the agency regulates. Increasingly, courts are recognizing that use of rule-making to
make innovations in agency policy may actually be fairer to
regulated parties than total reliance on case-by-case adjudication.”16
Despite the various reasons why regulators prefer rulemaking over adjudication, the truth is that the administrative
rulemaking power raises delicate constitutional and administrative questions, since regulations correspond to so-called
delegated legislation. By virtue of the typically extensive regulatory discretion of agencies’ actions in the regulatory state,
administrative rulemaking sometimes dangerously borders
14

on the exercise of substantive legislative powers. Thus, we
must discuss whether regulations issued under such a wide
discretion violate the material foundations of the constitutional state.
Regulatory discretion
While very widespread in the United States, in Europe the
concept of “regulatory discretion” appears for the first time
in German case law (Regulierungsermessen). In a 2007 decision concerning the Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur), the Federal Administrative Court (Bundesverwaltungsgericht) stated that, where a complex discussion between public
and private interests is taking place, the legislature grants
the agency with broad scope for choice and conformation. 17
That is to say, regulatory discretion expresses the powers of
agencies as they exercise evaluation prerogatives in a risk
context. It postulates technical assessment and forecast
toward strategic decision-making (hoc sensu, decisions that
denote a regulation strategy); consequently, judicial review
over actions carried out in the exercise of rulemaking activity
must be deferential (Schmidt-Assmann, 2006, 141; Attendom, 2009).
Regulatory discretion discloses itself both in adjudication
and in rulemaking procedures. The relation between regulatory discretion and adjudication is reflected in the way the
legislature ascribes decision-making power to agencies and,
simultaneously, in the kind of judgment required from regulatory administrative decisions.
The first problem is related to the “atypicalness” of administrative decisions in continental Europe. One of the main
features of administrative law in continental Europe is the
“principle of typicalness” of administrative decisions, according to which determination of their effects is a legislative
competence (Sandulli, 1989, 616; Giannini, 1996, 319). At
present, their scope is restricted to the delimitation of the
interests to be pursued (or the results to be accomplished),
while granting administrative bodies the power to shape the
effects of their decisions.
The specific reasoning of regulatory decisions must also be
pointed out, which leads to the second question. This kind
of decisions entails interpretation of largely indefinite concepts and economic and strategic assessments, projections

See, e.g., Magill (2004, 1390-1393). Cf. also West (2005a, 659-664), reflecting on the reforms of rulemaking procedures.

15

See Rachlinski (2005, 529), arguing that regulation by adjudication and regulation by rulemaking creates different cognitive contexts; therefore, the choice will
depend on whether the regulatory issue demands a general and abstract rule or whether it requires only a concrete decision.
16

National Petroleum Refiners Association v. FCT, 482 F.2d 672, 681 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

17

See Bundesverwaltungsgericht [BVwG] [Federal Administrative Court] Nov. 28, 2008, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 575, 2008 (Ger.).
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as well as prognoses.

Similar questions appear in the rulemaking arena. That is
why Professor Aldo Sandulli stressed as early as in 1970 that
governmental regulations were just a limited field of the
regulations universe, thereby suggesting, in a rather premonitory way as far as the European context is concerned,
that the rulemaking power of regulatory commissions would
play a major role in the change of scope of administrative
regulations (Sandulli,1970, 51) . In this domain, statutes only
act as a formal source of law, whereas the definition of the
substantial or material discipline is incumbent on the regulation (Foà, 2002, 106). Delegation of rulemaking power to
agencies is connected, above all, with the highly technical
nature of their tasks, which can not easily be carried out by
the legislature. In this sense, the broad rulemaking power of
the agencies is tantamount to exercising a normative function, and it expresses fulfillment of the (juridical) obligation
to regulate (also by means of rules) the market (Politi, 2001,
4) . The point is whether such an extensive rulemaking power is compatible with the standards set out by modern constitutionalism – a question that I will try to answer in the
following pages.
Regulatory Discretion and Delegalization
The full scope of the rulemaking power of agencies stands
out as one of the most striking questions. Assuming that the
delimitation of the boundaries of regulatory powers is a legislative competence, it is not surprising that the relations
between statutes and regulations depend on the diachronic
and synchronic relations between legislative and executive
branches.

The principle of legality: in the beginning was (only)
the statute…
The birth of administrative law is strongly linked with the
formation of the principle of legality. Initially, it was understood as intimately intertwined with the concept of law
(statute law) included in the article VI of the 1789 Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen, according to which
the law is the “expression of general will” (expression de la
volonté générale). Statutes were, therefore, the perfect instrument to protect citizens from abusive behavior on the part
of the Public Administration. Three consequences stemmed
from the sacred character of statutes presupposed in this
understanding: i) the statute was viewed as the result of the
sum of individual wills; ii) it was designed to meet general
purposes rather than to satisfy individual demands; iii) law
came to be seen as coinciding with statutes enacted by the
parliament (see Brunet, 2005, 6; cf. Cimellaro, 2006, 110111). The absolutization of Montesquieu’s and Locke’s theo-
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ry of separation of powers laid the foundations to the idea
that the other public powers – including the Executive –
were founded in statute law, regarded as the legal framework that limited their acts and as the criterion for the legitimacy of their actions (see Bronze, 2006, 360).
Within this context, the role played by the principle of legality is understandably a corollary of the idea that statutes
enacted by parliaments are at the basis of the whole political
construction. Subordination of the remaining branches to
the legislature is the birthmark of European (continental)
administrative law. The centrality of statutory law was the
result of being considered as “expression of the general will”
and as protection of the individual rights of citizens.

This liberal understanding of the principle of legality includes
three dimensions (Soares, 1981, 171-175) .
First, the subordination of Public Administration to statute
law took on a negative sense, according to which administrative bodies could not act against statutes; otherwise, their
actions would be illegal and, therefore, void. This negative
sense conveyed the principle of primacy of law, and it was
grounded on the concept of law as an ethical instrument for
protection of fundamental rights.
Second, according to the positivist approach law only consisted of statutory law, and its object was uniquely the legal
discipline of liberty and property. The path to the construction of a material/substantive concept of statute (Jellinek,
1919, 231-242; Mayer, 1903, 92) and of statutory reservation was then open. Rather than abandoning the political
views of the Ancien Régime and the Polizeistaat, the dogmatic evolution of the statutory reserve shows that the center of divine attributes was only transferred from the King to
the Nation and to its expression: the statute (Soares, 1955,
63-65).
Third, the creation of a material/substantive concept of statute and the identification of parliamentary legislation with
law entailed an important consequence to administrative
action that neither affected liberty nor property: the liberty
of administrative action præter legem (beyond statute law).
This liberty involved three main areas: administrative organization (which included juridical relations within administrative bodies), positive obligations toward citizens (very limited,
at first, but incremented from the Industrial Revolution onwards) and administrative discretion (acknowledged to the
Administration in every matter toward which no particular
content had been determined by the legislature). In those
spaces free-from-law (hoc sensu, free-from-statute), administrative bodies possessed an originary power, a scope of
action that nearly equaled the unlimited discretion of the
41
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Polizeistaat.

Crisis of Legality
This view was soon overtaken by reality. The idea that the
“state is only a special dimension of society” (Soares, 1986,
69, 71) replaced the typically positivistic separation between
the State and Society which characterized the birth of administrative law. After the First World War, new tasks were
assigned to Public Administration, thereby giving rise to the
“administrative State” (Peters, 1952 and 1965). Far from only
enforcing statute law enacted by parliaments, Public Administration had a significant role in shaping the social order. As
the Welfare State was consolidating itself, novel missions
were allocated to administrative bodies and as a consequence of that they took on new responsibilities with regard
to social security, health care, culture and education.
Owing to a “gigantic need for norms”,18 the new conjuncture
triggered an exponential growth of the legislative (the
“legislative motorization”) (Soares, 2008, 153-154). Such
“overlegisla-tion” (Ruffert, 2012, 1166) entailed parliamentary
intervention in all fields of social life. So much so that modern democracies are presently in the middle of a process of
legislative inflation, frequently associated with the degradation and disappearance of the traditional timelessness that
characterized statutes, now transformed into instruments
for a (certain) majority to satisfy its ends. 19 Insofar as it
affects not only the quantity of statutes but also their extension (see Bronze, 2006, 547-548, n. 280, with references to
Portugal and Hisparis, 2005, with references to France, Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom, Russia and the Czech Republic) this phenomenon could be termed “administrativization” of law, the sole objective of which is to address even
more specific and technical problems in the most efficient
way.
The de-sacralization of statutes generated a major consequence: no longer would the Administration be strictly subject to parliamentary statute law.
18

The sidelining of legality is one of the main features of administrative law of regulation. In fact, traditional subordination of administrative action to law (hoc sensu, statutes enacted by national parliaments), which marked the birth of
administrative law in the 19th century, has been overtaken
by the booming of international and administrative sources
(some of them lacking binding force). Accordingly, the role of
statutes is devalued and they tend to gradually be replaced
by regulations which now rule most of the socialeconomically relevant matters. In other terms, the crisis of
legality has triggered delegalization.
Delegalization: meanings and forms
“Delegalization” is a very polysemic word. The etymology
points toward the antonym of “legalize”: delegalization is, in
that sense, the action of making something illegal
(Temperley, 2000). Viewed from another angle, delegalization means the increasing citation of nonlegal sources in
judicial decisions. Among legal scholarship, the word is connected with interdisciplinarity and the ease of access to nonlegal information, and so it suggests a “breakdown in the line
between the legal and the nonlegal with respect to law itself.” (Schauer and Wise, 2000, 510-515). Delegalization also
refers the tendency toward reducing the number of laws
and regulations (and, consequently, toward lessening authority impositions on citizens), translating an answer to the
excessive and the complexity of laws and regulations that
undermine the Rule of Law itself (Breger, 1996-1997; Kennedy, 1978-1979 and 1979-1980).
However, by delegalization I mean something different,
namely, the trend toward providing administrative bodies
(namely regulatory agencies) with powers “to operate outside the reach of law.” (Werhan, 1996, 466). One of those
powers is precisely the power to make regulations which,
according to a particular evolution of the “dynamics of the
normative system,” (Sandulli, 1970, 14) are trying to progressively substitute statute law enacted by parliaments.20

The Author alludes to a crescendo toward a massive legislation. See Ossenbühl (2007a) 159; cf. Eichenberger (1982) 21-25.

19

The Author remarks that law is no longer the expression of the general will, for it became the “expression of a legislator’s will”, often influenced by lobbies; in
one word, law is the “expression of a policy”, cf. Terre, 1980.
20

Although the exercise of legislative powers by Governments (and not only by Parliaments) is also distinctive of this particular context, I will not include it in
the concept of delegalization. As a matter of fact, there are Constitutions that allow the Government to issue legislative acts: in such cases, the acts enacted by
the Government are not regulations, though they have legislative value – the very same value of Parliament acts. That is to say, although these norms have a
governmental source, still they remain rules enacted by the legislative branch, because either the Constitution allocates normal legislative powers to the Government (and to the Parliament), or permits the transfer of legislative powers from the Parliament to Government, or, under exceptional circumstances, allows
the provisional exercise of legislative powers by the Government, while requiring later ratification of the Parliament. See Pizzorusso (1997, 678).
Among European countries, the Portuguese Constitution, for instance, is unique in granting the Government the normal legislative powers. In Portugal, legislative power is shared by the Parliament (Assembleia da República) and the Government: except for matters within the scope of the statutory reserve, the Government may legislate about everything, by using the “Decree-Law” (Decreto-Lei) form; in that case, Government measures have legislative value. Unlike other
European legal systems, this governmental legislative power is not the result of parliamentary delegation; on the contrary, it constitutes an originary constitutional competence. See Constituição da República Portuguesa [C.R.P.] [Constitution], Apr. 2, 1976, Diário da República n. 155 , Aug. 12, 2005, art. 198 (Port.). See
Canotilho (2004, 95).
In Spain, some of the situations labeled as “legislative delegation” clearly determine the cases when the Cortes Generales grant the Government the power to
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If it should be considered that regulations play a new and
significant role as sources of law, as I will argue later, this
should not jeopardize the material foundations of the Rule
of Law and democracy (Schmidt-Aßmann, 1993). At any rate,
the legal circumstances that determine contemporary exercise of rulemaking powers by administrative agencies are
entirely different from those when the legislative and executive fields were clearly separated from each other. This situation is paving the way to “delegalization”, a word that broadly
conveys the progressive sidelining of parliamentary statutes
in favor of other normative (but infra legem) sources of
law.21 Considering the mutability of the social basis of statutory law, unable as it is to address the flow of events, statutory law is being substituted by administrative instruments
of regulation.
Delegalization is linked with the increasing importance and
specificity of the public rulemaking powers assigned to nongovernmental bodies and, naturally, to regulatory agencies.
Nowadays, regulations are instrumental to decongesting
parliamentary activity22 as they meet the needs for technicality, flexibility and procedural acceleration (Bradley and
Ewing, 2010, 623-624). Several are the situations in which
wide discretionary rulemaking power is granted to the Public
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Administration (especially to the agencies): where the Parliament lacks expertise to enact rules on certain matters;
where the issue at stake is extremely likely to change and
the Parliament does not want to offer too rigid a solution; or
where the measure has political costs that the Parliament
does not intend to afford. This whole idea is progressively
introducing mutations in the relations between the legislature and the Public Administration. In the same vein, the
doctrine states that if “[t]here is no more characteristic administrative activity than legislation”, the fact remains that
“[a]dministrative legislation is traditionally looked upon as a
necessary evil, an unfortunate but inevitable infringement of
the separation of powers” (Wade and Forsyth, 2004, 857) .

Formal mechanisms of delegalization
As we have just seen, delegalization involves the sidelining of
the statute and the corresponding strengthening of regulations, a phenomenon that can be expressed by two23 formal
mechanisms: “normative reference” and delegation. The
main difference between these two models lies in that while
the latter implies transfer of a normative task from the legislature to the Public Administration, normative reference
concerns the broader scope of a normative power that is

enact norms with the force of law (“Legislative Decrees”, Decretos Legislativos) for the purpose of drawing up texts comprising various articles (too complex to
be debated in the Parliament) or to consolidate different legal texts into one. See Constitución Española [C.E.] [Constitution], B.O.E. n. 311, Dec. 29, 1978, art.
82, 85 (Spain). This possibility – known as “material legislative delegation” – aims at expanding the normative powers of the Administration and it modifies the
normal arrangement of competences, where legislative acts are enacted by the Parliament (alone). See Garrido Falla et al. (2010, 731), Diez-Picazo, (1997, 731).
Moreover, the Spanish Constitution states that, in the case of extraordinary and urgent need, the Government may issue temporary legislative provisions that
shall take the form of Decree-Laws (Decretos-Leyes) and that may not affect the legal system of the State’s basic institutions, the rights, duties and freedoms of
the citizens, the system of Self-governing Communities, nor the general electoral law; those Decree-Laws must be immediately submitted to debate and voting
by the entire Congress. See C.E. art. 86. See Gómez-Acebo Santos (1951) .
In France, the “Ordinances” (Ordonnances) enacted by the Government qualify as delegated legislation. According to the French Constitution, the Government, in order
to implement its programme, may ask the Parliament for authorization, for a limited period of time, to take by Ordinance measures that are normally part of the
statutory reserve. Those measures are issued by the Council of Ministers, upon consultation with the Conseil d’État, and they require further ratification by the
Parliament. See 1958 La Constitution [Const.] art. 38. “Ordinances” are treated as regulations until they are ratified; after that, they retroactively take on legislative nature and value. The use of “Ordinances” points toward the constitutional delimitation between the scope of the statute (“domaine de la loi”) and the
scope of the regulation (“domaine du règlement”), because it allows for governmental interference in matters under the scope of the statute. See Chapus (2001,
665); cf. Delvolvé, (2005) on the abuse of the Ordinances.
On certain matters, the Italian Constitution consents, for a limited period of time and for specific purposes, a legislative delegation which authorizes the Government to issue “legislative decrees”; in that case, the Parliament must have established principles and criteria in a previous statute. See art. 76 Costituzione
[Cost.]. However, article 77 states that, in extraordinary cases of need and urgency, the Government adopts provisional measures having force of statute law
(provisional “decree-laws”), without a previous enabling statute. In those situations, the Government exercises its own legislative competence, rather than a
delegated legislative power; on the other hand, the exceptional nature of the circumstances permits to overstep the border of statutory reserve. See Pegoraro
et al. (2005); Baudrez (1997); Paladin (1997).
In Germany, the enactment of regulations with force of statute law is justified under exceptional circumstances. See, e.g., Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik
Deutschland [Grundgesetz] [GG] [Basic Law], May 23, 1949, BGBl. I, art. 119 (Ger.), in matters relating to refugees and expel lees, pending settlement of the
matter by a federal law. See Wolff e t al. 1999, 354). Besides, German law comprises also another figure: the “assenting regulations” (Zustimmungsverordnungen),
which consist of regulations relating to matters whose essentiality status (wese ntlich) would demand an act of Parliament; however, the celerity and flexibility of
regulatory procedures seem more appropriate to the specific situation and, therefore, the Government issues a regulation subjected to a mere parliamentary
authorization. See Ossenbühl (2007a) at 261, 289.
21

A broader meaning of this concept might also encompass one of the recent tendencies in European law: the replacement of national statutes by European
sources of law. This phenomenon directly impacts on the exercise of rulemaking power by regulatory agencies: because the creation of national agencies is
mainly an European law requirement, and since many of the tasks of the regulators consist of implementing European policies, their normative powers are not
granted by national Parliaments, but instead by European sources of law that substitute national statutes. See Merusi and Pas saro (2003) at 99.
22

Stating that decongesting the legislature is the primary function of regulations. See Saurer, 2005, 205-206.

23

A third mechanism may be identified: the one established by the 1958 French Constitution, which created a dichotomy between t he “statute’s domain” (domaine de la loi) and the “regulation’s domain” (domaine du réglement). Based on constitutional provisions, this material separation between statute and regulation marked the decline of statutory law and its ensuing loss of influence to regulations.
The “regulation’s domain” is enshrined in Article 37 and comprises matters such as civil procedure, energy policy or public utilities. It is limited by a residual
clause; i.e., included in the “regulation’s domain” are all subject matters that are not contained in the “statute’s domain.” As a relevant consequence of that, the
Government may contest the admissibility (opposer l’irrecevabilité) of bills that fall outside the “statute’s domain” and therefore undermine the “regulation’s domain”. Regulations enacted under Article 37 are called “autonomous regulations” (règlements autonomes), in opposition to the “implementation regula
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part of the executive function, but whose exercise depends
on a legislative authorization that, in this particular case, is
broader than it used to be.
As a mechanism of delegalization, normative reference may
appear under several forms. It may include (a) situations
where the statute establishes a substantive legal framework
on certain subject matters while also stating the general
principles that must be respected and assigning normative
development to regulations; and (b) the cases where the
statute allocates to regulations the task of defining the normative framework of a specific subject matter, without stating any material principles. This model is current in European Latin countries.

Different from normative reference is the delegation model,
whereby a parliament transfers the rulemaking power to
administrative bodies. This is what happens in German Law
and in US Law.
In Germany, under Article 80 of the Basic Law, the Parliament can delegate its legislative competence to the Public
Administration, in order to meet what the doctrine calls
“deconcentration of legislative power.” (see Ossenbühl,
2007a, 262; Ossenbühl, 2002). According to that norm, “The
Federal Government, a Federal Minister or the Land governments may be authorized by a statute law to issue regulations. The content, purpose and scope of the authorization
conferred shall be specified in the statute. Each regulation
shall contain a statement of its legal basis. If the statutes
provide that such authorization may be further delegated,
such redelegation shall be effected by regulation.”24
This clause stipulates that the Verordnungen (regulations
enacted by the Executive under Article 80 GG) should not to
be confused with the other forms of regulation under German Law (the Vorschriften, as an expression of selforganization, and the Satzungen, issued under Article 28,
No. 2 GG, as an expression of self-government typical of
certain administrative bodies) (Axer, 2000, 229-237; Wie-
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gand, 2008, 140). The quoted Article 80 permits the Parliament (Bundestag) to delegate by statute its normative competence to the Executive, as a consequence of the refusal to
attribute ordinary legislative power to the Government, owing to the fact that under the Basic Law the normative power is concentrated in the Parliament.25 This legislative authorization must observe the conditions established by Article 80 of the Basic Law; that is to say, the authorization is
constitutional only if it specifies the content, purpose and
scope of the authority or, at least according to the Federal
Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht), if these
elements can possibly emerge from the interpretation of the
statute (see Ossenbühl, 2002, at 149, with indications of the
decisions on this matter) . This kind of legislative delegation
raises sensitive issues as to the meaning and scope of the
rulemaking power of the Executive: actually, the regulations
enacted under the legislative authorization are considered
norms issued in the exercise of a delegated legislative power (and not in the exercise of the executive function). The
crux of this constitutional problem is that of achieving the subtle
balance between the practical need for regulations and the
imperative of setting limits to legislative authorization (Axer,
2000, 16-175, 362-365).
This type of delegation is analogous (though not equal) to
the delegation of quasi-legislative power accorded by the US
Congress to agencies. However, the constitutional frame of
reference here is quite different from that of the German
Basic Law. In fact, Article I, § 1 of the US Constitution states
that “all legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in
a Congress of the United States,” which could be understood (and it actually has been) in the sense that, since the
Constitution has delegated legislative power to Congress,
the latter could not redelegate it to administrative bodies.
Although this theory is no longer held today, the possibility
and the limits of rulemaking power delegated to agencies
were the result of a jurisprudential construction (the nondelegation doctrine) and they do not appear explicitly in the

tions” (règlements d’éxecution des lois), which require a previous statute to found their emanation. The cited dispositions have also the meaning of creating a substantial
concept of statute whose scope is mainly (although not exclusively) defined by Article 34.
At first sight, the constitutional text might induce the interpreter to conclude that the “statute’s domain” is narrower than the “regulation’s domain”. Nonetheless, practical objections, politics and difficulties associated to a clear distinction, in concreto, between subject matters in the “statute’s domain” and those in the
“regulation’s domain” lead to preclusion of a rigid application of the underlying logic of Articles 34 and 37. Besides, the decisions enacted by the Conseil Constitutionnel prevent the regulation from overstepping the subject matters in the “statute’s domain”, and vice-versa. In spite of this safeguard, the Conseil Constitutionnel
admitted that a statute containing norms which by their nature correspond to the “regulation’s domain” is not necessarily unconstitutional; being subject to a
déclassement those statutes are modifiable by regulation. See Conseil Constitutionnel [CC] [Constitutional Court] decision No. 82-143DC, July 30th, 1982, 114 Journal
Officiel de la République Française [J.O.] 2470 (July 31st, 1982) (Fr.).
See generally, Chapus, 2001, at 67-73.
24

A Translation of art. 80, No. 1, of the Basic Law: “Durch Gesetz können die Bundesregierung, ein Bundesminister oder die Landesregierungen ermächtigt
werden, Rechtsverordnungen zu erlassen. Dabei müssen Inhalt, Zweck und Ausmaß der erteilten Ermächtigung im Gesetze bestimmt werden. Die
Rechtsgrundlage ist in der Verordnung anzugeben. Ist durch Gesetz vorgesehen, daß eine Ermächtigung weiter übertragen werden kann, so bedarf es zur
Übertragung der Ermächtigung einer Rechtsverordnung.”
25

During the Third Reich, the Reichsgesetz zur Behebung der Not von Volk und Reich, enacted on March 24th, 1933, authorized the Government to issue statutes with the same value as the acts of Parliament. Under this document were approved some of the most terrible measures of the National-Socialist period.
Never more would German law allow the Government to issue statutes with the same value as the acts of Parliament.
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constitutional text. The main concern is now how to define
those limits lest so broad a discretionary rulemaking power,
lacking legislative power, be delegated by Congress.

of legality, as it contributes toward reducing statutes
(replaced by regulations) and in some way toward restoring
the “dignity of the legislature.” (Demuro, 1995, 36).28

Substantial forms of delegalization

Nonetheless, it is understandable that there must be also
limits to delegalization. As I will show next, indiscriminate
delegation of normative powers to the Executive (especially,
to agencies) infringes the constitutional principle of exclusivity (shared alike by the European and the U.S. constitutional
systems), according to which the powers of the branches
are defined by the Constitution, and, therefore, delegation
of such powers is only admissible if and when the Constitution authorizes it and under the terms of the Constitution,
which is tantamout to a particular application of the classical
ius
commune
principle
“delegatus
delegare
non
potest.” (Zanobini, 1955, 436).

Considering the kind and, most of all, the full scope of the
interference of regulations in each subject matter, delegalization is not a homogeneous phenomenon, but instead has
several facets to it. The crucial matter is checking whether
the primary normative framework established by a regulation entails that a previous statute be altered.
There is first level delegalization when, under a new statute,
a regulation is assigned primary elements of a subject matter not previously fixed by any statute, or when the statute,
without setting the framework of a certain subject matter
until then established by another statute, (explicitly or implicitly) revokes the latter and allows the regulation lay down
the new legal regime (García de Enterría and Tomás-Ramón
Fernández, 2008, 280).26 Both forms of delegalization raise
the problem of delegated legislation, which involves evaluation of the conditions under which a statute may commit the
definition of a normative framework to a regulation; that
would mean approximating to (or even confusing with) the
legislative power of Parliaments the exercise of the rulemaking power of administrative bodies.27 The problem exists
because those forms of delegalization somehow imply that a
“blank check” be issued to the Executive. Obviously, this kind
of delegalization solves the quantitative problem of the crisis

A second, more profound level of delegalization is when a
statute allows for future modification by regulation, thereby
entailing the introduction in the statute of a clause that allows for some change or substitution of the legal framework
by regulation; in the English law this is called the “Henry VIII
clause”.29 French Constitutional Law expressly admits that,
when the Parliament enacts a statute on subject matters
included in the regulation realm, the Government has the
power to modify it through a decree (décret) in case the
Constitutional Council has found that those are matters for
regulation (See 1958 Const. 37, 2).30 In Germany, it is acceptable that the statute contains a clause under which its

26

This type of delegalization includes the situations of “autodelegalization” (or “selfdelegalization”) and “heterodelegalization”: the former happens when statute
A revokes statute B and, at the same time, determines that the subject matter regulated by statute A is thereafter regulated by a regulation; the latter happens
when statute B removes the binding legal force from the norms of statute A and, therefore, admits their modification by regulation. (See Miranda, 2004, at 231232 and Otero, 2003, 902).
27

According to both the traditional view of the legal system (partly influenced by Hans Kelsen) and the meaning of the principle of legality, statutes and regulations have different hierarchic levels. On the basis of the internal sources of law alone, the legal systems can be pictured as a pyramid: at the top lies the Constitution, below it is the statute and the regulations at the bottom; all three layers are separate and should remain separate. When statute A revokes statute B in
order to commit to a regulation the definition of the legal regime originally established by statute B, statute A brings about a degradation of the hierarchic level
of the subject matter in question – which runs counter to the so-called “principle of the prohibition of degradation of the hierarchic level” or “depetrification
clause”.
28

The Author goes further and argues that delegalization offers a significant contribution to the qualitative dimension of the crisis of legality by reducing the
superabundance of statutes and thereby allowing for an evolution towards rationalization.
29

The “Henry VIII clause”, which enabled the statutes passed by the Parliament to be amended by subordinate legislation, is due to the the Donoughmore
Committee’s report (1932) and hearkens back to the image of executive autocracy associated with that English monarch. See Bradley and Ewing (2010), at 649,
653; Vagt (2006, 105); Wade and Forsyth (2004) at 861. One of the most remarkable examples of delegalization is the 1539 Statute of Proclamations: under
unexpected circumstances that could not wait for the parliamentary procedure, the king acquired the power to legislate by means of proclamations which had
the very same force of Parliament Acts. After all, that meant that the king had the power to issue all measures that were considered necessary to the public
good and political order. See Adair (1917), Bush (1983) and Elton (1974).
French law also admits exceptional and urgent circumstances under which the enactment of a regulation that would suspend a statute is justified. In a decision
on the legality of a regulation (a décret) issued by the President that suspended a statute establishing rights of information in disciplinary procedures (the famous Arrêt Heyriès), the Conseil d’État admitted that possibility, on the grounds that the President has the duty to look after the good functioning of public services,
and, especially during war times, to avoid their paralyzation –a special circumstance that justified the extension of the President’s powers. See CE June 28, 1918,
Rec. Lebon 651. See also Steck (2007, 330-338).
30

Given this context, it is remarkable that the French constitutional reality shows a certain evolution opposite to delegalizat ion, by favoring the possibility of the
Parliament (whose majority supports the Government) issuing (substantive) regulations through statutes, a tendency which is congruent with the movement
toward “de-sacralization” of parliamentary statutes. However, this option has a specific purpose: since regulations (but not the statutes) are controll ed by the
Conseil d’État, the enactment of substantive regulations by the Parliament conceals a subterfuge to avoid such control of legality. This is especially the case with the socalled lois de validation (“validation statutes”) that validate a posteriori the issuance of regulations. On the admissibility of these “validation statutes”, see Conseil
Constitutionnel [CC] [Constitutional Court] decision No. 80-119DC, July 22, 1980, Journal Officiel de la République Française [J.O.] [Official Gazette of France] July
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change or elimination by regulation is allowed (gesetzesändernde Verordnung: literally, “regulation that changes statutes”); this situation brings about a more nuanced understanding of both the principle of separation of powers and
the relation between statutes and regulations (Lepa, 1980,
352; Seiler, 2001).31 In addition, German Law also provides
for statutes that allow regulations (Vorschriften) to change
them or, more frequently, to complete them; herein lies the
source of the “law of administrative completion” (administrative Ergänzungsrecht) and of the phenomenon of “statute
completion” (Gesetzesergänzung) (Rogmann, 1998; Ossenbühl,
2002, 155, 162-163; Scheuing, 1982, 158).
Italian law32 gives a step further as it recognizes the power
of independent agencies to issue regulations that modify
statutes. As a consequence of ascribing an exclusive competence to agencies, the legislature attributes to it the power
to change the statutes on the subject matter comprised in
such exclusive competence. Far from being an exceptional
measure, this situation reflects a very common tendency in
the Italian legal system (Merusi and Passaro, 2003, 98-99).
Our survey shows that this kind of delegalization is highly
problematic from the point of view of the respect owed to
the principle of legality. In fact, the possibility of a statute
being changed or eliminated by a regulation undermines the
meaning of the subordination of the Executive to the legislature – which was the keystone of the traditional principle of
legality. On the other hand, whenever independent agencies
are provided with this kind of power questions arise as to
the compatibility of that with democratic principles. At stake
here is the legislative task as well as the ascription of normative competences to independent agencies on the grounds
that such competences are necessary to meet their public
interests, without thereby undermining the cornerstones of
the Constitutional State: the rule of Rule of Law and democracy.
Rule of Law and the Rulemaking Power of Administrative Agencies
The characterization of regulations as sources of law and
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forms of administrative action requires an approach to the
rulemaking power from the Rule of Law perspective. Once
the progressive replacement of legislative rules by regulations is under way and a wide regulatory discretion is admitted, two main questions arise: how to understand the subordination of Public Administration to law? How to conciliate
the rulemaking power of administrative agencies with the
traditional arrangement of the legislative, judicial and executive branches?
Rule of Law, juridicity and legality
One of the key dimensions of the Rule of Law is the subordination of administrative action to law. In spite of the apparent tautology, this idea is a fairly recent achievement of administrative law in European civil law jurisdictions. Actually,
by establishing the parliamentary statutes as the only limits
to administrative action, the traditional understanding of the
principle of legality (as shown above) undermined the importance of other sources of law, like the principles, the
Constitution or the court cases.
In continental European countries, the earliest manifestation
of this concept took place in German and French Law during
the last few years of the 19th century.
In Germany, the concept of Rechtsstaat, first advanced by
Professors Stahl, Gneist and Mohl was only theorized by
Professors Stein, Laband and Georg Jellinek (SchmidtAssmann, 2006, 47-86; Gozzi, 2007). It is remarkable in this
regard the doctrinal transition in France from the État légal
to the État de droit. The concept of État de droit was introduced by Professor Carré de Malberg. Over against the view
of Public Administration as the mere executor of the Parliament’s will, and claiming that administrative action too
should be performed under constitutional rules, the Author
states that such legal state (État légal) must give rise to a
framework in which the rights of citizens are safeguarded by
judicial review and by the constitutional self-limitation of
State actions (Carré de Malberg, 1920, 488-494).33 Also, the
debate over the juridical nature of the 1789 Déclaration des
Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen34 contributed to a deeper

24, 1980, p. 1868; Conseil Constitutionnel [CC] [Constitutional Court] decision No. 97-390DC, Nov. 19, 1990, Journal Officiel de la République Française [J.O.]
[Official Gazette of France] Nov. 25, 1990, p. 17020.
31

Both Authors reflect on the so-called “depetrification clause” (Entsteinerungsklausel), and they argue that it is rarely used by Public Administration since the statutes
are already subject to a great amount of changes by the Parliament itself, which makes unnecessary their modification by regulations. Besides raising obvious
difficulties related to interpretation, this possibility involves serious problems from the point of view of the constitutional framework of statutes and regulations.
32

There are other forms of delegalization in Italian Law. For instance, the Government has the competence to enact regulations on subject matters that are not
included in the statutory reservation, and those regulations have the power to eliminate the incompatible statutes – see Art. 17, 2, Legge 23 agosto 1988, n.
400, in G.U. September 12, 1988, n. 214. On this norm, see Demuro (1995), at 68-84; cf. also Zanobini (1955), at 367, 378-379 (the Author reflects on the antecedents of L. 400/1988).
33

In spite of the progressive aspects described in the text, this Author is after all a son of legal positivism. Thus, it is not surprising that the Author continued to
stress the importance of the subordination of Administration to statute law, albeit he added new dimensions to the principle of legality and introduced the
relevance of judicial review of administrative actions.
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understanding of the subordination of public powers
(including the legislative and the executive) to principles and
individual rights (Laquièze, 2007, 261).
Throughout the 20th century and especially during the last
sixty years, juridicity gained increased relevance vis-à-vis
legality. The principle of juridicity expresses the subordination of administrative action to law – not only to statutes
enacted by parliaments, but also to all layers of the legal
system, principles included. For that reason, juridicity constitutes one of the corollaries of the Rule of Law and expresses
a stand provided with a particular rationality that, in the context of separation of powers, emphasizes the protection of
fundamental rights by statute law and the existence of juridical constraints even when the legislature accords wide discretion to administrative bodies (Schmidt-Assmann, 2006,
47-80). This understanding is particularly relevant in the
context of agencies’ regulatory discretion and its limits.
The principle of juridicity introduces also the autonomy of
the executive branch vis-à-vis the legislative branch (and,
naturally, vis-à-vis the judiciary). The construction of this
principle, besides insisting that the Administration is subordinated to the legal system as a whole, underpins also the
specific framework of the relations between the legislature
and administrative bodies. Indeed, this principle demonstrates how outdated is Liberalism’s view of Public Administration as a mere execution of parliamentary statutes
(Schmidt-Assmann, 2012).35 Always pursuing public interest,
the executive constitutes an autonomous branch that cannot be totally pre-determined by the legislature nor entirely
controlled by the courts. This position reveals a singular
conception of administrative discretion: on the one hand, it
provides for the existence of a space for autonomous administrative evaluation and decision, immune to the interference of the other two branches; on the other hand, it compels Administration to respect all requirements imposed by
the legal system (especially by principles) even when it exercises a discretionary power.

The overcoming of the notion that Administration acts are
nothing more than the strict implementation of statutes
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entailed also the end of a parliamentary and jurisdictional
“domestication” of the Administration. Current administrative action should be defined by the juridicity/legitimacy binomium. The core idea is the affirmation of the responsibility of Public Administration: besides grounding the autonomy of the executive branch, the use of the concept of responsibility involves close attention to the highly demanding
missions and tasks assigned to administrative bodies. Responsibility, a concept deeply related to the Welfare State
(Schuppert, 1998, 419-420), is not restricted to responsibility
for the execution, in that it also points to tasks that involve
self-planning mechanisms and development of normative
programs barely drafted by the legislature as well as their
implementation through specific measures (SchmidtAssmann, 1976, 231-233, the Author develops a typology of
Public Administration responsibilities ).
The relevance of the principle of juridicity must not overshadow the fundamental role of statutory law as the foundation of administrative action. In this way, juridicity shall be
understood as a plus towards legality, and this is why the
principle of legality of administrative action remains a material foundation of the Rule of Law (Canotilho, 2004, 256).
Two dimensions are especially stressed in the modern understanding of legality.
On the one hand, the fact that the functions of the executive
branch can be described as satisfaction of public interests
defined by the legislature points toward a principle of statutory law precedence.36 In line with this positive meaning of
statutory prevalence, the administrative action always requires a previous parliamentary statute whereby at least the
competence and the public interest to be pursued are laid
down. As will be demonstrated below, the scope of this principle is one of the most difficult issues concerning the rulemaking power of agencies.
On the other hand, statutes prevail over administrative action. Therefore, administrative action that contravenes statutory law is void. From this negative sense of statutory prevalence two consequences follow: Public Administration is
compelled to enforce or apply statutes (“obligation to ap-

34

This debate engaged the most important constitutionalists at the time. On the one hand, Professor Adhémar Esmein (profoundly influenced by legal positivism) argued that the 1789 Declaration had no legal binding force, and that it was a mere declaration of principles, a dogmati c text inspired by philosophical
beliefs – see Esmein (1921, 553-563) (distinguishing between “declarations of rights” and “protection of rights”). On the other hand, Professors Duguit and Hauriou claimed that the 1789 Declaration had a constitutional status. Duguit stated that a statute incompatible with the 1789 Dec laration should be considered
unconstitutional and void. Moreover, since the Declaration expresses and proclaims pre-existing rights, the Author recognized its supremacy over the Constitution itself. See Duguit (1923a, 159-150); Duguit(1923b, 562-564). Hauriou, too, recognized the juridical character and the constitutional nature of the 1789 Declaration, but he added that the enshrinement of those principles required parliamentary legislation. See Hauriou (1930, 242-243).
35

On the fascination with the simplicity of the liberal triad: Administration unity, formality of administrative action and enforcement of law as mere execution.

36

In Europe, this statutory law precedency can be replaced by an EU source of law, such as an European Treaty, an European regulation or, more generally, a
source which is directly applicable in Member States.
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ply”), thereby underscoring the executive dimension of the
executive branch; Public Administration is prohibited from
violating (deviating from) statutes (“forbiddance from deviation”), thereby underscoring the concept of statutory law as
a limit to administrative action (Ossenbühl, 2002, 133-198;
2007b, 185-187).37
Rule of Law and separation of powers

Judicial oversight and legislative power are the two constitutional checks on executive branch authority: should one of
them be in danger, the balance granted by separation of
powers would disappear. The problems arise from the relations between the agencies, the legislature and the courts.
The question of administrative discretion (and, naturally, the
regulatory discretion as well) is tackled from two perspectives: the one of administrative action, which underscores
the relation between the legislature and the Public Administration; and the judicial re view perspective, which highlights the relation between the Executive and the Judiciary
(Voßkuhle, 2008).38
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bly, which is Legislator”, therefore it cannot possibly be arbitrary; second, legislative power is limited by the Law of the
Nature (which is the expression, at the same time, of the
reason and the Will of God) and by the “public Good of the
Society.” (Locke, 1690, §135). As far as relations between the
legislative and the other powers are concerned, Locke adds
a specific limit, as he states that “the Legislative cannot
transfer the Power of making Laws to any other Hands”; in
other words, since the legislative is derived from the people,
the legislature has only the power to make laws and not also
the power to transfer authority (Locke, 1690, §141).

In his Second Treatise of Civil Government (Locke, 1690),
Locke adverts that “[I]t may be too great a temptation to
human frailty, apt to grasp at power, for the same persons
who have the power of making laws, to have also in their
hands the power to execute them, whereby they may exempt themselves from obedience to the laws they make,
and suit the law, both its making and execution, to their own
private advantage, and thereby come to have a distinct interest from the rest of the community, contrary to the end
of society and government[.] “ (Locke, 1690, §143).

Montesquieu’s construction of the principle of separation of
powers is exposed in Chapter VI, Book XI of his masterwork
– De l’Esprit des Lois –, within the context of a reflection on
the British Constitution of the early 18th century
(Montesquieu, 1973). While breaking down the Polizeistaat’s
absolute power (unable to ensure individual liberties), Montesquieu divided it into three powers: legislative, executive
and judiciary. The relation between the legislative and the
executive expresses the relation between the general will
and the execution of that general will (Montesquieu, 1973,
at 144), with both powers limiting each other (Montesquieu,
1973, at 148). In such context, the (superior) role played by
the legislative follows from the understanding of statutory
law as a manifestation of reason: law is a product of the human reason that governs all the peoples on earth; political
and civil laws of each nation are only a particular case to
which reason applies (Montesquieu, 1973, at 8). Nevertheless, it must be remarked that Montesquieu’s original construction has not an absolute character; on the contrary, the
Author admits a dynamics or interdependency between the
three powers: according to Montesquieu, because of the
necessary movement of things, those powers are compelled
or obliged to act concertedly (“aller de concert”)
(Montesquieu, 1973, at 150).

Locke’s understanding of the legislative power as the supreme Power is rooted in democratic concerns (Locke,
1690, §§134-142). His reasoning hinges on two premises:
first, since the legislative consists in the “joint Power of every
Member of the Society given up to that person, or assem-

The principle of separation of powers has changed greatly
owing to the evolution of constitutional and administrative
law. It does not mean that the role of this principle could be
ignored – after all, it is a core feature of the constitutional
State. The doctrine of the separation of powers is one of the

“Good-bye Montesquieu”? 39
It is all too well-known that the historical understanding of
the principle of separation of powers is the combined result
of Locke’s and Montesquieu’s doctrinal efforts.

37

Substantive Rule of Law requirements impose certain limits on this negative sense of statutory prevalence. This perspective offers the answer to two main
questions: can (must?) administrative bodies (administrative agencies, in particular) decline enforcement of statutory law whenever it is unconstitutional?; can
(must?) administrative bodies decline enforcement of unjust statutory law (le ge s corruptæ)?
Different from these two questions (which reflect a non-positivist idea of law and the clear distinction between statutes and law) is the so-called problem of
“useful illegality”. It refers to the perception that, in contemporary complex societies, the efficiency and the agility of administrative action are not terribly affected by scant leeway for disregard of statutes (administrative action contra legem). Even if one finds unacceptable the view that administrative efficiency is incompatible with legality, one cannot ignore that certain illegalities actually do not affect the juridical consistency of administrative action, owing to their irregular
(rather than invalid) quality. See Wolff, Bachof and Stober, (1999) at 428-429.
38
39

On the distinction between the “perspective of action” – Handlungsperspektive – and the “perspective of control” – Kontrollperspektive).
Ackerman, 2010.
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most valuable conquests of the Revolutions:40 “[t]he purpose was, not to avoid friction, but, by means of the inevitable friction incident to the distribution of the governmental
powers among three departments, to save the people from
autocracy”.41
The emergence of independent agencies and chiefly the
significant powers attributed to them have caused some
imbalance in the legislative, executive and judicial triad
(Barkow, 2008) - some speak of a “new separation of powers” (Ackerman, 2000).42 The apogee of regulators has undermined the importance of Government and central Administration, which are transformed into a kind of “Cheshire
Cat”,43 appearing and disappearing at the same time. Besides showing the difficulty of distinguishing the three
branches and their functions, this phenomenon has elicited
positions in favor of replacing checks and balances with the
idea of trust and fiduciary law (Criddle, 2006). Proliferation of
administrative bodies employing normative and quasijudicial powers, exponential growth of the Administration’s
tasks and the articulation of agencies (within the European
Union, between European and national agencies) are among
the factors that contribute to the confusion, the instability
and even the irrationality in the executive branch. Particularly sharp and ironic is Merusi’s remark that, concerning the
separation of powers issue, the leading figure is no longer
Montesquieu but rather the Baron of Münchausen (Merusi,
2012, 9).
Notwithstanding the importance of the foundations of the
principle of separation of powers, I must conclude that its
future lies in a multidimensional approach.
The separation of powers, understood as division of powers
and functions, only emphasizes its negative component:
anchored in the primary sense (the one linked with the reaction to the absolutist Ancien Régime ) of separation of powers, the division of powers stresses the idea of control and
limitation of power in order to prevent the concentration of
powers and to ensure the protection of the citizens from
abuses of the public powers. Thus, the principle of separation of powers allows the individualization of three branches: legislative, executive, and judiciary.
The doctrine of the separation of powers points to an organ-
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ization of the branches, each one having the responsibility
to carry out a specific task (Canotilho, 2003, 250). The connection between separation of powers and rationalization of
their exercise allows for the absence of a rigid organic separation. It is according to this positive meaning of the principle that the extensive powers of administrative agencies
shall be understood; in fact they exercise not only traditional
administrative competences, but also “quasi-legislative” and
“quasi-judicial” powers, originating a real “fourth branch”.
This understanding of the separation of powers opens the
path to developing the nucleus of each power. According to
this theory, any deviation from the correspondence between
(constitutional) authorities and branches is allowed provided
that it does not compromise the nucleus of each branch.
Although the doctrine of separation of powers allows the
individualization of three branches, their characterization is
not definitory, but obeys instead a typological criterion. Accordingly, in order for an activity to correspond to a certain
branch, not all the features of such branch are required to
be present; only those that are core to it (Melo, 1988, 2036). Furthermore, contemporary legal systems show that the
relations between public activities and the bodies that exercise them are not isomorphic (Melo, 1988, 4). – a situation
that is clearly illustrated by the quasi-legislative and quasijudicial powers acknowledged to independent agencies,
despite their administrative character. Again, no real threat
to the separation of powers principle is involved here, in that
the nucleus of each branch is left untouched.
So, an identification of the core activities of each branch is
now the main problem to tackle. Because I am considering
the rulemaking power of administrative bodies, the question
that most immediately comes up is how to know when agencies are invading the legislative branch and, therefore, what
defines the nucleus of the legislative branch that could not
be tampered with by the regulations of administrative agencies.

The nucleus of the legislative branch
From the perspective of the articulation of the normative
powers in the executive and those in the legislative branches, some interpenetration between statutes and regulations
may be healthy. The ultimate goal is to address the prob-

40

The American and the French Revolution. The principle of separation of powers is established by the 1787 US Constitution and by the 1789 Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (article XVI).
41

Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 293 (1926) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).

42

The Author proposes a new functional theory of separation of powers, identifying an “Integrity Branch” and a “Regulatory Branch”.

43

The metaphor is proposed by Stewart (2003) 451.
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lems that affect the legislative branch (length of the legislative procedure, technical content of the rules and complexity of the issues) and compel parliaments to resume their
original function: the elaboration of norms concerning the
most significant matters and principles (Ossenbühl, 2002,
147). This conception of regulation is not innocuous, since it
brings about consequences such as a shift in the balance
between statutes and regulations, allowing the latter to assume the function of primary normative instrument. Naturally, when regulations act like statutes pathologic situations
emerge as true “degenerative phenomena” (Cosimo, 2005,
3, 21).
In this way, the compatibility of the rulemaking powers of
agencies with the principle of separation of powers (in a
positive sense) depends on one condition: the rulemaking
powers accorded to agencies must not impinge on the nucleus of the legislative branch. The difficulties arise from the very
meaning of “nucleus of legislative branch”. Two kinds of answers stand out in this regard: the American nondelegation
doctrine, and the German “essentiality theory” (Wesentlichkeitstheorie). Although the theoretical premises of these two
theories are identical (both of them assume that the rulemaking power of the executive is delegated from the legislature), current jurisprudential orientations take different
paths, since the Bundesverfassungsgericht (German Constitutional Court) is more severe than the US Supreme Court,
which rarely invokes nondelegation doctrine to consider a
Congress delegation as unconstitutional. In any case, as I will
argue, as long as the Constitution allows (directly, as in Germany, or indirectly, as in the United States) the exercise of a
rulemaking power by administrative bodies – which is fundamental to the fulfillment of their tasks – the crucial problem
is to identify its scope and extension.
The ultimate goal of the American nondelegation doctrine is
that of limiting the rulemaking power of agencies by restricting the delegation by Congress of normative competences.
One of the axioms of American Constitutional Law is the
affirmation that Congress alone has legislative power – a
statement that does not hinder the agencies from exercising
a quasi-legislative power. The crucial point here is to determine how Congress may delegate normative powers to
agencies without offending Article 1 of the US Constitution.
Or, as I would prefer, how can Congress assign normative
powers to agencies (and therefore pursue a healthy cooper44
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ation between the legislative and the executive branches)
without violating the nucleus of the legislative branch? As Hampton clearly shows, the idea of a coordination among the
branches was not lacking in the early 20th century jurisprudence of the Supreme Court: in spite of (or perhaps precisely on account of) signaling the birth of the “intelligible principle”,44 whose function was that of confining administrative
discretion, the Supreme Court emphasizes that the three
branches are coordinate parts of one government, and
hence each one may invoke, in the field of its duties, the
action of the two other branches “insofar as the action invoked shall not be an assumption of the constitutional field
of action of another branch.”45

According to the early Supreme Court’s jurisprudence on
this matter, a delegation (understood as an expression of
that coordination between branches) is compatible with the
Constitution whenever it does not imply an abdication or a
transfer to other branches of “the essential legislative functions with which [Congress] is vested;” however, this prohibition must be balanced with “the necessity of adapting legislation to complex conditions involving a host of details with
which the national legislature cannot deal directly”46-which,
obviously, will depend on context and particular circumstances (Lawson, 1994, 1239). So, delegation is unconstitutional if the legislature has not declared any policy or set up
any standard to guide the Executive’s action, although Congress – after laying down its policies and establishing its
standards, and by reason of flexibility and practicability –
may “[leave] to selected instrumentalities the making of subordinate rules, within prescribed limits and the determination of facts to which the policy, as declared by the Legislature, is to apply.”47
American Trucking gave rise to contemporary discussion on this
topic. From a comparative law perspective, this case presents two important issues.
The first of them draws our attention to the refusal of the
argumentation developed by the D.C. Circuit’s decision:
“Where (as here) statutory language and an existing agency
interpretation involve an unconstitutional delegation of power, but an interpretation without the constitutional weakness is or may be available, our response is not to strike
down the statute but to give the agency an opportunity to
extract a determinate standard on its own. Doing so serves

See J.W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 394, 409 (1928).

45

See J.W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 406 (1928).

46

A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495, 529-530 (1935).

47

Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 414-415, 421 (1935).
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at least two of three basic rationales for the nondelegation
doctrine. If the agency develops determinate, binding standards for itself, it is less likely to exercise the delegated authority arbitrarily. (…). And such standards enhance the likelihood that meaningful judicial review will prove feasible. (…) A
remand of this sort of course does not serve the third key
function of non-delegation doctrine (…). The agency will
make the fundamental policy choices. But the remand does
ensure that the courts not hold unconstitutional a statute
that an agency, with the application of its special expertise,
could salvage.”48
Although this judgment was reversed by the Supreme Court
– on the grounds that the thesis according to which “an
agency can cure an unconstitutionally standardless delegation of power by declining to exercise some of that power” is
“internally contradictory”,49 the inter-related topic of the interpretation in conformity with the Constitution requires
some discussion. In fact, one of the most debated issues in
European Administrative and Constitutional Law is that of
determining whether Public Administration (and, therefore,
also the agencies) may invoke that interpretive canon in
order to safeguard the constitutionality of an act of the legislature.50 As far as the relations between the Executive and
the Legislative are concerned, American Trucking is a pre-

48

American Trucking Ass’ns v. U.S. EPA, 175 F.3d 1027, 1039 (1999).

49

Whitman v. American Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 473 (2001).
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cious tool in outlining the limits of an interpretation consistent with the Constitution. This case shows that when the
question of constitutionality touches the core of the separation of powers (and especially the scope of delegable powers) all doubts shall be clearly (intelligibly) resolved by Congress (Sunstein, 2006, 2607-2609),51 and agencies have no
competence to develop an intelligible principle.52

The second matter that is relevant here touches upon the
heart of nondelegation doctrine. By stressing that even in
“sweeping regulatory schemes” it is not demanded that the
statute provides a “determinate criterion” or a precise measure to concretize a general clause or, as the D.C. Circuit has
termed it, “to state (…) how much is too much” (American
Trucking, 175 F.3d at 1034), the Supreme Court expanded
the content of the lines that delimit the nucleus of the legislative power (American Trucking, 531 U.S. at 475).53 More
recently, those boundaries were further expanded in Arlington v. FCC: on the grounds that “there is no diffe re nce, insofar
as the validity of agency action is concerned, between an
agency’s exceeding the scope of its authority (its
“jurisdiction”) and its exceeding authorized application of
authority that it unquestionably has,” it is now admitted that
the agency has discretion in interpreting the statutes that
define its scope of jurisdiction.54 Apparently, Arlington v. FCC

50

Clearly, this problem represents just one side of a wider question: the autonomy of the Executive to interpret statute law.
Even when performed by an administrative body, interpretation is a moment of the more complex task of deciding which law appl ies to an individual case – in
methodological terms, this is expressed by the purpose of “law-finding” (Rechtsfindung) or “law-creating” (Rechtsschöpfung) as an answer to a conflict of interests
(Wolff, Bachof and Stober, 1999 at 287). The grounds for the autonomy of the executive interpretation are both methodological and democratic.
On the one hand, only theoretically can the interpretive moment be separated from the application of norms: as expressively s tated by Professor Norberto
Bobbio, to interpret means “to know a spiritual act through its expression in order to accomplish it” (see Bobbio, 1938, 136) (my translation)); rather than a
cognitive disquisition, a practical intentionality is involved in that process. According to Professor António Castanheira Neves (who draws upon Professors Karl
Engish, Wolfgang Fikentscher, Konrad Hesse, Arthur Kauffmann, Karl Larenz, Martin Kriele or Friedrich Müller, mong others), interpretation may be characterized by the “methodological circle” image (analogous to the “hermeneutical circle”), which stresses that the norm is discovered only interpretatively, whenever it
is deployed as a criterion of decision for the individual cases, all of which enrich and reconstitute it; the law in action appears thus as a continuum, a complex
act in which interpretation is but one of the moments (Neves, 2002, 11-14; Neves, 1995, 128-134).
On the other hand, the fact that the Executive (as the Judiciary) has sovereign powers proves that the competence to interpret law is as much an attribute of the
judge as (to some extent) of the executive authority. The need to implement a general policy designed by the Parliament presupposes that the Executive will be
able to find out the meaning of statutes and act accordingly (Seiler, 2000, 53). Or, as the US Supreme Court has stated, “[i]f Congress has explicitly left a gap for
the agency to fill, there is an express delegation of authority to the agency to elucidate a specific provision of the statut e by regulation” and, therefore,
“considerable weight should be accorded to an executive department’s construction of a statutory scheme it is entrusted to administer” (Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., et al., 467 U.S. 837, 843-4 (1984)).
Naturally, what is being suggested here is not the obliteration of the differences between the executive interpretation and the judicial interpretation. Those
differences arise from the tasks developed by executive bodies, since the application of law to individual cases aims in this case at the satisfaction of the public
interest. Consequently, the impartiality to which Public Administration is also obliged is quite different from the impartial ity and especially the independence of
the Judiciary. The recognition of the importance of executive interpretation is compatible with the fact that the judge is the interpreter par excellence to whom
is granted the power to review (even if only deferentially) the interpretation of Public Administration. I believe that this is the reason why Chevron also implies
that, when the court determines that Congress has not directly addressed the precise question at stake, that obviously does not mean that the judge will not
review; it means instead that he shall appreciate “whether the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute” (Id. at 843).
51

By reflecting on the limits of Chevron doctrine related to nondelegation canons, the Author concludes that they prevent the Executive from adopting constitutionally sensitive decisions, since those decisions are reserved for Congress.
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Cf. Oren (2006), 31, stating that the D.C. Circuit’s decision, instead of declaring the statute unconstitutional, suggested that it fell to EPA to develop an intelligible principle.
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See also Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 372 (1989): “[a]pplying this “intelligible principle” test to congressional delegations, our jurisprudence has
been driven by a practical understanding that, in our increasingly complex society, replete with ever-changing and more technical problems, Congress simply
cannot do its job absent an ability to delegate power under broad general directives”.
54

City of Arlington, Texas, et al. v. Federal Communications Commission et al., 133 S. Ct. 1863 (2013).
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committed the definition of an agency’s scope of authority
(and, consequently, the delimitation of the legislative
branch’s nucleus) to the discretion of the agency itself…
Another perspective is offered by the German “essentiality
theory”. As already indicated above, Article 80 of the Basic
Law states that the enactment of regulations (Verordnungen) by the Government presupposes a preliminary parliamentary authorization in which their content, purpose and scope
are defined. Building upon this rule and the necessity of
delimiting the subject matters included in the statutory reservation (which ultimately is related to parliamentary reservation), German constitutional jurisprudence laid down a
number of exigencies relating to the content of the authorization statute: at first, it was demanded that the content of
the regulation should be predictable on the basis of the
content of the statute; later on, although more open positions have been advanced, the fact is that they get more
demanding every time the rights of citizens and Tax or Criminal Law are involved. It was the interpretation given to the
interaction between these three criteria (content, purpose
and scope of the authorization statute) that gave rise to the
essentiality theory, according to which the chief aspects of a
given legal framework is defined by a parliamentary statute,
because the Parliament alone relies on a direct democratic
legitimacy (bearing in mind, though, that the exigencies demanded from the content of the statute shall not undermine the character of source of law that regulations also
have). The difficulty is how to define the core aspects of a
legal framework. The answers have been found in a case-bycase basis, which should not be regarded as necessarily
negative. As a matter of fact, there are guidelines – like e.g.
the “relevance of fundamental rights” (Grundrechtsrelevanz) –
for the interpreter not to get trapped into a legal deadlock.
When applied to new areas of law, the theory of essentiality
has been criticized for softening the exigencies. As a result,
an “inverted theory of essentiality” (umgekehrte Wesentlichkeitstheorie) has been formulated. This theory comes from the
Environmental Law field, and in that regard it claims that
statutes should only contain vague, abstract expressions
concerning environmental protection, in order to delegate
the decisive content of the legal framework to regulations. 55
Taken together, these two doctrines indicate that the nucleus of the legislative branch provides for the definition (or, at
least, the typological definition) of the relations between the
legislative and the executive branches. As to the limits of
delegating quasi-legislative powers to administrative bodies,
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the solution lies in determining which decisions are to remain within the legislative branch insofar as they functionally
belong to parliaments, requiring therefore a more consistent democratic legitimacy: those are the decisions which
form the nucleus of the legislative branch. It must be remarked that the demarcation of this nucleus is not an abstract task that is meant to underpin a general and rigid
enunciation of those decisions; on the contrary, the interpreter should take into account both the nature of the subject matter (e.g., individual rights will require a much stricter
definition concerning the scope of the agencies’ rulemaking
power) and the points of the subject matter committed to
regulatory discretion (e.g., regulatory discretion shall be
avoided whenever individual rights are restricted, but it
might be allowed when statutes commit to regulations only
the concretization of those rights).
This thesis permits statute law to resume its primary function of laying down society’s fundamental political decisions
while allowing also for an expansive discretion of the agencies, so that such discretion does not impinge upon those
decisions and remains within the framework designed by
them. In addition, a correct definition of regulatory discretion by the legislature along with the consequent balance
between discretion and rules would have also the advantage
of clearly stating the powers entrusted to regulators, lest
they fall under suspicion from economic operators, and in
order to facilitate the acceptance of the exercise of those
powers when regulators try to impose unpopular measures
(Brunnermeier et al., 2009, 36, 57).

Judicial review over regulatory discretion
The subordination of administrative action to law implies
that it must be subjected to judicial oversight, as a way of
assessing whether the agency has complied with the juridical principles and rules and has pursued the public interest,
in keeping with the purpose of the agency (Pietzcker, 1982,
108). In order for a regulatory system to work properly, and
despite the concerns over the use of soft law instruments
hardly subjected to ordinary review mechanisms, the fact
remains that agencies’ actions do need judicial review. Notwithstanding the administrative turn implied by the recognition of a regulatory discretion, judicial review has a value of
its own required by the Rule of Law and by the separation of
powers. In many situations, what is at stake is deciding
whether the legislative “porosity” means that such porosity
should be filled by agencies’ actions (especially by regula-
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On the “theory of essentiality” (see Axer, 2000, 312-327; Sauerland, 2005, 293-305; Vagt, 2006, 88-94; Lepa, 1980; Ossenbühl, 2007a, 208-214;
On the “inverted theory of essentiality” (see Ossenbühl, 1999, 3-4).
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tions) or if instead it grants a coordination or interaction
between the Executive and the Judiciary in the accomplishment of their mutual task of applying rules to individual cases (Gärditz, 2009, 1009).
This is the proper arena to invoke the British principle of
judicial deference to administrative experience and technical
competence. This principle is considered to be a limit on the
scope of judicial review over discretionary powers, as a
means of ensuring that Public Administration is provided
with its own space to decide on politically sensitive matters,
such as immigration, foreign affairs, deportation and prison
administration (Wade and Forsyth, 2004, 369-371). In the
very same sense, U.S. administrative law distinguishes between non-deferential review and deferential review. Considering precisely the agencies’ rulemaking power, the Chevron canon allows the agencies to interpret legislative ambiguities
in a sense that is still reasonable (permissible construction
of the statute); that is to say, in such cases, “the court does
not simply impose its own construction on the statute”. Conversely, “if the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to
the specific issue, the question for the court is whether the
agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of
the statute.”56 In City of Arlington v. FCC,57 the Supreme
Court went further and admitted that deference under
Chevron shall be granted to the agency’s interpretation even
where the statutory ambiguity concerns the scope of its
jurisdiction (i.e. statutory authority)…
Therefore, when the court oversees a non-discretionary
action, it should evaluate whether that action corresponds
to the one established and prescribed by the legislature
(positive control); on the contrary, if the agency enjoys a
discretionary power, the Judiciary should estimate whether
the administrative action does not offend the law (negative
control). The rationale for this distinction is precisely the
doctrine of separation of powers, which prevents courts
from interfering with the nucleus of the executive power, i.e.,
with the discretionary dimensions of administrative actions
(adjudication and rulemaking) – without prejudice, naturally,
to their juridicity (compatibility with law).
One must be aware, though, that regulatory discretion and
judicial deference unfortunately tend to be vulnerable to
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corruption (Johnson et al., 1998, 389-391). In this connection, a new model of judicial review should be developed,
namely, the institutional model, in that it assigns to courts
an active role in overseeing administrative action. The origins of this model can be traced back to the 1997 Neill lecture delivered by Lord Woolf at the University of Oxford.
Concerning the relations between the Executive and the
Judiciary, Lord Woolf argues that the role of the latter is
more significant whenever checks and balances do not work
properly: this happens, for instance, in cases when there is
not a strong and effective opposition to the Government
which has de facto control over the Parliament. The answer
to these situations consists not in an “executive-friendly judicial review”, but rather in the enlargement of scope and an
increased judicial oversight of administrative action, in order
to reestablish the separation of powers, even if it creates a
tension between the Executive and the Judiciary: “[t]he tension is no more than that created by unseen chains which
(…) hold the three spheres of government position. If one
chain slackens, then another needs to take the
strain.” (Woolf, 1998, 580).
Despite the fact that Lord Woolf’s theory was meant for the
British parliamentary system, it can be applied to all legal
systems based on the separation of powers. As far as administrative action is concerned, the purpose of judicial review consists in ensuring that the Executive keeps itself within the limits of its sphere of action or, in other words, in controlling whether administrative bodies overstep the limits of
their powers (Zwart, 2010, 148; 2011, 195-196). The relevance of this objective is increased whenever the agencies
enjoy a particularly wide competence owing to the fact that
their statutory limits are restricted to the (constitutionally
admissible) minimum level.
Thus, along with an objective model, a subje ctive model has
emerged. The latter is focused on protecting individual
rights while the former has evolved to ensure the legality
(rectius, the juridicity) of agencies’ actions, which naturally
includes the normative actions.58 Therefore, Courts are expected to oversee and review unlawful acts of the Executive,
even when the rights of the citizens are not trampled upon.
Over against this viewpoint, one might ask why should Court
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Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., et al., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984).
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City of Arlington, Texas, et al. v. Federal Communications Commission et al., 133 S. Ct. 1863 (2013).
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The distinction between subjective and objective models of judicial review over administrative action is common in Europe and it relates to different juridical
traditions. Underlying this division is the function assigned to Courts: whereas the objective model (whose roots are French) assumes that Courts must primarily
control the legality and the legitimacy of administrative action, the subjective model (more connected to Germany, but having an incontestable Anglo-Saxon
background) intends judges to defend citizens’ rights or legally protected interests against Public Administration. At present, the European systems of judicial
review try to reconcile the subjective and the objective model.
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assessments be considered as superior to those issued by
the Administration? The magic word here is balance 59. As
already stressed, the active role required from the Courts is
not meant to substitute administrative judgments; there will
always be non-justiciable issues. However, the point is not
about non-justiciable matters but rather about certain dimensions of those matters which involve judgments that,
owing to the doctrine of separations of powers, cannot be
repeated by the court, as they represent the nucleus of the
executive branch.60 This means that, apart from those dimensions (the only ones that actually relate to the exercise
of discretion), there always remain facets of the administrative action which are subjected to judicial review (partially
reviewable matters); in other words, the institutional model
proposes the reduction of the non-justiciable areas by
stressing the existence of juridical limits to agencies’ ac-

tions.61

Regulatory review
As it is already known, the extension and the intensity of
agencies’ powers have combined to the point of being considered as a “fourth branch”. Those factors are also accompanied by an increasing independence of those agencies,
and they are absorbing the legislative (through the exercise
of the rulemaking power) and the judiciary (owing to the
creation of “quasi-judicial authorities”) powers, while also
freeing themselves from the executive branch.
Regulatory review appears62 as a form of ensuring that the
President, as head of the Executive, oversees and controls
the exercise of power by agencies, thereby making regulatory rulemakers accountable to the White House (DeMuth and
Ginsburg, 1986, 1081). Although regulatory review is related

The background of the objective model is deeply linked with the birth of Administrative Law in France and, consequently, in t he other continental European
countries. Usually, the event that signals the origin of the Droit Administratif is the so-called “Blanco Affair”. See Tribunal des Conflits [TC] [it settles disputes
between the Conseil d’État and the Cour de Cassation] February 8, 1873, S. Jur. 1873, III, 153 (Fr.). It relates to a decision of the Tribunal des Conflits on the civil
liability of the damages suffered by a 5 year old girl (Agnès Blanco), who had been severely injured by a wagonnet driven by four workers of a tobacco company
owned and explored by the French State. Her father prosecuted the workers and the State in the judicial courts, and so the question of their competence
arose. The Tribunal des Conflits decided that the State’s civil liability for actions perpetrated by public workers was not ruled by the same principles or norms of
the civil liability of the citizens (the latter was ruled by the Civil Code); on the contrary, that liability, which was neit her general nor absolute, was subjected to
special rules, which depended on the needs of public service and on the necessity to conciliate State’s rights and citizens’ rights. Therefore, the Tribunal concluded, judicial courts had no competence to judge this matter, which lied on the competence of the administrative authorities. That is to say – in modern
words –, European (continental) Administrative Law was born not to ensure citizens’ rights, but rather to protect the prerogatives of Public Administration. Accordingly, the priority of the review over administrative action consisted in guaranteeing that the administrative bodies met the public interest established by
law.
59

A balance not always understood throughout History. A combination of an absolutist understanding of the doctrine of the separation of powers and positivist
thought led the 18th century French legislature to prohibit any interference of the Judiciary in the Executive (and vice-versa) and, consequently, to interdict the
judicial review over administrative action. As stated in the Décret du 16 fructidor an 3, the courts were forbidden to review any administrative action and the
violation of this prohibition was criminally prosecuted. See «Décret du 16 fructidor an 3 qui défend aux tribunaux de connaître des actes d’administration, et
annulle toutes procédures et jugements intervenus à cet égard» [Decree of Fructidor 16, year 3, alias September 2, 1795, which interdicts the courts from reviewing Administration acts and annuls every procedure and judgment issued on those matters], Collection Complète, Décrets, Ordonnances, Règlements et
Avis du Conseil d’Etat (Duvergier & Bocquet) [Duv. & Boc] VIII, 1825, 315 (Fr.).
60

This stand is not very different from two of the principles used by UK courts to review administrative actions under the 1998 Human Rights Act. In International Transport Roth GmbH & Ors v. Secretary of State for the Home Department [2002] EWCA Civ 158 [81]-[87] (appeal taken from Engl.), Lord Justice Laws systemized four principles “for the ascertainment of the degree of deference which the judges will pay, or the scope of the discretionary area of judgment which
they will cede to the democratic powers of government”: first, more deference must be paid to an Act of Parliament than to a decision of the Executive, because
the latter is just a Parliament’s delegate (and, under the English system, the Parliament is sovereign and not under any constitutional text); second, there is
more scope to deference when the European Convention on Human Rights requires a balance to be struck than when the rights it guarantees are unqualified;
third, greater deference is due when the subject matter falls under the constitutional responsibility of the democratic powers than under the constitutional
responsibility of the courts; fourth, greater deference is due when the subject matter falls under the actual or potential expertise of the democratic powers (for
instance, in the area of macro-economic policy) than when it falls under the actual or potential expertise of the courts.
That is to say, by linking my perspective to Lord Justice Laws’ principles (especially, to the third and fourth principle), the degree of deference depends on the
specific nature of the subject matter: the point is one of determining whether the question sub iudice falls under the scope of the constitutional responsibility
and the actual or potential expertise of the Administration (in casu); if the answer is affirmative, the review is deferential, because administrative authorities
enjoy a discretionary power.
61

The defense of the institutional model involves other problems. As Tom Zwart explains, the shift from private rights to the institutional model brings with it
the danger of transforming courts into strategic operators (Zwart, 2011, at 199-200). This is strongly connected with the social consequences of court decisions.
From a methodological point of view, any doctrinal proposal that upholds a “social sterilization” of law (according to the maxima fiat iustitia, pereat mundus ) is
no longer acceptable nowadays, and therefore the practical consonance between the fundaments, the norms, and the results of the decision cannot be ruled
out. However, consideration of those results should not jeopardize the judges’ independence from pressures of public or private interests groups; thus, it is
also not tolerable that social consequences of judicial decisions should be deemed the (sole) criterion for deciding, whenever it is incompatible with the juridical
criteria.
Rather than endorsing a utilitarian view of the application of law, what this thesis stresses is that the result of the decis ion only carries some weight as long as it
is consented by the normativity of the norm. That is to say, when the norm contains certain objectives, it must be interpreted in that purposive way, so that the
consequences of the decision will be consistent with the purposes of the norm given by the underlying juridical principles (MacCormick, 1994, 129-151) (on the
consequentialist arguments). This position also evokes the “synepeical analysis”, the “consequential thinking/reasoning” or the “reasoning from effects”, designed by Professor Wolfgang Fikentscher. As the Author states, the Greek word “synépeia” means consequence, and, hence, synepeical analysis, as a metatheory of social sciences, studies the causes and the consequences of a specific theory within the context of a culture-related mode of thought. Synepeical analysis
can help to provide a (but not the) definition of Law: according to a synepeical definition, Law is a consequential Sollen (should) and, within this vision, synepeics
assesses whether (the foundations of) a specifically juridical “mode of thought” (or, summing up the Author’s position a specific legal system) is consistent with
the results or consequences which flow from the application of that juridical “mode of thought” (See, among others Fikentscher, 1980, 94-118; Fikentscher,
2004, 130-149).
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On the origins, evolution and consolidation of regulatory review. See, e.g., Friedman, 1995; DeMuth and Ginsburg, 1986, 1076-180; Tozzi, 2011.
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to all regulatory activities, its birthmark looks strongly connected with rulemaking power.
The very existence of presidential documents ruling the
exercise of regulatory powers by agencies proves a power of
the Executive over regulatory activity, one whose constitutional foundations may be found in the so-called
“completion power.” (Goldsmith and Manning, 2006, 22952297).63 Besides establishing mechanisms for centralized
review of agency rulemaking, and besides reporting obligations to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
(OIRA)64 and resolution of conflicts between or among agency heads or between the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) and an agency, those Executive Orders already determine a package of principles and guidelines to orient and
coordinate the rulemaking. That means that the Executive
has a say as to the exercise of power by agencies, even
when they are independent agencies.65
The situation is quite different in Europe, since independence is considered a main feature of (almost all) regulatory
agencies, owing to the need of breaking away from political
circles (lato sensu) and from cyclical majorities.66 The goal of
such independence is the separation between the establishment of market rules and State activity as an economic operator, in order to guarantee a free and competitive market.
In this way, not only the powers granted to agencies are
exercised in a way that ensures independence from economic operators, but the system is more able to prevent any
interference from governments, thereby allowing for regulatory agencies’ actions to be exclusively under the control of
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the Judiciary.67 In this way, not only the powers granted to
agencies are exercised in a way that ensures independence
from economic operators, but the system is more able to
prevent any interference from governments, thereby allowing for regulatory agencies’ actions to be exclusively under
the control of the Judiciary.68 This is why regulatory review
triggers an interesting reflection on the role of regulation in
the framework of the relations in the triangle formed by the
government, economic operators and the agencies. The fact
that regulatory review is envisioned as an established means
for promoting presidential policies through the coordination
and the oversight of agencies’ regulatory activities (West,
2005b, 78) reveals an entirely different perspective on this
topic. Experience shows that the introduction of regulatory
review is being used not only to control rulemaking but also
to induce the enactment of regulations and, for instance,
pursue the White House agenda – that is the case of the
“prompt letters” or the “hit lists,” both of which illustrate OIRA’s proactive approach concerning the rulemaking inaction
of regulatory agencies (Bagley and Revesz, 2006, 1277-1280;
Graham, 2008, 460-463; Livermore and Revesz, 2013, 1381;
Miller, 2011, 98).69
Despite the political permeability that appears to be inherent to this system and that generates controversy even in
the United States (Sunstein, 2013b, 1871-1874), the advantages of the system should not be forgotten. As a matter
of fact, notwithstanding the different philosophies underpinning the European and U.S. Regulatory Law as far as
agencies’ independence is concerned, it is undeniable that,
from a comparative law perspective, regulatory review
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According to these Authors, “[t]he completion power is the President’s authority to prescribe incidental details needed to carry into execution a legislative
scheme, even in the absence of any congressional authorization to complete that scheme.” (Goldsmith and Manning, 2006, at 2280. Despite the criticism that
may be levelled against this position, the fact is that, originally, the Presidential supervision of rulemaking was justified by the Take Care lause, as it was understood by Chief Justice Vinson’s dissent in Youngstown (Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 701-704 (1952) (Vinson, C.J., dissenting).
64

On the role of OIRA, see the synthesis at Sunstein (2013) 29-32.

65

The primary addressees of Executive Orders 12,291, 12,866 and 13,563 are the executive agencies, and not the independent agencies. See Sec. 1(d) Exec.
Order No. 12,291, 3 C.F.R. 127 (1991); Sec. 3(b) Exec. Order No. 12,866, 3 C.F.R. 638 (1994), reprinted as amended in 5 U.S.C. § 601 app. at 86 (2006 & Supp. V
2011); Sec. 7(a) Exec. Order No. 13,563, 3 C.F.R. 215 (2012), reprinted as amended in 5 U.S.C. § 601 app. at 101 (2006 & Supp. V 2011). However, there are
provisions that apply to executive and independent agencies alike – this happens, for instance, with the regulatory planning mechanism. See Sec. 4 Exec. Order
No. 12,866. In addition, Executive Order 13,579 of July 11, 2011, prescribes that independent agencies should promote the regulatory goals; they are requested
to comply, “to the extent permitted by law,” with the provisions about the requirements concerning public participation, integration and innovation, flexible
approaches, and science, established by Executive Order 13,563. As for a retrospective analysis of the existing rules, Execut ive Order 13,579 grants independent agencies the competence to lay down the best instruments to carry out such analysis, though it does not exempt them from doing it. See Sec. 1(b)(c), Sec. 2,
Exec. Order No. 13,579, 3 C.F.R. 256 (2012), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 601 app. at 102.
De iure condendo, there are proposals that advocate the general regulatory review of independent agencies’ regulations (Miller III, 2011, 100; Tozzi, 2011, 68).
66

See, e.g., the definition proposed by Professor Mark Thatcher: “a body with its own powers and responsibilities given under public law, which is organizationally separated from ministries and is neither directly elected nor managed by elected officials.” (Thatcher, 2002, 956). The Author also identifies a set of indicators
in order to measure the degree of independence of agencies: appointment, dismissal and resignation of members of agencies, tenure of members of agencies,
agencies’ financial and staffing resources, and the existence of powers to overturn agencies’ decisions (See Thatcher, 2002, 959; Shapiro, 2011a, 114 (stating
that one of the reasons to create agencies in Europe was precisely the need to create an administrative sector “beyond the reach of the political parties.”)
67

This affirmation concerns national regulatory agencies. On the independence of EU agencies (Shapiro, 2011a, 111, 114).

68

Occasionally, statutes establish the governmental control of certain agencies’ decisions, but in practice it rarely occurs (Thatcher, 2002, 961-962).

69

Along with these instruments, the White House policy office takes the initiative to promote rulemaking procedures whenever they are related to presidential
priorities (Sunstein, 2013b, 1871-1874).
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brings significant contributes with it. First of all, it permits to
coordinate the regulatory action and to concentrate contributions from innumerous (public and private, juridical and
technical) sources, and thus allows the rationalization of
rulemaking, which in turn stimulates interadministrative and
interagency cooperation (Sunstein, 2013b, 1840-1841).70
But regulatory review – especially after Executive Order
13,56371 – also imposes important mechanisms designed
for ensuring public participation and transparency in rulemaking procedures. Among the several instruments established by Executive Orders on regulatory review, I emphasize
both the judgment on the necessity of enacting regulations
and the institution of the cost-benefit analysis, especially on
economic and financial matters (see Shapiro, 2011b, at 385,
giving a comprehensive perspective on the theme and discussing several doctrinal positions; Sunstein, 2014, addressing the problem from the single perspective of a former
OIRA Administrator).
Obviously, cost-benefit analysis does not intend to rule out
the evaluation of non-monetized or non-quantifiable benefits (such as human dignity or safety), which actually are also
balanced in regulatory rulemaking procedures (Sunstein,
2013b, at 1866-1867). In those cases, cost-benefit analysis
shall be replaced or complemented by “cost-effectiveness
analysis,” a method required, after all, by Executive Order
No. 12,866.72 Cost-effectiveness analysis implies the comparison of several alternative measures for pursuing a fixed
goal and, according to Posner’s accurate definition, it consists in “a procedure for comparing the different means for
achieving a given regulatory end; it identifies the least costly
means as the most cost-effective” (Posner, 2003, 1069) – a
procedure of capital importance whenever the purpose of
the regulation is not (or not only) to correct market failures
but instead (or but also) to distribute wealth (Posner, 2003,
1074).73
Another relevant aspect is the retrospective analysis of existing rules and their role in the rationality of the regulatory
70

system. Retrospective review received an important stimulus
since Executive Order 13,610 of May 10, 2012,74 which
stresses public participation and highlights the main purposes of regulation in a particularly difficult economic context,
by giving priority to initiatives “that will produce significant
quantifiable monetary savings or significant quantifiable
reductions in paperwork burdens” and simultaneously protect traditional public interests like public health, welfare,
safety and environment.
In a word, regulatory review as a mechanism (a supplementary layer) (Livermore and Revesz, 2013, 1339) of oversight
to regulatory activity (especially rulemaking) according to
principles such as cost-benefit analysis (Posner, 2001,
1140),75 public participation and protection of public values
helps to improve the harmonization as well as the accountability and the controllability of regulation without seriously
compromising the agencies’ autonomy – which favors the
protection of the system of constitutional checks and balances. Since regulatory review (partially) contradicts the present European regulatory system, consideration should be
given as to whether its advantages should point to the introduction of similar mechanisms in European countries as
well.
Democracy and the Rulemaking Power of Administrative Agencies

From the standpoint of democracy, the crisis of legality raises delicate questions relating to participation and legitimacy.
To be sure, the inherently wide regulatory discretion undermines the normative standards of democratic legitimacy.
The discretion enjoyed by agencies – especially when they
are considered to be independent from Government and
Parliament – entails some problems in connection with the
principle of popular sovereignty, and it damages the
“transmission belt” that links the Administration with the
legislature (Stewart, 1975, 1675).76 Besides, against the claim
that regulatory discretion is grounded in the fact that agen-

The Author describes OIRA as “an information aggregator”.
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On the impact of Executive Order 13,563 (Sunstein, 2011, 9, 11-12). Significantly enough, the Author qualifies this document as the “mini-constitution for the
regulatory state.” (Sunstein, 2013b, 1846).
72

See Sec. 1(b)(5) Exec. Order No. 12,866.

73

Distinguishing between the two abstract categories of – prescriptive or transfer – regulations, according to their purpose.

74

Exec. Order 13,610, 3 C.F.R. 258 (2013).

75

Considering “cost-benefit analysis as a method by which the President, Congress, or the judiciary controls agency behavior”.

76

According to Professor A.A. Berle, “Administrative law is the law applicable to the transmission of the will of the state, from its source to the point of its application”, since “[t]he administrative machinery – the whole government – is not unlike the machinery which is used in mechanics to transmit power, from its
motor source, to the point where it is brought into contact with the raw material requiring its application” (Berle, Jr., 1917, 431,434). The reference to this metaphor does not imply the integral acceptance of the Author’s position; it is used only by virtue of its illustrative potential.
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cies provide technical specialization and evaluations, one
could argue that agencies themselves are granted powers to
make non-expert judgments about social and political choices and about the public interest (Mashaw, 1985, 22); on the
other hand, as Norberto Bobbio argues, democracy and
technocracy are antithetic concepts (Bobbio, 1995, 23).
In this kind of scenario, the safeguard of democracy requires
from agencies that their actions fulfill the purposes and interests cherished by the polity. This is only possible if, despite the “fuzzy legality,” (Cohn, 2001)77 the normative premises of those actions continue to be defined by a legislature78 that establishes their goals, and as long as there are
mechanisms of plural participation totally committed to
strengthen dialogue and public interaction (Sen, 2009, 326),
two features which characterize democracy as “the public
government of public power” (Bobbio, 1995, 17-19, 85). This
idea is tied to the concept of “democratic procedure”, understood as a mechanism that ensures the necessary communicative means to the formation of public will (Habermas,
1998, 180),79 and permits to strengthen the sense of visibility, publicity and transparency so as to get rid of “invisible” or
“occult” powers (elusive to citizens’ scrutiny) (Bobbio, 2011)
as well as any sort of “administrative despotism.” (Brachet,
2010, 147). Within this context, Kant’s “transcendental formula” requires particular attention: “[a]ll actions that affect
the rights of other human beings, the maxims of which are
incompatible with publicity, are unjust.” (Kant, 2006).
Negotiated and contracted procedures
Concerns with public participation in rulemaking procedures
are present both in European and US law.
In the United States (Coglianese et al., 2008, 36-43),80 the
procedural requirements of the APA include, in the formal
and the informal rulemaking alike, moments that promote
77
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participation: notice-and-comment rulemaking imposes the
agency to give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rulemaking through submission of written data,
views, or arguments with or without opportunity for oral
presentation;81 on-the-record rulemaking involves a hearing,
an adversary trial-type procedure.82 Similar worries with
transparency and openness are also found in the several
Executive Orders on regulatory review.83 Public participation
received a new boost from President Obama’s Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government, issued on
January 18th, 2009:84 considering that transparency, participation, and collaboration constitute decisive tools to achieve
efficiency and effectiveness in Government, this document
promotes active citizenship and accountability in that it increases opportunities for participation in administrative activity.
In Europe, too, owing to a perceived democratic deficit in
the administrative agencies born from the liberalization and
privatization tendencies induced by Europeanization of national administrative law (Majone, 1998, 15) participation
and transparency in rulemaking procedures play the role of
a sort of “reestablishers of democracy.” European law includes openness and transparency among the principles
that shape European Administrative Space, while also highlighting their functionally orientated character, designed to
promote the scrutiny of administrative actions (regulations
included) by citizens (OECD, 1999, 11-12) – fully in keeping
with the idea that participation encompasses a double function, that of collaboration and that of defense (Mendes,
2011, 32-36, 43-61).85
Accordingly, contemporary administrative procedure acts of
European legal systems institute different kinds of participation, depending on both the procedural moment when that
occurs and on the citizens allowed to participate. So it is

The Author identifies six types of “unfaithfulness to strict legality”.
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In Europe, the difficulties in finding a democratic radical are increased by the fact that the legislature may be an institution of the European Union. On the
democratic deficiencies of European Union (see generally, Beck, 2012, 64-68). In his turn, Professor Paul Kirchhof argues for the “return to responsibility structures” (Rückkehr zu Verantwortlichkeitsstrukturen) precisely to legitimate the EU modes of action, especially when at stake are budgetary decisions with relevant impact in
the member-States’ finances (Kirchhof, 2012, 83-84).
79

Discussing the formation of a rational political will.

80

To understand the roots of public participation and transparency in the United States (considered as “hallmarks of American administrative law”). See generally, Funk (2009).
81

See 5 U.S.C. § 553 (2012).

82

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 556-557 (2012).

83

See Sec. 6(a)(1) Exec. Order No. 12,866 (granting meaningful public participation in the regulatory process); Sec. 2 Exec. Order No. 13,563 (determining public
participation in rulemaking procedures); Sec. 2 Exec. Order No. 13,610 (on public participation in retrospective review).
84

Fed. Reg. 4685 (2009).

85

Discussing the double role played by participation and its relevance in rulemaking procedures.
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possible to distinguish between preventive participation and
successive participation (when citizens are expected to
make comments before or after the elaboration of a regulation project, respectively) on the one hand, and on the other
hand between individual participation and collective participation (when the procedure is open to all citizens, or restricted to the participation of interest groups, respectively)
(Mendes, 2011, 46-58; Correia, 2011, 313, 327-329, 351352).
Alongside those types of participation – which, according to
their intensity, may be qualified as forms of “participationcollaboration” that also help to reduce the democratic deficit
that characterizes agencies’ rulemaking –, new models of
coordinated, consensual and concerted administrative action arise (Manganaro, 2004, 233).86 A significant step toward participation is the result of the introduction of regulatory negotiation (lato sensu) (Coglianese, 1997, 1256, n. 6),
which has yielded advantages, such as flexibility, efficiency,
and reduction of conflicts (Freeman and Langbein, 2000).
Within this framework new forms of participation are included, and the will of citizens plays a truly constitutive role. One
such case is the procedure instituted by the Negotiated
Rulemaking Act: the negotiated rulemaking procedure. The
new procedural rules added to the US Code 87 aimed at encouraging a qualified public participation – which intensifies
the exchange of information, knowledge, and expertise –
and at contributing towards conflict reduction.88
Some European countries go further and start envisioning
within rulemaking procedures the possibility of celebrating
contracts with the interested parties, originating the socalled “normative contracts” or “contracts concerning
norms.” (Axer, 2000, 56-95; Becker, 2005, 651-723; Fahlbusch, 2004; Gösswein, 2001; Moniz, 2012, 512-535; but see
Llora, 1998, 354). These are administrative endoprocedural
contracts (i.e., administrative contracts signed before or
during an administrative procedure) concluded between
administrative bodies and citizens in order to achieve concerted positions on the enactment and/or the contents of a
regulation. Normative contracts are, therefore, self-binding
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administrative instruments for the exercise of regulatory
discretion, in that they condition future administrative rulemaking (Arnauld, 2006, 434; Maunz, 1981, 502-503;
Raschauer, 1982, 245). Furthermore, those contracts are
means to promote more active participation in rulemaking
procedures and to make citizens real co-authors of regulations. In this scenario, participation reaches a new level, that
of public-private cooperation, as it provides the opportunities for a better balance between public and private interest
or, in other terms, for a less burdensome regulation and
more advantageous to private interest, while also satisfying
public interest (Franco, 2007, 186).
Public participation: towards democratic legitimacy
and capture avoidance
From the perspective of the scope of rulemaking procedures, participation – understood as an expression of the
acknowledgment of several social autonomies and as an
indispensable element to fight against citizenship deficit
(Nabatchi, 2010) – strengthens the democratic legitimacy of
regulations and improves their quality and effectiveness. 89
Insofar as it guarantees Society’s involvement in the enactment of norms, participation arises as a juridical value in se
(Rechtswert an sich) (Ossenbühl, 1982, 466).
It is not surprising, therefore, that one of the axes of modern democracies is public and civic participation. Some of
the most recent German scholars claim that one of the consequences of the new conception of the State as a cooperative State is precisely increased citizen participation in normative procedures (Becker, 2005). As pointed out in the
Report on Transparency and Public Participation in the Rulemaking Process, “Transparency” and “public participation”
represent two features of the rulemaking process that can
enhance rulemaking quality and legitimacy. Transparency
refers to public access to information held by government
rule makers as well as information about their decision making. Public participation encompasses varied opportunities
for citizens, nongovernmental organizations, businesses,
and others outside the federal government to contribute to
and comment on proposed rules. Both transparency and

86

Arguing that citizens’ participation in administrative actions through coordination acts or consensual acts demands a new branch of administrative law: special administrative law of concerted Administration.
87

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 561-570a (2012).

88

There is no consensus about negotiated rulemaking procedure. Compare Cary Coglianese, Assessing Consensus: The Promise and Performance of Negotiated Rulemaking, 46 Duke L.J. 1255 (1997); Cary Coglianese, Assessing the Advocacy of Negotiated Rulemaking: A Response to Phil ip Harter, 9 N.Y.U. Envtl. L.J. 386
(2001); Philip J. Harter, Assessing the Assessors: The Actual Performance of Negotiated Rulemaking, 9 N.Y.U. Envtl. L.J. 32 (2000).
89

See Alonso (2005) 375 (on the functions of public participation in rulemaking procedures); Rossen-Stadtfeld (2012) 663, 699-702 (pointing out that if the
rationale of traditional participation mechanisms was to provide information and knowledge that permitted Administration to decide, the purpose of modern
exigencies of participation is to allow a qualified intervention of private actors, in order to satisfy their desires of democratic optimization). Of course, those
observations do not imply that rulemaking procedures demand in every circumstance the participation of all citizens (Gösswein, 2001, 121-122).
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public participation can promote democratic legitimacy by
strengthening the connections between government agencies and the public they serve. Both can also help improve
the quality of agency rulemaking. Transparency helps ensure
meaningful and informed public participation, and meaningful and informed public participation informs agency rule
makers (Coglianese et al., 2008).

Besides, one must also bear in mind that the promotion of
dialogue and cooperation inherent to negotiated and contracted rulemaking procedures – which is benefic when envisaged from the vantage point of the articulation of public
and private interest – may lead to pernicious consequences
such as agency capture and eventually corruption (Ayres
and Braithwaite, 1992, 54-100).90 This will happen whenever
the exercise of regulatory powers (namely through rulemaking), instead of being guided by public interest, is under the
influence of interest groups in order to favor them
(Carpenter and Moss, 2013; Livermore and Revesz, 2013,
1343). In fact, one of the dangers of regulatory negotiation is
precisely its susceptibility to favor capture. Moreover, under
this kind of solutions public interest might degenerate into
something to be bargained away, and the agencies would
shirk their own responsibility for the contents of the rules
(allegedly because those rules are the result of consensus)
(Funk, 1997, 1366-1369, 1374-1379). However, openness
and publicity of rulemaking procedures appear as tools apt
to fight against this tendency. This is why, for example, the
agencies must publish their decision of establishing a negotiated rulemaking committee and provide a period for the
submission of comments and applications for membership
of the committee;91 by working towards the same goal we
also find out the impartiality guarantees established by the
norms which prevent conflicts of interest.92
So, it can be said that the mechanisms of public participation have “capture-reducing properties.” (Livermore and
Revesz, 2013, 1341).93 Transparency is recognized as an
instrument to prevent capture (Livermore and Revesz, 2013;
Dorf, 1998, 58-59),94 and, hence, mechanisms of public participation within a “regulatory due process” (Sunstein, 2013b,
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1843) are considered as factors of procedural legitimacy of
agencies’ actions (Majone, 1998, 20). As Professor Mark
Thatcher notes, “‘[p]rocedural legitimacy’ offers a source of
‘input legitimacy’” to regulatory agencies, stimulating what
the Author calls the “answerability” of those bodies
(Thatcher, 2002, 958 (quotation) and 968 (reflecting on answerability)), and therefore promoting their credibility and
accountability.
Nevertheless, participation shall not be overestimated nor
regarded as the criterion of rulemaking. On the one hand,
these procedural requirements shall not erase substantial
concerns on the material legality (or, as I would prefer, juridicity) of administrative actions in general and of regulations in particular (Mashaw, 1985, 26-27). On the other
hand, administrative openness facilitates what Professor
Cass Sunstein (although in another context) refers as the
risk of “epistemic capture” (Sunstein, 2013b, 1860-1863). As
long as the participants in rulemaking procedures (regulated
entities and interest groups mainly) purport to defend their
points of view, they will bring up only the elements and the
information that underpin their claims (Mashaw, 1994,
188);95 even if agencies officials are subjectively impartial, it
is natural that their opinions somehow reflect the participants’ perspectives and that the final result – regulation –
eventually mirrors their interests.

Conclusion
A comparative study of the rulemaking power of U.S. and
European agencies leads to the general conclusion that it
should aim at carrying out the hard task of achieving market
balance, while maintaining the axiological and core requirements of the Rule of Law, democracy and good governance.
In particular, the fashioning of an efficient, juridically adequate regulatory system requires that the exercise of rulemaking power is oriented by a number of guidelines:
a) Rule of Law and flexibility: the issuance of regulations as
a means towards an effective regulatory policy presupposes that the material requirements of the Rule of Law
are respected. However, compliance with these require-
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Facing the problem of agency capture, the Authors discuss how tripartism, or the participation of relevant public interest groups, might be a solution to capture and corruption.
91

See 5 U.S.C. § 564 (2012).

92

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 568(a)(2), 569(b) (2012).

93

The Authors discuss the benefits of regulatory review.

94

Arguing that “[i]n the new regulatory model, citizens and other constituencies participate directly in the formulation of policy, regulators participate in the
activities they regulate, and transparency serves to limit the opportunities for agency capture and self-dealing”.
95

Pointing out that “all participants in regulatory or rulemaking process are boundedly rational and limitedly altruistic”.
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ments does not intend to obliterate the transformations
that administrative subordination to law has undergone
over the last twenty years. Nowadays, regulatory discretion is regarded as an exigency of flexibility for the good
functioning of the regulatory state. Accordingly, regulations issued by agencies shall be responsive to changes
(Baldwin and Black, 2008, 73-76, 89-91).96 As the advent
of cyclical crises clearly demonstrates, flexibility and dynamism are required in regulatory actions; in view of that
agencies shall be aware of the changes in the regulated
sectors and act accordingly – which might entail the alteration of regulatory goals and regulatory instruments
(and, among them, regulations themselves). Besides, the
preference for soft law instruments stands out as one of
the most important topics in this matter. Although it may
raise a number of delicate problems from the Rule of
Law standpoint, there is no question that in several areas flexibility and informality are key to guarantee effective regulation.
b) Checks and balances: If regulatory discretion (in rulemaking power, too) is an inevitable and important moment of
the regulatory State, it must nevertheless be balanced
with the objective scope of the other government
branches – which demands an accurate perception of
both the nucleus of the legislative branch (and, consequently, of the matters to be ruled out from regulatory
discretion) and the scope of judicial review (since too
much deference will, sooner or later, kill the system).
c) Reinforcement of the democratic foundations: By walking the “path back to the citizens” (Kirchhof, 2012),97 rulemaking procedures shall defeat citizens’ passivity. The
development of active citizenship is strongly connected
with the sustainability of the legal and political system:
through it, citizens will be set free from the “moral servitude” of contemporary democratic societies (Cortina,
1999, 23-28;98 Schmidt, 2006, 132; Sen, 2009, 351,
354).99 The openness of rulemaking procedures to public
participation, the institutionalization of a “regulatory due
96

process” (Sunstein, 2013b, at 216) and the admissibility
of citizen prompt letters (Graham, 2008; Hsu, 2008, 497499) could be important instruments to achieve that
goal.
d) Improvement of interadministrative and interagency
coordination: In order to overcome the “tunnel vision” (Breyer, 1993, 11)100 that characterizes some of the
regulations issued by sectorial agencies, it is imperative
to promote the harmonization of the agencies’ rulemaking power whenever cross-cutting matters are stake.
e) Consolidation of regulatory ethics: On the one hand,
regulatory ethics impacts on the relations between agencies and regulated entities, inducing regulators to adopt
a fair, cooperative behavior and to act in accordance
with “procedural justice.” (Tyler, 2006, 6-7, 115-124).101
In fact, regulatory ethics pursues public interest and observes juridical rules, while also striving to address the
economic operators’ concerns. In so doing, it succeeds
not only in gaining the regulated entities’ acceptance, but
also in favoring compliance with agencies’ regulations.
On the other hand, the aim of turning to regulatory ethics is that of instituting or strengthening instruments
against regulatory capture, such as the establishment of
regulators who are independent vis-à-vis economic operators, or the punishment of regulatory actions issued
under the influence of corruption.
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ABSTRACT There is great interest in performance measurement of companies operating in the electricity sector, and this is

an area where EDP, the Portuguese electric utility, has done some work, with Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic
Frontier Analysis (SFA).
Driven by regulatory purposes, the company first started to apply efficiency analysis to the distribution network, through international comparisons. This was followed by a management interest in the evaluation of the performance of the different network branches of the company, operating in different regions of the Portuguese mainland (Weyman-Jones et al., 2010) and

also in specific activities developed by the distribution company (Weyman-Jones et al., 2008 and Gouveia et al., 2015).
This paper now describes the efficiency analysis of the Hydro Power Stations operated by EDP Produção, the company in
charge for most of the generating activity in the Portuguese mainland, through the application of DEA. The purpose of the
paper is to illustrate the use of internal company benchmarking to evaluate performance within a company.
KEYWORDS: hydro power stations, performance measurement, data envelopment analysis.
Introduction
Following a brief description of the efficiency analysis using
mathematical programming, and of the data collected for
the performance benchmarking, this paper illustrates the
role of data envelopment analysis as a management benchmarking tool in a large corporation.
Data envelopment analysis is a data intensive procedure
based on mathematical programming. When applied as a
benchmarking tool in a large corporation, modeling is an

iterative part of the management process, since the
knowledge of the company and cost determinants lies within the company. On the other hand, the choice of the models is different from that in a regulatory or policy oriented
context, as the need to detect potential weak performance
may be different. This is also an interactive process with the
aim of sharing best practices and noting the cases of exceptional performance that may be used as a benchmark for
less efficient units. The idea is to evaluate possible efficiency
gains.
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Methodology
The analysis is based on Data Envelopment Analysis for efficiency measurement, according to which the technical efficiency measure (TE) for a given power station can take a
value between zero and 100 percent.
Efficiency may be measured through an input oriented or
output oriented model. Input orientation is used when the
objective is to minimise inputs in order to satisfy a given set
of output targets. Output orientation is more appropriate if
the objective is to maximise outputs for a given set of inputs.
An input orientation was considered here, as the power
stations are assumed to choose the efficient level of their
inputs in order to meet output targets that are not under
their immediate control. This orientation seems to fit the
real situation of the power stations better than an output
orientation, in which the power stations would choose the
level of outputs with a fixed input budget of operating expenses.
Considering an input oriented DEA model, with constant
returns to scale, for the case of n power stations, j = 1,…, n ,
with s outputs, yrj , r = 1, …, s and m inputs, xij, i = 1,…, m, the
model is stated as follows:

max 

Envelopment Method:

min 
s .t .
n

y 
rj

j

 yr

r  1, , s

j 1
n

x 
ij

j

 x i   0 i  1, , m

j 1

 j  0,

j  1, , n

This means that we find power station weights to:

min  (TE)
such that for each output and input:

  power station output  power station being measured

s

r

The model can then be re-written as:

  power station output  power station weight

Multiplier Method

u y

This model measures the outputs derived from the inputs
for each power station, keeping the weights restricted so
that operating efficiency is never more than 100 % for each
of the power stations. The efficiency for the power station
being measured is given by in percentage.

  power station input  power station weight

rj

r 1
m

 θ   power station input  power station being measured

v x

i ij

i 1

s .t .

all power weights ≥ 0.

s

u y
r

rj

r 1
m

v x

1

j  1,...,n ;

u r ,vi  0

i ij

i 1

This means that we find output and input weights to:

max   



 output weights  outputs 
 input weights  inputs 

power station being measured

Operating Characteristics or uncontrolled environmental variables

1

DEA models may also take into account operating characteristics, z, also called control variables or uncontrolled environmental variables.

Such that for each power station:





 output weights  outputs 
 input weights  inputs 

Technical efficiency, therefore, measures the percentage of
power station’s input which an efficient power station on the
frontier would use, to meet the same output targets as the
power station being evaluated. If the power station is efficient, this will be 100%. If it is less than 100%, then the power station is inefficient.

for each power station

all weights ≥ 0.

A z variable may affect production costs. Hence, it is necessary to ensure that whenever z values fall, the units are not
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penalised. Consequently, low values of this z characteristic
should lead to a relative increase in the level of efficiency, .
This requires that low z values cause the operating characteristic constraint to become binding, and high values cause
it to become non-binding:
n

 z
j

j

 z0

j 1
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inefficiency of point H is the distance HHc, while under VRS
the technical inefficiency would only be HHv. The difference
between these two, HcHv, gives a measure for scale inefficiency. One can also express all of this in ratio efficiency
measures as:
TECRS = AHC/AH

TEVRS = AHV/AH

In other words, it should be more difficult to find feasible (λ,
θ) when z is relatively low. This corresponds to an uncontrolled input.

SE = AHC/ AHV
where SE is the scale efficiency.

Returns to scale
The DEA method can distinguish situations in which the
power station’s efficiency is affected by its scale of operations, which is outside its control. The scale effects are calculated in the envelopment method by the restriction on the
power station weights. The model written above is applicable for constant returns to scale (CRS); an additional constraint in the model allows for variable returns to scale (VRS):
n

VRS :



j

1

j 1

i. e.
VRS :

  power station weights  1

Hence, technical efficiency scores given by a CRS DEA model
may be decomposed into two components, one due to scale
inefficiency and one due to “pure” technical inefficiency. The
scale inefficiency can be calculated from the difference between the VRS TE score and the CRS TE score. This is illustrated in Figure 1, considering only one input (OPEX of the
different power stations over the whole period considered)
and one output (income with respect to the same data set).
According to the diagram, there is one power station, represented by point B, which sets the efficiency frontier, as it
represents the minimum amount of input (OPEX) needed to
generate the level of output required. This means that technical efficiency is measured with an input orientation. Considering only these two variables, power station H is inefficient, and the level of inefficiency is given by its distance to
the frontier defined by the stations that display a minimum
level of input to satisfy the output required. We have two
possible frontiers according to the hypothesis formulated
for returns to scale. Under CRS the input oriented technical

Figure 1 – Frontiers (CRS, VRS).

When assessing the performance of the power stations, it is
important to allow for variable returns to scale, since it is
impossible to adjust the size of the units which are already
in operation.
Data on Hydro Power Stations

The results were obtained through a sample of 25 Hydro
Power Stations operated by EDP Produção, over the period
2002-2013. These 25 hydroelectric power plants are
equipped with a total of 63 generators, with power varying
between 8 and 315 MW, totaling 3903 MW of installed capacity.
The company collected data for a set of variables for the
purpose of the study, which were considered relevant by the
experts in hydro generation.
The main objective of the study is to obtain estimates for the
cost reductions which would be needed for inefficient power
69
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stations to become efficient, according to the frontier given
by the set of stations included in the sample. Hence, costs
must be considered as an input. Other variables which may
be considered as important determinants of efficiency, reflecting the resources used by the power stations, and may
be controlled by the management, were also considered as
possible inputs:
OPEX (2012 constant prices),
Depreciation, CAPEX, or Net assets,
Installed capacity/ maximum demand,
Annually planned unavailability.
Outputs reflect the level of activity, and may be represented
by the following variables:

improvement in the number of outages or in reducing the
unsuccessful changes in state, they may be considered as
controllable inputs. On the other hand, these variables may
be considered as outputs, in the sense that the higher the
rate of success in changes in state the better is the performance of the station, whereas the increase in availability
represents an improvement in efficiency.

A similar discussion was raised in relation to the number of
cycles. From the point of view of a particular power station,
the number of cycles is not controllable, as the dispatch
gives the orders on when each station should start or stop
the operations. Hence, the number of cycles is considered
as an output. However, if we want to evaluate the overall
efficiency of the system, including the effects of such decisions, it is interesting to consider this variable as an input,
which may be controlled.
Results

Income (2012 prices),

Load factor,
Number of hours the generator(s) is/are in use,
Net generation.
The amount of rain fall in a given year, which is outside the
management control, was considered as a non-controllable
input, in the sense that it is an uncontrolled environmental
variable. This is measured by:
Hydro coefficient.
The inclusion of this variable avoids distortions in the efficiency measurement in less rainy years.
Apart from these factors, the models also take into account
other additional variables that may impact the performance
of the power stations; this is the case of the following variables:
Unsuccessful changes in state / Rate of success in
changes in state (start/stop),
Outages (non-planned unavailability),
Number of cycles (start/ stop).

Bearing in mind that the objective is internal company
benchmarking, the emphasis is maximizing the discriminatory power in order to explore the properties of the data set
for internal management.
After testing a wide range of different models, and various
discussions with the experts on the relevance of different
inputs and outputs, we arrived at 3 final models, which were
considered useful for the analysis of the main determinants
of efficiency and for the identification of the power stations
that could be considered as benchmarks for the less efficient units.
We find that the following selection of inputs and outputs
gives the most consistent results both in terms of the data
envelopment analysis and the expert engineering opinion
on power stations’ performance.

Model A
Inputs: OPEX, Depreciation, Capacity, Planned unavailability,
Unsuccessful changes in state, Outages (nonplanned unavailability)
Non-controllable input: Hydro coefficient

Outputs: Income, Load factor, Number of hours the generator is in use, Number of cycles

There was some discussion on whether these additional
variables should be considered as inputs or outputs. In the
sense that the use of additional resources may lead to some
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Concerning the two other alternatives on the success in

Inputs: OPEX, Depreciation, Capacity, Planned unavailability

changes in state (start/stop) or outages, as inputs or outputs, we found very small differences in the results, with no

Non-controllable input: Hydro coefficient

change in the units which are 100% efficient.

Outputs: Income, Load factor, Number of hours the generator is in use,

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the performance of

Rate of success in changes in state (start/stop),
100-Outages (non-planned unavailability), Number
of cycles

the power stations in 2013, considering model A. The man-

agement is able to use these results to try and improve performance of the less efficient units, and to investigate in
more detail the operating environment characteristics which
may lead to the dispersion in results. A dialogue with experts on the reasons why performance may differ across

Model C

units is essential. As an example, we may say that these dis-

Inputs: OPEX, Depreciation, Capacity, planned unavailability,
Number of cycles
Non-controllable input: Hydro coefficient

cussions led to the conclusion that the inefficiency in one of
the units was because a new unit starts to operate using
water from the same reservoir.

Outputs: Income, Load factor, Number of hours the generator is in use,
Rate of success in changes in state (start/stop),
100-Outages (non-planned unavailability).
The comparison of the results from these 3 models (Figure
2) shows that the main difference is associated with whether

the number of cycles is considered as an output, which the
unit must satisfy, or whether we take a more general view
on the efficiency of the overall system, including the decisions on the operations of the different units. This last op-

Figure 3 – Efficiency - DEA VRS (2013 - model A).

tion leads to a reduction in the overall efficiency level in

some of the more recent years, as some of the units that
appear as 100% efficient when we consider cycles as an
output, lose efficiency when such variable is considered as
an input.

Inputs: OPEX, Depreciation, Capacity,
Annually planned unavailability,
Unsuccessful changes in state,
Outages (non-planned unavailability)
Non-controllable input: Hydro coefficient
Outputs: Income, Load factor,
Number of hours the generator is in use, Number
of cycles

Figure 2 – Average level of efficiency – DEA VRS (models A, B and C).

It is important to note that, in DEA models, as extra variables
are added, each is represented by a new constraint in the
envelopment method calculation. Each new constraint
makes it more difficult for the envelopment method calculation to minimise the measured efficiency. Hence, each new
constraint increases the measured relative efficiency of the
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power station being studied. It is interesting to see how
these measured efficiencies increase as more variables and
constraints are added. The units that still remain inefficient,
after considering all the relevant explanatory variables, are
the ones that may require additional work by experts, on
how to reduce the inputs (OPEX or unavailability, for instance).

Figure 4 illustrates the impact of introducing additional variables in the DEA models on the efficiency estimates, for one
particular case. For this power station, we find that if the
analysis is only restricted to 3 variables, OPEX as an input,
and income and load factor as the only outputs, the efficiency levels are quite low in some years. By adding the hydro
coefficient as a non-controllable input, we find a major increase in efficiency, especially in some years (2005, 2008
and 2012 were exceptionally dry). If we also take into account the installed capacity as an important input that must
be taken into account when comparing the performance of
the different stations, we find that this particular unit is
100% efficient, over the whole period of analysis. This is a
very simple example, for a power station with a very good
performance even with a very small set of explanatory variables, just to illustrate the importance of taking into account
all the important factors that affect the performance of the
units. This also shows how DEA is much more adequate to
evaluate efficiency levels than the simple analyses that rely
on mere comparisons of costs per unit produced or per unit
of income generated. The advantage of DEA is that one may
take into account all the relevant factors and obtain an overall result of relative performance across the whole sample.

the results from different models are very similar, in identifying the efficient units and in the average level of efficiency,
gives confidence in the consistency of the results.
The first benefit from this initiative was the preparation of a
comprehensive set of data on all the relevant variables to
explain the performance of the units, which allows all different sorts of comparisons of different indicators, across the
years 2002-2013.
After testing different DEA models, with different variables, a
file was created with the results for each of the power stations throughout the whole period, with different variables,
so that it is very easy for the experts to analyse the behaviour of each unit across the years, and the relative importance of the different variables.
It was possible to identify the units that are 100% efficient
over the whole period, as well as changes in performance
across the period, and also the power stations which may be
considered as benchmarks for less efficient units, in order to
identify best practices.
Finally, for less efficient units, DEA helps to determine the
explanatory variables for the inefficiency, and also to set
targets for the reduction in the inputs that would bring such
power stations to the frontier defined by the efficient units.
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ABSTRACT This contribution analyses the balance of trade (BOT) between Spain and Portugal, during the period 2000-2014,
since the implantation of the Euro and the simplification of commercial-administrative relations. Initially, trade relations between both countries were clearly positive, essentially due to the economic growth, almost fully globalized. This allowed the
consolidation of both countries in the European Union, within the single market and common currency. Nevertheless, the
economic crisis in the last years motivates a dissimilar decline of trade relations and BOT. A methodology measuring the
Trade Openness, through the ratio of exports and imports of goods in relation to GDP, is implemented. Also, the nature of the

traded goods is evaluated and the impact of the geographical proximity of both country regions is studied. As a major conclusion, the performed analysis points out that the geographical closeness cannot be considered a core reason to explain the
observed trade indicator values.
KEYWORDS: import-export, balance of trade, trade openness, iberian trade, geographical impact, product impact.

Introduction
Portugal and Spain have a long historical tradition in sharing
space and related memories, moving between periods of
convergence, meetings and approaches, and moments of
discrepancies, distances and divergences. Strategic trade
policies of the two countries come a long path, till an almost
alignment, marked by the integration of both countries in
the European Union and by the new worldwide order.
Focusing on this integration scope, it is important to recall
the challenges introduced in the common European policy
since the Treaty of Rome. A special emphasis is placed on
the creation of a common market among the European
members of the European Community (now European Union, EU), in order to allow the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. Accordingly, great defies were
brought to Portugal and Spain concerning the consolidation
of their economies within the single market and common
currency.

The consideration of these new trends in the proposed research are normatively marked by the importance of encouraging the free movement of goods trade and tax policies to help meet targets, as well as by the use of a unit
change in the issuing of a common currency. These developments have even further impact, if the focus is placed on
the Iberian context. In here, it is important to notice that
Portugal is the first commercial partner of Spain and Spain
is the leading investor in Portugal. Both countries are aware
that working together in the Iberian Peninsula can allow
greater advantages concerning the overall weight in Europe.
Also, the inclusion of Portugal and Spain in the European
Economic Community, in the same year (1986), provided
greater control of inflation and many of their regions have
received more European regional development and social
funds.
On the other hand, the state of art in this area demonstrates that, apart from the large amount of contributions
related with trade studies, a limited number of them fo75
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cused on the scope of trade liberalization and even few
deals with the Iberian context, marked by the scenario of
European Customs Union and by the single currency. Thus,
important research opportunities arise from there. Particularly, the evidences on the trade relations between Portugal
and Spain require future research namely, the development
of empirical models and robust indicators to support and
improve the insight that can be launched from macroeconomic data.
Besides those motivations, the impact of the Euro in the
Balance of Trades (BOT) and its relation with the economic
growth presents significant research challenges. Here, the
analysis of macroeconomic data can allow great improvements concerning trade relations and their influence in the
economic growth.
Moreover, future opportunities arise from the analysis of the
geographical closeness and its impact in both countries’
economies. The advance of research lines focusing on novel
approaches to deal with the tendencies embedded in macroeconomic data between Portugal and Spain can raise important results concerning the overall knowledge of trade
indicators and their subsequent impact in the economic
growth.
Particularly, in the last years, the economic crisis has
strengthened dissimilar impacts in trade relations and, specifically, in the balance of trade. Therefore, the impact of
these dissimilarities and their overall influence are interesting research challenges.
Following these historical trends and scientific advances,
while accounting for the overall consolidation of outcomes
brought from there, a set of objectives were defined for this
contribution. Firstly, the analysis of the global evolution of
imports and exports that take place between Spain and Portugal were considered a core purpose. This will drive assess
to performances within the scenario marked by the European Customs Union and the single currency. The period under examination goes from 2000 till 2014, while distinguishing between the periods of economic growth, until 2007,
and that of economic crisis since then. Secondly, based on
the general neoclassical idea that the global Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and the Worldwide Merchandise Exports
(WME) have a parallel progress (being WME a multiple of
GDP growth), the influence of these indicators will be studied and the variation of its impact on the level of countries’
development is evaluated. To reach this goal, an indicator,
often used to describe the degree of openness of an economy, is used. This focuses on the ratio between exports and
imports of goods concerning GDP (determined by the ratio
of foreign trade/GDP). While considering the controversial
positions on the relationship between trade openness and
economic growth, this indicator is implemented to measure
the differences between the two countries.
In there, a particular emphasis is placed on the standpoint

of Santos-Paulino and Thirlwall (2004) who argue that greater openness influences growth, capturing both static and
dynamic gains from trade. This behaves like the relation
between the more efficient use of resources and the increase of competition, of the flow of knowledge and productivity, and also with the promotion of capital accumulation
rates, with higher technical progress and, finally, with the
increasing of the variety of goods. Emphasizing a similar
idea, Winters (2004) notes that openness is a useful tool
against inflation and it stimulates investment, thus, a greater
degree of openness increases the production, exchange
and consumption possibilities, allowing subsequently, the
improvement of living standards. Also, following a common
perspective, the World Bank and the World Trade Organization stressed the importance of free trade.
In conclusion, the presented outcomes were a major driving
force for the developed research work, which is organized
and will be presented as follows. In the next section, Literature Remarks, an overview of the characteristics and influences involving the launch of the Euro as the single currency
(physically in January 2002), within the scenario set by the
European Union, is presented.
Also, some highlights over the main scientific contributions
proposed so far, in this area, are presented and discussed.
Then, in the third section, the theoretical framework for
measuring the openness is discussed and the related variables (exports, imports and GDP) are studied in detail for the
countries being analysed. The empirical study developed is
based on the macroeconomic data available for the whole
years of this century and were collected for both countries.
A detailed formula to measure trade openness (an indicator
of flows based on trade intensity) is proposed and the empirical model used to evaluate trade relations and economic
growth is also appreciated.
In the fourth section, Data Analysis and Results, the total
foreign trade data are analysed for each country as well as
the commercial transactions in between and the percentage
raised for the global commercial balance is determined and
examined. Also, the evolution followed by exchanges between Spanish and Portuguese neighbouring regions is valued and, finally, the type of goods traded are observed, using the European nomenclature (TARIC) for the classification
of goods.
The main conclusions on the results obtained are presented
in the fifth section, Conclusions and Future Research. These
are generally consistent with the economic theory, having
arguments confirming that exports and imports can have a
beneficial effect on economic growth, if monetary and administrative burdens are reduced and simplified, as it follows from the European Customs Union and the introduction of a common monetary policy.
Also, some further remarks on the performed analysis are
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stated on the conclusions section. These focus on some
uncertainty investigation of causality between the analysed
variables, especially in Portugal. The single European currency, the Euro, has favoured, particularly, the trade between
Portuguese and Spanish bordering regions, with trade liberalization, reducing gradually the existing differential between
both countries.
As a future work, a research extend, to incorporate the geographical details of Portuguese bordering regions, is proposed. Future understandings on the impact of trade relations in the balance of trade and, especially on local economies, are expected. Besides that, the proposal of novel indicators to enhance the performed measures and the improvement of the empirical model are also core objectives
to be attained in future research developments.
Literature Remarks: Historical Marks and Scientific
Developments
In this section, a literature overview is presented. This highlights both, general historical marks and main scientific contributions proposed in the paper core area. A former synthesis of the chronological marks, describing the Commercial, Fiscal and Monetary European system, is presented.
This summary places a special focus on trade relations between Portugal and Spain, within the scenario of the common currency launch by the integration in European Union
(physically in January 2002).

Driven by the scope of trade relations and openness, a literature review over the scientific contribution is then conducted. Different contributions reflecting an also great multitude
of approaches in trade analysis, trade indicators, measures,
control and economic impacts, were analysed. Those making a special reference to trade liberalization, since the introduction of the Euro, and those focusing on the Iberian Peninsula details are particularly emphasized, to enhance the
insights brought from those approaches to the current
study.
Commercial and Fiscal European System
Commercially, since the integration of both countries to the
EC, imports and exports should be subject to liberalized
trade regime (eliminating quotas and quantitative restrictions) and bring a thorough reform of the tax system,
with the advent of VAT. Also, the adjustments in border protection instruments related with imports and exports subsidies were suppressed. Consequently, this dismantling of
tariffs and tariff adjustment to the Common External Tariff
of Community are significantly smaller than the existing tariff
rates.
With the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, the Community
developed a common foreign policy (PEC) after removing
tariff barriers and borders within a customs union. The PEC
is a cornerstone of external relations of the EU based on a
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set of uniform rules under the Customs Union and the Common Customs Tariff and it is regulated by the commercial
relations between Member States and third countries.
Customs duties on imports and exports as well as other
charges having equivalent effect, are forbidden between
Member States. At the external borders, goods from third
countries are taxed at a common customs tariff completed
by the Integrated Tariff of the European Communities
(TARIC). Goods move freely in accordance with the rules of
the internal market and the common commercial policy. In
addition, there are instruments such as the Community Customs Code to ensure uniform application of the rules by the
customs administrations of the Member States. The customs union, which began with the Treaty of Rome in 1957,
was completed on July 1, 1968. The Customs Tariff is part of
the so-called own resources of the EU, becoming a basic
tool in the regulation of international trade, not only for tax
collection proposal, but as a tool for the implementation of
trade policy in the economic zone of the EU. All these
measures make Europe the world's leading trading power.
European Monetary System
The Treaty establishing the Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU) is another step in coordinating the economic policies
of the Member States at European level and the obligation
to avoid excessive budget deficits (the Stability and Growth
Pact). The most immediate antecedents are the so-called
"European Monetary Snake" created in 1972 and the European Monetary System, created in 1979, replacing the previous one, to make Europe an area of exchange rate stability,
while trying to achieve steadiness in prices and costs in the
European Economic Community.
EMU is the result of progressive economic integration and is
designed in order to promote sustainable economic growth
and a high level of employment by taking appropriate economic and monetary policies. The desired objectives are the
full functioning of the so-called "four freedoms": freedom of
movement of goods, services, people and capital. This emphasizes the requirements of both, the economic policies
development and the implementation of the monetary policy, with the objective of price stability, coordination of economic plans between Member States and the proper functioning of the single market.
EMU made it possible through a common monetary policy
where the introduction of a common single currency, the
Euro, was turned feasible. It aims to harmonize the economic and monetary policies of free movement of capital between Member States, the strengthening of cooperation
between national central banks and, since 1999, the progressive introduction of the Euro (physically in circulation
since 2002) and the implementation of a single monetary
European System of Central Banks (ESCB), consisting of the
national central banks and the European Central Bank (ECB).
77
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Among the advantages of the Euro, as a single European
currency, a particular focus is placed on the reduction of
costs related with financial transactions. These helps to realize prices more efficiently, helping to control inflation (not
the beginning) and, therefore, to strengthen the role of Europe internationally.
The Euro is the second reserve currency and the second
most traded currency in the world after the US dollar.
Scientific Developments
The review of the existing literature meeting trade and economic growth evidenced that there is not a clear definition
of trade openness. For many authors, trade openness implicitly refers to trade policy orientation and the core scope
is placed in assessing the impact of trade policy or trade
liberalization on economic growth.
Nevertheless, it is convenient to adopt an even more global
view of trade openness covering not only the dimension of
economic policy but also all other non-regulatory factors
that clearly have an impact on trade and on the outward
orientation of countries. The factors of geographic proximity,
idiomatic knowledge and good infrastructures of communications, for example, play a very important role in commerce, particularly, when the qualitative and quantitative
barriers are no longer applied to the incorporated trade
integration policies (Pritchett, 1996; Harrison, 1996; Edwards, 1998, Yanikkaya, 2003).

With the creation of the Euro in 1999, the literature on the
common currency effects on trade has been growing rapidly. By reducing trade costs and eliminating exchange rate
volatility, monetary union is expected to boost trades among
member countries. In there, an important issue is: which is
the right magnitude and nature of the Euro’s trade impact?
(Baldwin, 2006). Moreover, trade liberalisation and currency
union may provide an incentive for small and medium firms
of peripheral countries with lower productivity to enter international markets by lowering export costs.
The recent European sovereign-debt crises have exacerbated the difference between core and peripheral economies
in the EU. Specially, peripheral countries suffer from the
high level of current account deficits and government debts.
Such negative economic outcomes ignite intense political
debates to questioning the existence of the Euro.
Concerning this scope, it can be argued that the creation of
EMU and the subsequent introduction of the Euro may correspond to the start of deterioration of current accounts for
peripheral countries (e.g. Jaumotte and Sodsriwiboon, 2010),
while the integration of the EU, in general, and the Euro, in
particular, have driven the total within trade flows.
The studies realized by Gunella, V., Mastromarco, C., Serlenga, L. and Shin, Y. (2015) suggest that the similarity in
country terms helps to facilitate the integration process by

capturing the trade ties between the countries. Also, authors report a traded effect of the Euro equivalent to 7-10
% and substantial reduction of the customs union effect
(from 31% to 10%, without accommodating cross-section
dependence). These modest effects of both currency and
custom unions provide a support for the thesis that the
trade increase within the Euro area may reflect a continuation of a long-run historical trend, probably linked to the
broader set of EU’s economic integration policies and institutional changes.
One of the first contributions studying the impact of common currencies on trade has been proposed by Rose
(2000), who added a common currency dummy to a gravity
model of bilateral trade. By including dependencies, territories and colonies in his sample of 186 'countries', the author
was able to get 300 country pairs with common currencies,
allowing for the estimation of the currency union effect. The
results proposed so far suggest that the EMU had a moderate while statistically significant effect on trade. Rose (2002)
concludes, while accounting the literature analysis, that the
currency unions approximately double a nation's trade. The
Euro boosts bilateral trade.
Rose and van Wincoop (2001) addressed also that problem.
Authors presented a study based on a model of bilateral
trade proposed by Anderson and van Wincoop (2001). In
their contribution, Rose and van Wincoop estimate the potential effect of Euro on trade, using data on pre-EMU currency unions. According to the theory, bilateral trade between a pair of countries depends on their bilateral trade
barrier relative to average trade barriers with all partners
(i.e. their multilateral trade barrier or ‘multilateral resistance’). Once reducing barriers vis-à-vis to an important
trading partner, also reduces multilateral resistance considerably. Thus, the impact of the currency union on trade
should be smaller when dealing with large while close countries. The implemented methodology allows the authors to
estimate the trade effect of different potential currency unions. Particularly, for the case of the Euro, the estimated
effect is about 60%. Although, it is important to notice that
this estimate depends crucially on a number of performed
assumptions, such as the elasticity of substitution between
goods.
As final remark, the analysis of the Iberian case in terms of
macroeconomic behaviour as well as the embedded relations with the commercial activities are concisely summed
up in this proposal. Furthermore, the economic outcomes
point out that Spain achieved an extremely important real
convergence of its per capita income with the EU average,
while Portugal’s convergence stands below that level. Also,
Spain rose from 71% of the average income of the EU 17 in
1985 to more than 97% in 2012 and Portugal registered
only 75%.
These evidences underlie the interest of investigating how
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divergent are the economic performances of the Portuguese and Spanish economies.
Theoretical framework: Methodology and Measures
As it has been formerly pointed out, there is a large number
of literature contributions aiming the study of the relationship between trade openness and economic growth. Apart
from the common scope, different theses are used to support also different conclusions about the effect of the degree of openness in the economic growth, measured in
terms of standards of living. While some authors admit a
negative impact, others defend a positive influence of the
degree of openness in the increase of production, exchange
and consumption possibilities and thus, the possibility of
achieving higher standards of living.
In the present contribution, the scope is placed on the interpretation of trade and economic real data of Portuguese
and Spanish economies, while analysing the tendency observed in between, during the last years. As a final purpose,
it is expected to identify if the benefits of trade liberalization
have or not a significant influence on the level of development of countries.
The macroeconomic variables used in the analysis are the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current prices, imports of
goods valued at CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight) prices and
exports of goods valued at FOB (Free On Board) prices, Table 1.

A special mention is marked for the official data used in the
performed developments and which arise from the obligation to register and declare shipments or entries of goods
made between areas within the customs territory of the EU.
These flows are excluded from any customs duty and there
is an obligation to declare traffic between countries through
the Intrastat system. Thus, are natural or legal persons who
are subject to VAT, when involved in a trade that exceeds
the exemption thresholds established. By 2015, operators
are required to register acquisitions or intra-Community
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supplies (i.e. arrivals and dispatches) for an amount equal to
or greater than € 400,000, in the previous year. Accordingly,
the volume of goods traded between end users, resident in
the neighbouring country, is not subject to VAT and, thus,
does not have any type of stat.
Based on the previous description of macroeconomic data
and variables of commercial openness, the following nomenclature is proposed to describe the problem.
Indices

i  1,2 with 1  Spain; 2  Portugal
k  1,2,3 with 1  Spain; 2  Portugal; 3  Other Countries
t  1,2,...,15 with 1  2000; 8  2007; 15  2014
In order to differentiate between the period of economic
growth and that of crisis, some specific time-based values,
called period boundaries (i.e. 2000, 2007 and 2014), were
defined.
H pb  {t: t is a period boundary}  { 1, 8, 15 }

The consideration of equally spaced intervals is done to
avoid any misinterpretation resulting from the dimension of
those intervals. Thus, 2007 is part of both time-based periods, the growth and crisis periods.
Accordingly, variables can be detailed as:
GDPit  Gross Domestic Product of i in year t , i, t

EXPikt  flow of exports from i to k , in year t ; i , k : k  i , t
TExpit  total flow of exports from i in year t ; i , t
TExpit 

 EXP

ikt , i , t

[1]

k :k  i

IMPikt  flow of imports to i coming from k , in year t ; i , k : k  i , t
T Im pit  total flow of imports to i , in year t ; i , t
T Im pit 

 IMP

ikt , i , t

[2]

k :k  i

TETit  Total External Trade of i in the year t ; i , t
TET it TExpit  T Im pit ,i ,t

[3]

Table 1: General description of Macroeconomic Variables of Commercial Openness.

Variables

Economic Data at

Description

Sources

Current prices

Total of goods and services produced
per year

INE Spain and Portugal

Export of Goods

Incoterm FOB

Total of goods sold abroad

External Trade Datacomex

Import of Goods

Incoterm CIF

Total of goods purchased from abroad

External Trade Datacomex

Total External Trade

Import + Export

Total Trade Volume

External Trade Datacomex

Trade Balance

Export - Import

Superavit or deficit

External Trade Datacomex

Coverage Rate

(Export/Import)

%

External Trade Datacomex

Gross Domestic Product
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TBit  Trade Balance of i in year t ; i , t
TBit  TExpit  T Im pit , i , t

[4]

CRit  Coverage Rate of i , in year t ; i , t
CRit 

TExpit
 100, i , t
T Im pit

[5]

RTOikt  Relative Trade Openess of i to k , in year t ; i , k : k  i , t

A time-based investigation of the macroeconomic variables
is attained. This focuses on the analysis of chronological
data followed by the evaluation of the time-based tendencies. Concerning this scope, different experiments were tested while deciding for the polynomial and linear approach,
accordingly with the quality of the adjustments achieved for
the focal variable being studied, the balance of trade, BOT.
Moreover, given the difficulties that arise when finding the
most appropriate relation to measure the trade openness, it
has been decided to use an indicator based on the annual
trade flows (exports and imports to GDP), once this allows
the integration of variables in the regression as a measure
of openness dimension, concerning both, the operations of
trade in goods, the exports on GDP, the rate of import penetration and the growth rate of imports and exports. To help
those interpretations, the correlation between trade variables and GDP was also appreciated (see Table 2).
Concerning trade indicators, the usual practice is to express
them in percentages in order to allow comparisons across
countries. In here, low numbers are indicative of a poor
openness of the country concerned.
Again, the consideration of country and time details results
in the following relations to translate openness indicators:
OExpit  Openess measured by Exports of i in year t ; i , t
TOit 

TExpit
 100, i , t
GDPit

[6]

T Im pit
 100, i , t
GDPit

[7]

TOit  trade Openess of i in year t ; i , t
TOit 

TExpit  T Im pit
 100, i , t
GDPit

RTOikt 

[8]

EXPikt  IMPikt
, i , k : k  i , t
GDPit

[9]

Subsequently, for a specific pair of countries (e.g. Spain and
Portugal) the difference between equations [8] and [9] results into:
TExpit  EXPikt T Im pit  IMPikt
TExpit  T Im pit EXPikt  IMPikt



GDPit
GDPit
GDPit
GDPit

Therefore, a relative indicator translating the openness
measured by the commercial activity of to the overall countries, except from K, can be obtained:

 EXP

ik 't

RTOi 3t 



k ':k '  i ,k '  k

 IMP

ik 't

k ':k '  i ,k '  k

GDPit

, i , t

[10]

In equation [10], the value in the second indices represents,
accordingly with its former definition, other countries except
K, having activity with (e.g. the relative trade openness of
Spain to Portugal is measured by for all the year t and thus,
will measure the openness of Spain to other countries ( =3)
except Portugal).
On the other hand, to achieve the yearly variation, a percentage measure relative to the oldest time-based point has
been implemented, for each macroeconomic variable X and
period t to t’, as follows:
Vartt ' 

O Im pit  Openess measure by Imports of i in year t ; i , t
TOit 

Particularly, to describe the requirements arising from the
consideration of the flows between Spain and Portugal,
some further details were introduced to the openness indicators in order to translate those specific flows between the
two countries. The following relation is then proposed:

Xt '  Xt
 100
Xt

Apart from the yearly variation of variables and indicators
some macro analyses are developed concerning the growth
and crisis periods. Again, the overall evolution of variables
and indicators is contrasted with the values achieved for
period boundaries.

Table 2: Description of openness indicator for exports and imports.
Indices

Openness Indicators

1

Calculations

Description

Sources

EXP / GDP * 100

Openness measured by exports

External Trade DataComex

IMP/GDP*100

Openness measured by imports

External Trade DataComex

(EXP+IMP)/GDP*100

Trade Openness1/GDP

Openness measured by the Commercial activity.
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Data Analysis and Results

In this section, the macroeconomic data of Spain and Portugal are analysed using the methodology previously discussed while implementing the empirical measurement of
trade liberalization in both countries. Therefore, in the second subsection, the individual study performed for each
country is extended and a particular focus is placed on
trade relations between Spain and Portugal. These are evaluated and discussed.
Moreover, due to the geographical closeness, the former
trade analyses are developed in deep in the third subsection, for the bordering regions between the two countries.
Following the purpose of a detailed argue, in subsection
four, trade relations are studied based on the nature of
goods traded in between.
Empirical measurement of trade liberalization in
Spain and Portugal
In this section, the data collected for Spain (SP) and Portugal
(PT) are analysed in order to present a global characterization of both countries’ economies, for the period 20002014. This is based on the observation of macroeconomic
variables with a particular focus on those related with foreign trade.
As previously discussed, the major motivations behind the
chosen period are related not only with the representation
of the “century tendencies”, expressed in terms of macroeconomic variables, but also with the importance of a comprehensive investigation of the impact of the Euro in the

VOL. 1, NO. 1
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international trade. It is important to recall that 2000 and
2001 were the last years of full functioning of national coins
(e.g. peseta and peso in Spain, and escudo in Portugal).
From there on, national coins disappeared, giving place to
the introduction of the Euro into circulation, on January 1,
2002. In both countries, the crisis that began in 2008 influenced their foreign trade and it is important to check how
comparable and how depth is the impact in the economies
of both countries.
Concerning the Spanish macroeconomic data, the observations pointed out an important differentiation between the
period of economic growth (i.e. 2000 to 2007) and the crisis
(i.e. from 2007 to 2014), Figure 1.
The continuous growth of Spanish GDP suffers the greatest
decrease in 2008-2009 and a smooth recuperation starts
from there on, with the 2014 values reaching quite closely
those ending the growth period. The total external commerce follows an almost similar behaviour, positively correlated with GDP (i.e. correlation coefficient about 0,888). An
uneven tendency of imports and exports, with the imports
pondering further than exports is registered in both economic periods, Figure 1.
Besides that, exports show a continuous growth (apart from
2008-09), while imports increase in the growth period (2000
-07) and turn into an almost stabilized value, after the decline of 2008-09. Therefore, a slowdown of imports' impact
in the external commerce balance, is observed.
Emphasizing the macroeconomic relation between exports
and imports, the Balance of Trade (BOT) presents negative

Figure 1. Macroeconomic data for Spain (EUR million, current prices).
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values during the whole period, being 2005-09 the period of
great differentiation, Figure 1.
That behaviour can be explored in deep through the yearly
variation of each macroeconomic variable. As it can be observed in Figure 2, the Balance of Trade (BOT) is the variable
reflecting the greatest yearly variations. This was particularly
worsening for the periods 2008-09. Besides that, from 200910, the yearly variation of exports overcomes the variation of
imports, keeping that tendency during the remaining years
of crisis.
Moreover, the time-based tendency of each macroeconomic
variable is analysed through the evaluation of global varia-

tions observed for the whole years studied and also for each
of the considered periods, Table 3. For the case of Spain, the
total trade of import and export of goods has increased by
72% (mainly exports grow by 93%) and thereby has reduced
the negative trade balance in a significant 46%. Also, the
increase in GDP (at current prices) registers a smaller improvement, growing by 64%.
Also, the imports of goods are slightly higher than exports,
with a rate of coverage over 90% in 2014. This is explained
by the 30% of increase in exports over the years of economic crisis and a decline in imports from -7% in the same period.

Figure 2. Variation of macroeconomic variables for Spain.

Table 3. Macroeconomic analysis for Spain in periods 2000-07 and 2007-14, € million.

264,507

Var. *
00-14
56%

Var. *
00-07
68%

Var. *
07-14
-7%

185,023

240,035

93%

49%

30%

-45,291

-100,015

-24,472

-46%

121%

-76%

Total External Commerce, TET 1t

293,645

470,061

504,542

72%

60%

7%

Gross Domestic Product, GDP1t

646,250

1,080,807

1,058,469

64%

67%

-2%

73%

65%

91%

24%

-11%

40%

Variables

2000

2007

2014

Imports of Goods, TImp 1t

169,468

285,038

Exports of Goods, TExp 1t

124,177

Trade Balance, TB 1t

Cover Rate, CR 1t

Source: Spanish Institute Foreign Trade (ICEX, Instituto Español Comercio Exterior) and authors.
* Time-based variation measured, for each variable X, in period t to t’, by

Var tt '

Xt '  Xt
 100
Xt
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In Spain, the foreign trade has grown slightly above GDP
growth. This can be justified by the improvement of the trade
openness indicator (10%) and the coverage rate (40%) during
the crisis years. Thus, it can be concluded, that imports grow
more than the GDP in the years of economic boom and to a
lesser extent during the crisis. Also, the reverse is perceived
for the behaviour of exports.
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provement of exports, overcoming the observed reduction of
imports. A great impact of exports is perceived in the external
trade balance.

Therefore, the Balance of Trade (BOT), even presenting negative values during the whole period 2000-14, starts a convergence tendency during crisis, which is particularly pronounced
from 2010. For Portugal, BOT is also negatively correlated with
Concerning now the Portuguese case, the global behaviour of GDP.
macroeconomic variables for the studied periods is presented
Concerning the yearly variation of macroeconomic variable,
in Figure 3, while the variation of the corresponding variables
Figure 4, a smooth behaviour is registered for the Portuguese
are shown in Figure 4.
case (i.e. overall yearly variations between -30% and 30%)
Globally, the tendency of macroeconomic variables presents a while compared with Spanish observations (i.e. overall yearly
comparable behaviour with that observed for Spain but within variations between -50% and 50%) previously presented in
different scale values (i.e., upper scale of 1.200.000 for Spain Figure 2. The large variations in the Portuguese Balance of
against 200.000 million €, at current prices, for Portugal).
Trade (BOT) contrast with the slight variations of GDP. The
latter registered positive variations during all the growth periSimilarly to the progress of Spanish GDP, an important deod, while oscillating between positive and negative variations
crease of Portuguese GDP was observed in 2008-2009. Howduring crisis.
ever, the biggest yearly variation is registered in 2011-12, surrounded by periods of soft recuperation during the crisis, Fig- Besides that and concerning the global tendency of macroecoure 3.
nomic variables, table 4, the total trade of imports and exports
increased by 54%, mainly due to exports growth (by 83%) and
Imports and exports follow a similar tendency, in the growth
also because of both, the reduction in the negative trade balperiod, positively correlated with the GDP with exports preance, by 37%, and the lesser increase of GDP (current prices),
senting smoother variations than imports. Thus, the accentuby 35%.
ated increase observed in the total external commerce is due
to the cumulative effect of those similar tendencies observed Moreover, the imports of goods are slightly higher than the
for imports and exports in the growth period. During crisis, the exports, with the rate of coverage (CR 1t) registering 82% in
recovery perceived for the external commerce, after the fall 2014. This is due to the increase in exports, by 28%, during the
down of 2008-09, results essentially from the continuous im- years of economic crisis and a slight 3% rise in imports, in the

Figure 3. Macroeconomic data for Spain (EUR million, current prices).
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same period.

In Portugal, the foreign trade has increased (+ 54%) significantly above the growth in GDP (+ 35%), Table 4. This behaviour may be justified by the improvements observed during
the economic crisis. In there, the coverage rate was + 24%,
while GDP fell by 1% during the crisis. Also, exports performed better than GDP in both periods, while imports
range almost constant.
In order to detail in deep the behaviour of BOT for both
countries, the data collected for the two studied periods (i.e.
2000-07 and 2007-14) were analysed using different data

adjustments, Figure 5. The linear tendency is contrasted
with the best polynomial approach for both periods.
As it can be seen, the balance of trade follows a common
tendency for both countries and time-based periods. Nevertheless, the smooth linear behaviour of Portuguese BOT is
quite dissimilar from that observed for the Spanish BOT, in
both periods. This outline is particularly evident during the
crisis, where the oscillatory shape of Spanish BOT is better
described by the fourth level polynomial approach than by
the linear adjustment. Although, for the Portuguese counterpart, the improvement reached while moving from the linear
into the polynomial approach is not rather significant.

Figure 4. Variation of macroeconomic variables for Portugal (EUR million, current prices).

Table 4. Macroeconomic data for Portugal in periods 2000-07 and 2007-14, € million.

58,854

Var. *
00-14
36%

Var. *
00-07
32%

Var. *
07-14
3%

37,589

48,177

83%

42%

28%

-16,878

-19,467

-10,677

-37%

15%

-45%

Total External Commerce, TET 2t

69,636

94,645

107,031

54%

36%

13%

Gross Domestic Product, GDP2t

12,466

175,468

173,044

35%

37%

-1%

61%

66%

82%

34%

8%

24%

Variables

2000

2007

2014

Imports of Goods, TImp 2t

43,257

57,056

Exports of Goods, TExp 2t

26,379

Trade Balance, TB 2t

Cover Rate, CR 2t

Source: Portuguese National Institute of Statistics (INE) and COMEX databases
* Time-based variation measured, for each variable X, in period t to t’, by

Var tt '

Xt '  Xt
 100
Xt
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Finally, concerning the time-based behaviour of macroeconomic indicators, it can be noticed that both countries have
rather similar indicators of trade openness, characterized by
almost parallel progresses. Also, the openness indicators
measured by imports and exports behave similarly. The former are greater than the exports, during all the period of analysis, Figure 6.
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ing about 8% during the same period.

Finally, summarizing the outlines observed for openness indicators, Table 5, it can be noticed that openness measured by
imports presented biggest absolute variations than exports,
for both countries, in all periods. These differences between
trade variables marked the overall tendency of trade openness
with imports impacting rather than exports.

For the Spanish case, the commercial openness indicator
This goes accordingly with the previously presented results
stood about 44% in 2007 and grows about 4% in the crisis
(Tables 3 and 4) for both countries, outlining higher increases
period, while the Portuguese openness indicator, even followin trade volumes than in GDP. These differences were more
ing the same tendency, presents a greater evolution, increasdirectly perceived in the case of Portugal, where the growth

Figure 5. BOT for Spain and Portugal, for periods 2000-07 and 2008-2014. Representation of real macro data and tendency lines (linear and
polynomial). Source: Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment and Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competiveness datab ases
(DataComex).

Figure 6. Macroeconomic indicators for Spain and Portugal.
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rates of its foreign business are higher than GDP growth.

countries of the Iberian Peninsula (Tables 6 and 7) allows the
following core appreciations.

Moreover, for the Spanish case, a positive value is reached
when correlating between foreign trade and GDP, while fully In Spain, Table 6:
covering yearly based values (i.e. 2000-14). A detailed observation based on data split for the periods of growth and crisis  Trade relations with Portugal have improved very slightly,
mainly because of all exported goods having that country
showed a dissimilar tendency for the crisis period. Concerning
as final destination. These have increased 52%, while imthe Portuguese counterpart, an overall (i.e. 2000-2014) posiports register more than doubled, up 117%. The trade surtive correlation is observed, but marked by a contrasting tenplus has risen by only 10% and, since the recession phase,
dency for the crisis period, as observed previously for the
has offset the reduction in the trade balance occurred durSpanish case. Trade openness indicator follows accordingly,
ing the period 2000-2007.
for both countries.

 However, it has worsened the coverage rate to 30%

Trade between Spain and Portugal

(export / import or the percentage of imports that are fi-

The analysis of the evolution in the trade between the two
Table 5. Comparative analysis of openness indicators for Spain and Portugal.
Variables
Gross Domestic Product, GDP1t

2000

2007

2014

Var.*
00-14

Var. *
00-07

Var. *
07-14

646,250

1,080,807

1,058,469

64%

67%

-2%

Trade Openness, TO 1t

45.4

43.5

47.7

5%

-4%

10%

Openness measured by exports, OExp 1t

26.2

26.4

25.0

-5%

1%

-5%

Openness measured by imports, Olmp 1t

19.2

17.1

22.7

18%

-11%

32%

128,466

175,468

173,044

35%

37%

-1%

Trade Openness, TO 2t

54.2

53.9

61.9

14%

0%

15%

Openness measured by exports, OExp 2t

33.7

32.5

34.0

1%

-3%

5%

Openness measured by imports, Olmp 2t

20.5

21.4

27.8

36%

4%

30%

Gross Domestic Product, GDP2t

Table 6. Commercial data between Spain and Portugal. EUR million (current prices). Source: ICEX, INE and Comex databases.
SPAIN

2000

18,014

Var.
00-14
52%

Var.
00-07
35%

Var.
07-14
13%

10,008

117%

101%

8%

2007

2014

16,003
9,268

Exports from Spain to Portugal, EXP1 2 t

11,855

Imports of Spain from Portugal, IMP1 2 t

4,609

Trade Balance Spain → Portugal, TB 1 2 t
Total trade relations for Spain, TTR 1 t

6,735

8,006

10%

-7%

19%

16,464

25,271

28,022

70%

53%

11%

257%

173%

180%

-30%

-33%

4%

Coverage Rate Spain → Portugal, CR1 2 t
GDP of Spain, GDP1 t

7,246

646,250

1,080,807

64%

67%

-2%

2.6

4%

-8%

13%

8.6%

7.5%

-21%

-9%

-13%

3.3%

3.8%

39%

20%

16%

Var.
00-07
98%

Var.
07-14

Relative Trade Openness, RTO 1 2 t

2.5

2.3

% Exports from Spain to Portugal

9.5%

% Imports of Spain from Portugal

2.7%

1,058,469

Table 7. Commercial data between Portugal and Spain. EUR million (current prices).
2000

2007

2014

Exports from Portugal to Spain, EXP2 1 t

5,084

10,058

11,353

Var.
00-14
123%

Imports of Portugal from Spain, IMP2 1 t

11,205

16,827

19,128

71%

50%

14%

Trade Balance Portugal → Spain, TB 1 2 t
Total trade relations for Portugal, TTR 1 t

-6,121

-6,769

-7,775

27%

11%

15%

16,289

26,885

30,481

87%

65%

13%

Coverage Rate Portugal → Spain, CR1 2 t
GDP of Portugal, GDP2 t

-1%

128,466

PORTUGAL

45%

13%

60%

59%

31%

32%

175,468

173,044

35%

37%

-1%

Relative Trade Openness, RTO 2 1 t

12.7

15.3

17.6

39%

21%

15%

% Exports from Portugal to Spain

19%

27%

24%

22%

39%

-12%

% Imports of Portugal from Spain

26%

29%

33%

25%

14%

10%
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Figure 7. Evolution of foreign trade between Spain and Portugal, from 2000 to 2014.

nanced by exports) going from 257% to 180%. The rate of of imports and exports, Figure 8. Particularly, those regions
trade liberalization has increased a slight 4%, rising from bordering the two countries (Trade in Autonomous Bordering
2.5 to 2.6. This was mainly because the trade between the Communities, TABC) will be examined.
countries grew in a greater extent than GDP.
This analysis allows the discussion of the impact of the geo The percentage of exports to Portugal decreases from graphical proximity in the improvement of trade relations and
9.5% to 7.5% of total exports and imports grow 2.7% to how they behave in the period considered. Again, we reiterate
that the volumes of transactions that take place between resi3.8% of the total.
dents of border regions are not listed. These occur regularly
As for Portugal, Table 7:
and are explained by the opportunity of residents to enhance
competitive advantages of the products sold in each country,
 Despite the fact that imports increased by 71% and exdue to tax reasons or for better production costs.
ports have done 123%, the trade deficit has worsened by
27%.



The coverage rate improved from 45% to 59%, representing an increase of 31% and the rate of trade openness
makes 39%, going from 12.7 to 17.6. So, the influence of
foreign trade of Portugal with Spain on total GDP, is higher
than in the Spanish case.

 The share of exports to Spain have increased from 19% to

24% of the total imports increase from 26% to 33% of the
total. The weight of import and export trade between Portugal and Spain is more important than that obtained for
the trade Spain to Portugal. It is three times higher for
exports and nearly ten times higher for imports.

In Figure 7, the evolution followed by trade relations between Figure 8. Spanish Autonomous Communities.
these countries shows Spanish imports of Portuguese goods Accordingly with the data collected in Table 8, the following
grow further, reflecting a rate of exports most beneficial to highlights can be stated:
Spain coverage, but it has been shrinking.
 The TABC behaviour for the autonomous communities
Trade between bordering Spanish communities and
bordering with Portugal has been uneven. Exports as a
Portugal
whole increased by 73%, a figure slightly lower than imports that have been 118%.
In this subsection, the trade balance between Spain and Portugal is detailed accordingly with the exchanges in the Autono-  In detail, Andalusia is the community that reached the
mous Communities (AC) behaving as source and destination
highest increase in exports about 126%, followed by Extre87
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madura, with 84%, and Galicia with 73%, against Castile
observed between Galicia and Portugal with 4,325 million €
and Leon that registered the smallest increase, about 10%.
followed by Andalusia with 2,975 million €, Castile and Leon
Besides that, imports in the autonomous community of
with 1,501 million € and, finally, 900 mil € for Extremadura.
Extremadura registered the highest increase, by 156% and
Galicia closely, with 139%, while Castile and Leon reached Trade analysis based on the nature of goods: SpainPortugal focus
only 66%.

 In the remaining autonomous regions, mainly Madrid, Cata- Next, the nature of the goods imported and exported based

on TARIC codes (tariff and statistical nomenclature of the Cuslonia and Valencia, the volume of exports has increased by
toms Union Integrated Tariff of the European Communities),
43%, while imports increased 116%.
will be detailed in order to raise future understandings conThe trade surplus presents the highest increase, 142%, in cerning the nature of goods traded between Spain and PortuAndalusia, going from 477 to 1,154 mill. €, while in the re- gal.
maining autonomous communities a decrease is obtained: Some coincident key figures on exports and imports were obCastile and Leon -28%, Extremadura and Galicia -6% -8%. served, both in favour of Spain, mainly in industrial products
Also, it is important to notice that the trade surplus pre- such as clothing and textiles, the automotive industry and mosents an important increase during the years of crisis, es- tor vehicles, manufacturing iron, mechanical and electrical and
pecially in Extremadura where it reaches more than 400%. plastics, Table 9.



 The weight of exports to neighbouring autonomous territo- As for total exports, Portugal acquired mainly from Spain: elecries has grown from 29% to 33% of Spain to Portugal and trical machinery and mechanical appliances, automobiles and
imports continue around 37%.
other vehicles, fuels, articles of iron, metals and plastics.

 Also the higher trade volumes in bordering regions were Regarding imports, Spain acquires to Portugal: automobiles
Table 8. Import and export data from Spain to Portugal, related with Spanish autonomous communities bordering Portugal and ov erall values.
Source: Spanish Institute for Foreign Trade (ICEX, Instituto Español de Comercio Exterior) and Spanish Ministry of Economy databases
(DataComex).
ABC Exports
Galicia

2000

% of total

2007

% of total

2014

% of total

Var. 00-14

Var.

00-07

Var. 07-14

1,418

12%

2,379

15%

2,455

14%

73%

68%

3%

Castile and Leon

843

7%

939

6%

930

5%

10%

11%

-1%

Extremadura

278

2%

394

2%

510

3%

84%

42%

29%

Andalusia

914

8%

1,372

9%

2,064

11%

126%

50%

50%

TOTAL for A BC

3,453

29%

5,085

32%

5,959

33%

73%

47%

17%

remaining AC
Exports

8,402

71%

10,918

68%

12,055

67%

43%

30%

10%

Total Exports

11,855

100%

16,003

100%

18,014

100%

52%

35%

13%

ABC Imports

2000

% of total

2007

% of total

2014

% of total

Var. 00-14

Galicia

783

17%

2,121

23%

1.870

19%

139%

171%

-12%

Castile and Leon

343

7%

575

6%

571

6%

66%

68%

-1%

Extremadura

151

3%

371

4%

390

4%

159%

147%

5%

Andalusia

438

9%

996

11%

911

9%

108%

128%

-9%

1,714

37%

4,063

44%

3,742

37%

118%

137%

-8%

2,895

63%

5,205

56%

6,267

63%

116%

80%

20%

TOTAL ABC
remaining AC
Exports

Var.

00-07

Total Imports

4,609

100%

9,268

100%

10,008

100%

117%

ABC Trade Balance

2000

% of total

2007

% of total

2014

% of total

Var. 00-14

Galicia

636

9%

258

4%

585

7%

-8%

-59%

126%

Castile and Leon

500

7%

364

5%

359

4%

-28%

-27%

-1%

Extremadura

127

2%

23

0%

120

1%

-6%

-82%

419%

Andalusia

477

7%

377

6%

1,154

14%

142%

-21%

206%

1,739

24%

1,022

15%

2,218

28%

28%

-41%

117%

5,506

76%

5,713

85%

5,788

72%

5%

4%

1%

7,246

100%

6,735

100%

8,006

100%

10%

-7%

19%

TOTAL ABC
remaining AC
Total Trade Balance

101%

Var. 07-14

Var.

00-07

8%
Var. 07-14
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and other land vehicles, vehicle parts and accessories, fol- of Portuguese citizens, saying: "Badajoz is the third Portuguese
lowed by clothing, garments and accessories in clothing, fuel, city, after Lisbon and Porto, and Portugal does not work when our
electrical machinery, plastics and related articles.
trade suffers".
Looking at the breakdown by type of goods, in the Spanish Accordingly with public statistical data for neighbouring autonborder communities, it can be seen that statistics collecting omous communities, the following highlights are considered:
sales volumes between companies (mainly through the European Intrastat system) do not reflect the large volumes in  Galicia is mainly an exporter of textile products, followed by
the fish, then the articles of iron and metals, the automocross-border trade between individuals and, at the same time,
tive industry and the accessories and later wood and charthose amounts are not registered. Concerning this issue, it is
coal. As importing goods, garments are the most important
interesting to remember the words of the president of trader
items, followed by articles of iron and fish;
hub, with commercial activity in Badajoz, explaining the influx
Table 9. Import-export
ros).
TARIC
1
2
3
7, 8
9, 10
12,13,14
15
17, 18
16,19, 20, 21
22
23
24
25, 26
27
28, 29
30
31
34
39
40
41, 42
44
45
48
52
54,55,58,59
61,62,63
64
68, 69
70
72,73, 83
74, 75
82, 83, 84
85
87
90
94
95

data from Spain to Portugal by nature of the goods, in 2014. TARIC codes exceeding 10 bn. € (values in millions of EuGoods or Products
Live animals
Meat
Fish
Vegetables and fruits
Coffee, tea, mate and spices, cereals
Seeds, oil seeds and various fruits
Oils and fats
Sugar and cocoa
Food preparations
Beverages
Food preparations for animals
Tobacco
Salt, land, sulphur, plaster, cement, minerals
mineral fuels
Chemical products
Pharmaceutical products
Fertilizers
Soaps
Plastics and its manufactured products
Rubber and its manufactured products
Leather goods, travel products, handbags
Wood and charcoal
Cork and its manufactured product
Paper and paperboard
Cotton
Man-made fibres, special fabrics
Apparel and clothing accessories, clothing
Footwear, gaiters and the like
Articles of stone and ceramics
Glass and glassware
Manufacturing iron and other common metals
Copper, aluminium and other metals
Boilers, mechanical appliances
Electrical machinery, sound, image, record
Motor vehicles, other land vehicles
Optical instruments, photography etc.
Furniture, bed, lighting appliances.
Toys
Miscellaneous manufactured articles
subtotals
other items
TOTAL IMPORT-EXPORT

Export
201
496
257
482
213
77
388
116
762
251
176
38
75
1,214
320
294
92
202
1,056
292
196
314
80
545
73
206
904
217
132
189
1,147
662
1,378
2,151
1,496
314
264
203
146
17,621
3393
18,014

Import
84
236
149
155
43
54
138
91
314
81
44
363
57
864
134
43
88
37
608
83
44
218
81
339
38
155
1,021
167
119
227
673
220
455
755
1,109
132
314
15
23
9,773
235
10,008

Balance
117
260
107
328
169
23
250
25
448
170
132
-325
18
350
186
252
4
166
448
209
151
96
-1
206
35
51
-117
51
14
-38
474
442
922
1,396
388
182
-50
187
123
7,850
156
8,006

Coverage
239%
210%
172%
312%
492%
143%
281%
128%
242%
309%
401%
11%
131%
140%
239%
692%
104%
554%
174%
351%
440%
144%
99%
161%
190%
133%
89%
130%
111%
83%
170%
301%
302%
285%
135%
238%
84%
1313%
625%
180%
167%
180%
89
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 Castile and Leon stands out in exports of vehicles and cars, increase exports significantly. Therefore, the coverage ratio
meat, paper and cardboard, food preparations and rubber
articles. Concerning the imports, vehicles and their components are the most important, followed by clothing and
apparel, wood and food preparations;

 Extremadura exports mostly articles of iron and metals, beverages, cork and vegetables. Major imports are glass, articles
of iron and metals and food preparations;

 Andalusia exports majorly oils, mineral fuels, aircraft, copper
and aluminium, and vegetables. It imports especially sugars, salt, sulphur and gypsum, oils, plastics and mechanical
appliances.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, the relationship between trade openness and
economic growth was studied for Spain and Portugal, in the
period 2000-2014. The results achieved are generally consistent with economic theory, as discussed in previous sections. There are arguments that trade liberalization and unification of monetary policies have a beneficial effect on the economic growth of countries. In turn, the common space of Iberian Peninsula and the different programs of cross-border cooperation between Spain and Portugal, in particular that of the
2007-2013 plan, intended to promote the development of
border areas. This strengthening of economic relations and
cooperation in the existing networks, mainly physical infrastructure projects to improve communications, has not been
fully implemented due to the economic crisis, that began in
late 2007. This forced major adjustments and budget cuts on
public finances in both countries.
Now, if considered all the years of this century, the indicators
provide insight into the evolution followed regarding the improvement in trade liberalization and economic growth. In
making estimates of the ratio of the volume of foreign trade to
GDP (APERT), the two countries whose economies are both
service-oriented, have a positive sign but with results that
differ according to the development they have had over the
years of economic boom and the degree of impact suffered by
the current financial crisis. Both countries, as said, have an
economy marked by the guidelines of the European economic
space, both commercial and monetary policies.
In Spain, the rate of trade liberalization in the analysed period
is stable at around 47% of GDP in 2014. This behaves difficult
to improve, being at the beginning of the century in 45% and
in the crisis years stood at 43%. The weight gain of both trade
flows in GDP, (with growth of 60% in 2000-07) was due largely
to trade with the EU. This results from the integration that led
improved access to technology, increase of market size, improve of internal competition, more investment and less distortion of prices and inflation. But the current economic crisis
is having a particular impact on Spain to slow and even reduce
imports and making production more competitive outward to

increases by 91%, although trade liberalization grows only 5%.

In the case of Portugal, the volumes of foreign trade to GDP
are in a better position than the Spanish. The import and export trade is 4.7 times less than that of Spain as the economic
difference measured in GDP is 6.1 times lower. In both countries, the overall trade deficit has decreased since the introduction of the Euro, Spain has improved by 46% and Portugal
37%, experiencing both the benefits of international trade in
general. The results researched show that there is a higher
incidence of trade liberalization in the Portuguese economy,
reaching for this indicator above 61% and a growth close to
14% compared to 47% and only 5% of Spain, as already mentioned.

Besides that, in both countries the increases in sales volumes
are higher than the corresponding increases in GDP, but more
directly perceived in the case of Portugal. For Portugal, the
growth rates of its foreign business are higher than GDP
growth and developmental consequences of liberalizing trade
policies and changes in monetary policy are accordingly observed as an attempt to overcome the impacts of the global
crisis via substitution import and export promotion, without
making adjustments devaluing the exchange rate of the national currency, to be a single one across Europe.
Moreover, one third of Portuguese exports have Spain as their
destination and a quarter of the imports come from this country, while compared with only 7% and 4% in the opposite direction. Therefore, the dependency of customer and supplier
is greater in the case of Portugal, and the trade balance is favourable to Spain, approximately 8,000 million Euros, and progressively increasing.
On the other hand, although all the regions bordering with
Portugal have increased further exports to the whole of Spain,
72% versus 43%, imports from Portugal have grown in the
same proportions and close to 118%. These data have not
been totally positive. The most favoured, commercially speaking, were for Andalusia region that has been growing its trade
balance by 142%, while Castile and Leon behaves worse with
28%, and Galicia e Extremadura with 8% and 6%. It is important to notice, that the crisis years have managed to boost
the foreign trade in Extremadura and Galicia, but have not
offset the decline in trade competitiveness achieved during
the years of economic growth. Therefore, the geographical
closeness does not guarantee greater marketing products and
depends greatly on the ability to produce factors both, agricultural, livestock, industrial and service, in each region.

The growth observed in trade volumes, of approximately the
double, are consistent with the studies of Rose (2002), where
the author states that the monetary unions increase the trade
in that proportion.
Finally, as a future work, the geographical details of Portuguese bordering regions are planned to be studied in order to
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enhance some further insights concerning the impact of trade Jaumotte, F. and Sodsriwiboon, P. (2010). Current account imbalances
in the southern euro area. International Monetary Fund.
relations on the balance of trade and, specially, on local economies.
10.5089/9781455201228.001.
Head, K. and Mayer, T. (2002). Working Paper, Illusory border effects:

The analyses of the effect of monetary and fiscal policies on
distance mismeasurements inflates estimates of home bias in
GDP are considered key extents to the proposed “century
trade. CEPII 2002–01.
tendencies” and, particularly, to the comprehensive investigaLapavitzas,
C., Kaltenbrunner, A., Lambrinidis, G., Lindo, D., Meadway,
tion of the impact of the Euro in the international trade. This
J.,
Michell,
J., Painceira, J. P., Pires, E., Powell, J., Stenfors, A.,
will be considered as a major progress for the research proTeles,
N.
(2010).
The eurozone betwee n austerity and default.
posed in this paper.
Besides that, the proposal of novel indicators to boost the
performed measures and the improvement of the empirical
model are also objectives to be attained in future research
developments.

Research on Money and Finance, Network. Accessed 10 Janu-

ary 2015 and available at: http://www.researchonmoneyandfi
nance.org/images/other_papers/RMF-Eurozone-Austerity-andDefault.pdf.
Pritchett, L. (1996). Me asuring Outward Orientation in LDCs: Can It Be

Done?. Journal of Development Economics. 49, 307-35.
We believe that important progresses can be raised if the
planned infrastructures in communications that unite both Rose, A. (2000). One money, one market: estimating the effect of comcountries are finalized and public and private bodies with remon currencies on trad’. Economic Policy. 30. 7–46.
sponsibility in this area continue with efforts to carry out more Rose, A. (2002). The effect of common currencie s on international
cooperation agreements (e.g. business conferences and trade
trade: where do we stand. http://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/
shows, etc). Therefore, trade volumes between the border
Monetary%20Policy%20and%20Economics/Education%20and
regions in particular and of the two countries in general will
%20Research/Research/Economic%20Staff%20Papers/2002/
increase.
MASOP022_ed.pdf.
Rose, A. and Van Wincoop, E. (2001). National money as a barrier to
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